
20 

1 area are informed (eg. manually) of the address space of the hosts in that 

area. Each router then polls each of its interfaces in tum; that is, for each 

interface in tum it sends out a series of ARP requests, working through the host 

address space address by address. It will therefore elicit responses from all 

5 hosts attached to it. 

This polling is of course distinct from the polling, mentioned above, 

which standard routers perform. The standard router polling is not through the 

host address space, but through the actual addresses of hosts which are already 

10 recorded in the routers' tables, to confirm their existence. 

Provided that the host address space is manageably small, this is the 

preferred mechanism. This polling automatically takes care of the normal 

maintenance of the interface tables. Since the router network can only route 

15 messages to hosts which it knows about, it is important to confirm the 

disappearance of a host, eg. by a suitable number of retries. A discovery time 

of say 500 s (comparable to the ARP time-out), and a polling rate of7 polls per 

second will accommodate an address space of 4000 hosts, which is much larger 

than most practical LANs. 

20 

The polling message density can be reduced if a router does not poll for 

addresses which it knows to be attached to other of its interfaces, or to other 

routers. However, a router needs to poll for hosts which are attached to it to 

confirm their existence, just as with a standard router; also, polling for hosts 

25 which are listed in its tables as being attached to other routers accelerates their 

discovery if they are moved. 

Instead of polling by ARP requests, a router could poll by sending a 

suitable broadcast message, asking the hosts to report their existence. 

30 However, this has two disadvantages. One is that it requires the hosts to return 
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suitable identification messages in response to the broadcast enquiry; this may 

require modification of some hosts, and some types of host may not be 

modifiable. The other is that the response messages from the hosts will 

temporarily produce a very high message density, which may for example 

5 overwhelm the router. 

With the preferred mechanism of ARP polling, the polling intensity can 

be reduced by partitioning the host address space so that certain segments of it 

will only contain hosts which will announce their presence when first turned 

10 on. It will then not be necessary to poll through those address space segments. 

A possible refinement of ARP polling is that if a router discovers that 

a host has disappeared, that host address can be distributed to all routers, with 

all routers then sending out ARP requests at higher than normal polling 

15 frequency for that host for some convenient period of time. (The router which 

has lost the host should be included in this, because the host may be migrating 

to another of its interfaces.) This will result in rapid detection of the migrating 

host if it is reconnected into the network. 

20 With the passive technique for routers to discover the existence of silent 

25 

hosts, they only search for a host when there is a message for that host. If the 

router network receives a message for a host which it (the router network) does 

not recognize, then the message is passed around the routers, and each router 

polls each of its interfaces with an ARP request. 

This requires a more complex router network organization, to ensure that 

the message is distributed to all routers, but it may reduce the amount of 

polling, as the occurrence of messages to silent hosts will usually be relatively 

uncommon. The message may be distributed rapidly to all routers, with all the 

30 routers then polling their LANs; this may impose a significant transient load on 
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the system. Alternatively, each router in turn may poll its interfaces for the 

destination host, and forward the message on to the next router only if it fails 

to find the destination host on any of its interfaces; this may result in a large 

delay. 

Host to host communication 

In the standard system, there are 4 mechanisms for a source host to send 

a message to a destination host. First, if the destination has the same subnet 

address as the source, if the source does not know the destination's MAC 

10 identifier it will send an ARP request to the destination; otherwise (second), it 

sends the message direct to the destination using the MAC identifier. Third, 

if the destination is on a different subnet, the source sends the message to a 

router. Fourth, if the destination is on a different subnet but the same extended 

LAN as the source, the source can send direct to the destination's MAC 

15 identifier as a result of a redirect message from a router. 

The present system must maintain all these modes of message 

transmission as far as the hosts are concerned; in particular, it must cope with 

all possible combinations of source and destination subnet addresses and LAN 

20 locations. The source and destination may be on the same or different LANs, 

and may have the same or different subnet addresses. 

If the source and destination are on the same LAN and have the same 

subnet address, then if the source knows the destination's MAC identifier it will 

25 send the message direct to the destination using the MAC identifier. 

30 

Otherwise, the source will send an ARP request to the destination and, because 

the two are on the same LAN, it will get an ARP response and then send the 

message using the MAC identifier returned in the ARP response. This is the 

same as in the standard system. 

.-
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If the source and destination are on different LANs and have different 

subnet addresses, the source will send the message to a router, which will 

forward it to the router to which the destination is attached. This is broadly 

similar to the standard system (though the router uses the more detailed routing 

5 information of the present system). 

If the source and destination are on the same LAN but have different 

subnet addresses, the source will send the message to a router; this will return 

a redirect message to the source, which will then send the message direct to the 

10 destination using the destination's MAC address. This is broadly similar to the 

standard system (though again the router uses the more detailed routing 

information of the present system). 

If the source and destination are on different LANs but have the same 

15 subnet address, then the source will send an ARP request to the destination, 

expecting to receive an ARP response with the destination's MAC identifier. 

The router on the source LAN must listen for such ARP requests and return 

ARP responses (this is the promiscuous listening for ARP requests mentioned 

above). On hearing an ARP request on an interface, the router must check its 

20 link tables and its interface tables for its other interfaces for the destination. 

If the destination is in those tables, it is in fact on a different LAN from the 

source. However, the source is expecting an ARP response. The router must 

· therefore return a proxy ARP response - ie, it must return an ARP response on 

behalf of the destination. This proxy ARP response will of course contain the 

25 router's MAC identifier. The source will then send the message to the router, 

which must then forward it through the router network. 

Specific Embodiment 

A communication system embodying the invention will now be 

30 described, by way of example, with reference to the drawings, in which: 
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Fig. I is a general block diagram of the system; and . ? 

Fig. 2 is a highly simplified block diagram of a modified router (ie. the 

present router). 

5 Fig. I shows a communication system with various typical features. The 

system consists of a Ievell network of3 routers Rl-R3 coupled by links LK12, 

LK23, and LK13 (the digits indicating the routers which each link couples 

together). This level I network forms part of a level 2 system (the rest of 

which is shown merely as a cloud L-2), and is coupled to the rest of the level 

10 2 network by links shown as zig-zag lines. 

Router Rl has 2 physical LAN interfaces, with LANl (with subnet 

address 32.17 .52) and LAN4 (with sub net address 32.17 .66) coupled to them; 

router R2 has 3 LAN interfaces, with LAN2 (with sub net address 32.17 .55), 

15 LAN3 (with subnet address 32.20.132), and LAN6 (with subnet address 

32.20.154) connected to them; and router R3 has 2 LAN interfaces, with LAN5 

(with subnet address 32.27.24) and LAN7 (with subnet address 32.17.102) 

connected to them. LANl and LAN2 are connected together in known manner 

through a bridge BRl, forming a single extended LAN with two subnet 

20 addresses . 

. Hosts Hl-Hll are coupled to the various LANs as shown. Each host 

has an address consisting of 4 bytes. In the standard system, each host's 

address will be the address of its LAN plus a final byte added to the e1;1d of the 

25 subnet address, as shown for hosts H2 (address 32.17.52.32), H3 (address 

32.17.52.5), H5 (address 32.17.55.129), and H8 (address 32.17.66.188). 

30 

Each host maintains a connection table for its connections. HostH2, for 

example, will maintain the following table: 
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Host H2. connection table 

Router connection: 
R1-MAC 

Host list: 
32.17.52.5 (H3) 
32.17.55.129 (H5) 

H3-MAC 
H5-MAC 

25 

This table has two parts, a router connection and a host list. The router 

connection part is a single entry, the MAC of router Rl, which the host uses 

for sending messages to hosts which are not on its own extended LAN. The 

second part lists the hosts which H2 has recently sent messages to, together 

15 with the MAC identifiers which it uses to send messages to those hosts. 

Communication with H3 is direct, over LANI, so messages to that host are 

sent to that host's MAC identifier. Communication with H8 is via the router 

network, so messages to that host are sent to router R1, using that router's 

MAC identifier. Communication with H5 is also direct; H2 has learnt H5's 

20 MAC identifier as the result of a redirect message from router Rl or R2 at 

some time in the past. 

The host maintains this table as a cache with time-out, so that entries 

which have not been used for more than a certain time are deleted. New 

25 entries are added as communication with new hosts is desired, by using the 

ARP requests as discussed above. 

30 

Each router maintains interface and link tables. Router Rl, for example, 

would maintain the following interface tables if it were a standard router. 
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Router R1 (standard fonnl. interface tables 

IF1 (interface) 
32.17.52 (subnet address) 

5 5 H3-MAC 

10 

15 

32 H2-MAC 

32.17.55 (sub net address) 
129 H5-MAC 

IF2 (interface) 
32.17.66 (sub net address) 

188 H8-MAC 

Each interface table is divided into a separate section for each logical 

subnet address of the (possibly extended) LAN attached to that interface. Each 

section records the subnet address and then lists the hosts on the LAN with that 

20 subnet address. Each host entry consists of the host's address and its MAC 

identifier. The host's address is recorded as only the final byte, since the first 

3 bytes of the address are the address of its subnet. The first interface table 

has two sections because the two LANs LAN1 and LAN2, with different subnet 

addresses, are both connected to that physical interface (via the bridge BRI in 

25 the case of LAN2). 

The routers also maintain link tables for their links to other routers. In 

the standard system, each router passes the addresses of the LANs to which it 

is coupled to the other routers in the level 1 network, and those other routers 

30 hold that information in their link tables. Thus if router R1 were standard, it 

would maintain two link tables as follows. 
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Router Rl (standard form). link tables 

LK12: 
32.20.154 
32.20.132 

LK13: 
32.27.24 
32.17.102 

(LAN6) 
(LAN3) 

(LAN5) 
(LAN7) 

The entries in each table are the addresses of the LANs which can be 

reached through the associated link. If link LK13 did not exist, then the link 

15 table LK12 would contain the addresses 32.27.24 and 32.17.102 (as well as 

32.17.154 and 32.20.132), because the message route for those addresses 

would then be via router R2. 

Each subnet address in the link tables can be regarded as a compressed 

20 version of the set of host addresses on that LAN. This can be represented 

more fully by writing the subnet addresses as 32.17.154.xx., etc, where the 

final byte is masked off by a mask. 

For the coupling to the rest of the level 2 system, the routers provide 

25 further compressed addresses over the zig-zag links to region L-2. In this case, 

the level 2 addresses will be simply the single value 32.0001xx.xx.xx.xx (where 

the second byte is written in binary). Similarly, the routers R2 and R3 will 

. maintain level 2 connection tables (with further compressed entries) for 

addresses in the L-2 region. Also, router Rl will maintain these region L-2 

30 addresses (preferably in the same compressed form) in its link tables LK12 and 

LK13, so that messages from hosts on its LANs to the L-2 region can be 

correctly routed. (This is why the tables LK12 and LK13 are shown as having 

further entries beyond the 2 shown explicitly for each.) 
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In the present system, the routers are modified from the standard form 

to maintain the level I connection information within the interface and link 

· tables in uncompressed form. Thus the interface table for interface IFI for 

router Rl will contain: 

Router Rl (modified form). interface table IFl 

IFl: 
32.17.52.5 
32.17.52.32 
32.17.55.129 
32.20.154.34 

H3-MAC 
H2-MAC 
H5-MAC 
HI-MAC 

15 Switching, for convenience, to router R3 to discuss the link tables, this 

would contain the following link table for link LK13 in the standard form: 

Router R3 (standard form). link table LKI3 

20 LK13: 
32.17.52 
32.17.55 
32.17.66 

(LAN I) 
(LAN2) 
(LAN4) 

25 

30 

For the modified form of router R3, this link table will contain all the entries 

for router Rl 's interface tables, in the same form as in those interlace tables, 

instead of just the compressed or subnet addresses. Thus router R3 will contain 

the following link table for link LK13 in the modified form: 
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Router R3 (modified form). link table LKI3 

LK13: 
32.17.52.5 

5 32.17.52.32 
32.17.55.129 
32.17.66.188 

H3-MAC 
H2-MAC 
H5-MAC 
H8-MAC 

10 The connection information relating to connections to the level 2 area 

L-2 is unchanged from the standard form. 

With the host addresses discussed up to now, the operation of the system 

with the present (modified) routers is substantially unchanged from the 

15 operation with standard routers. Suppose, however, that host H1 was originally 

on LAN6 (address 32.20.154), and was given the address 32.20.154.34 while 

it was on that LAN. Suppose also that it is desirable to transfer that host to 

LAN 1 as shown. 

20 In the standard system, it would not be possible for any messages to 

reach HI, because its address does not match LAN1's address. For H1 to be 

logically connected to the system, either its address would have to be changed 

to match that of LANl (so that it would effectively be a new host), or LANI 

and LAN6 would have to be coupled together by a bridge (so that Hl could 

25 still be reached by router R2), or some form of address conversion would have 

to be provided. 

In the present system, however, messages can reach Hl. This is because 

all the routers' tables (ie. both link and interface tables) contain the individual . 

30 addresses of all hosts (of the level 1 area) in full; they do not now contain the 

subnet addresses as such. 
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Thus router Rl will contain the address 32.20.154.34 in its interface 

table for interface IFl, so that it can forward a message for Hl reaching it. 

from another router (or from another of its interfaces). Similarly, the link 

tables of R2 and R3 will contain the address 32.20.154.34 in full, so that any 

5 message for H1 reaching either of those routers can be forwarded to router Rl 

(assuming that for some reason, messages are not passed to it from router R2 

through the extended LAN network of the 2 LANs LAN2 and LANl). 

In the standard system, router R2 would contain the address 32.20.154 

10 of LAN6 in one of its interface tables, and would capture all messages to any 

host with that as the first 3 bytes of its address. In the present system, 

however, router R2 contains only the addresses of the individual hosts attached 

to it, not the subnet address as such. It will therefore not capture any messages 

to host HI, ie. to address 32.20.154.34, and will therefore not interfere with 

15 the correct routing of messages to that host. 

Fig. 1 also shows a second host, host H9, which has migrated, in this 

case from LANI to LAN4. Router Rl 's interface table for interface IF2 

contains the address (32.17 .52.47) of this host, and routers R2 and R3 contain 

20 this address in their link tables LK12 and LK13, so that messages to this host 

from LANs attached to R2 and R3 will reach it as desired. 

There is however a complication if a host such as H2 on H9's original 

or "home" subnet wants to send a message to it. H2 finds that its own subnet 

25 address is the same as H9's subnet address, and therefore sends an ARP request 

to H9 on LAN1 (hosts' behaviour is unchanged from in the standard system). 

As discussed above, the present routers listen to all ARP requests from 

hosts on their interfaces, to detect ARP requests for migrated hosts. When a 

30 router detects an ARP request, it checks the address of the destination host 
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against the contents of its tables (both the interface tables and the link tables). 

If the destination host is on the same interface as the source host, the router 

ignores the ARP request (the destination host will respond to the ARP request 

with an ARP response and message transmission will proceed normally). But 

5 if the destination is not on the same interface as the source, the router responds 

with a proxy ARP response which includes its own MAC identifier. The 

source will then send the message to the router, and the router then forwards 

the message to the actual location of the destination. 

10 Thus router R1 will detect the ARP request from host H2 for host H9, 

find that host H9 is not on interface IFI, and return a proxy ARP response to 

H2. H2 will then send the message to the router, which will pass it to interface 

IF2 so that it reaches H9. 

15 If host H2 has previously been in communication with host H9 over their 

original common LAN, H2 will of course still have H9's MAC address in its 

connection table, and will continue to use that MAC address when trying to 

send messages to H9; and when H9 migrates, H2 will find that H9 has 

apparently disappeared. H2 wiii thereupon flush its connection table (or at least 

20 the entry for H9), and attempt to re-open communication with H9 by sending 

an ARP request. Router Rl will return a proxy ARP response to this, as just 

discussed, and communication with H9 will therefore be re-established. 

Fig. 2 shows the general logical organization of the preferred form of 

25 modified (present) router, which we may take as router Rl. 

There is a plurality of link registers 10, one per link, for receiving 

messages (including LSPs) coming in over links from other -routers and for 

holding messages to be transmitted over those links. There is a plurality of 

30 interface registers 11, one per interface, for receiving messages coming in over 
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the router's interfaces and for holding messages to be transmitted over those 

interfaces. There is a plurality of link table stores 12, one per link, for storing 

the link tables discussed above. There is a plurality of interface table stores 13, 

one per interface, for storing the interface tables discussed above. The link and 

5 interface registers 10 and 11 are coupled to switching circuitry 15. 

Each of the link registers 10 and interface registers 11 has a header 

section lOA, llA respectively for containing header information including, for 

example, the source and destination addresses and (in the case of messages in 

10 the interface registers) MAC identifiers. When a message is received in one 

of these registers, its destination address is compared by a comparator 14 with 

the addresses in the link and interface tables and moved from its initial register 

to the appropriate register for output, ie. from a link register to another link 

register, from a link register to an interface register, or from an interface 

IS register to an interface register. In addition, if the message is moved into an 

interface register, the MAC identifier of the destination is copied over line 16 

from the interface table into the header section of the interface register. 

(In practice, the messages may be stored in a common memory, with 

20 pointers being used to identify different memory areas as the different registers, 

and the movement of a message from one register to another being achieved by 

changing the pointers. Also, the headers may be processed separately from the 

bodies of the messages.) 

25 

30 

The interface registers 11 are also coupled to an ARP unit 30. All ARP 

requests on the LANs attached to the interfaces are received by the router, ie. 

are written into the interface registers 11. When an ARP request is so 

received, comparator 14 compares the host destination address in its header 

with the host addresses in the link tables 12 and the interface tables 13. 

~· 
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If the destination is not in the interface table for the interface on which 

the ARP request was received, ie. is in some other interface table, or in a link 

table, then the comparator 14 sends a signal to the ARP unit 30, which then 

converts the ARP request in the interface register to a proxy ARP response. 

5 This ARP response includes the router's address and MAC identifier, which are 

stored in a router address and MAC identifier store 17 and are copied into the 

header into of the interface register for return to the host as the ARP response. 

If the destination is in the interface table for the interface on which the 

10 ARP request was received, then the router makes no response. However, for 

all ARP requests which it receives, the router checks whether the source is 

listed in the interface table for the interface on which the ARP request was 

received. If it is not, then it updates its tables by adding the source's address 

to the appropriate interface table and deleting it from any other tables which it 

15 is in. In addition, the host's address (ie. the full address) is passed (over line 

21) to an LSP processor 20. 

A polling unit 25 is also coupled, through the switching circuitry 15, to 

the header sections llA of the interface registers 11. The polling unit 25 

20 perfonns two functions, under the control of a timer 26 to which it is coupled. 

First, the polling unit is coupled to the interface tables 13, and selects 

each entry in the interface tables in turn for verification. For this, the address 

of each end-station in tum is copied into the appropriate one of the interface 

25 registers 11 and sent out as an ARP request. The MAC identifier in the 

response is passed back to the interface table and compared therein with the 

stored MAC identifier, to verify the entry. If verification fails (after a suitable 

number of retries), the table entry is deleted and the address of the deleted host 

is passed to the LSP processor 20. 

30 
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Second, the polling unit is also coupled to an address space store 27, 

which is set to contain the address space of the (Ievell) system. Under control 

of the timer 26, the polling unit 25 works sequentially through all addresses of 

the address space. Addresses which are already in the interface tables are 

5 filtered out. The remaining addresses are passed, in sequence, to each of the 

interface registers for sending out an ARP request, to see whether a host with 

that address exists. If it does, then the address and MAC identifier in the ARP 

response are passed to the appropriate interface table and to the LSP processor 

20. 

10 

Turning now to the LSP processor 20, this receives the addresses of 

hosts newly discovered by the router and of hosts which dis.appear from the 

router's interfaces. It constructs LSP options containing these addresses, 

assembles them into LSPs, and passes them. to the set of link registers 10 for 

15 transmission to other routers. This processor 20 also processes LSP options 

received by the link registers 10 from other routers, updating the entries in the 

corresponding link table 12 by adding and/or deleting entries appropriately. 

The LSP processor 20 is coupled to an LSP option memory 22 in which LSP 

options of the new type discussed above are constructed; this memory 

20 comprises a header section 22A, an address section 22B for the addresses of the 

LSP, and a general information section 22C. This memory is used to assemble 

LSP options of the new type which are to be sent out by the router, and to 

store incoming new type options received from other routers ready for analysis 

and transfer of their contents into the link tables 12. 

25 

In the system shown in Fig. 1 , each router is coupled to every other 

router. In general, however, this will not always be so. LSP options must 

therefore be forwarded throughout the level 1 area. The LSP processor is 

responsible for this; it causes an incoming LSP option to be copied to all other 

30 link registers 10 for forwarding (as parts of LSPs) to other routers. Various 
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techniques can be used to prevent the unlimited circulation and multiplication 

of LSP infonnation. 
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Claims 

1. A digital communication system comprising a network of routers linked 

together by links and having interfaces with local area networks (LANs) 

5 coupled to them, and operating under a protocol under which each LAN has a 

subnet address, and each host on a LAN has the subnet address as the high

order part of its own address, each router containing a set of interface/LAN 

tables listing the low-order address portions of the addresses of the hosts 

attached to the LAN plus the MAC {medium access control) identifiers of those 

10 hosts, and a set of link tables listing the subnet addresses of the LANs 

reachable through those links, wherein: 

both the interface tables and the link tables in the routers contain the full 

addresses of all hosts reachable through those interfaces and links; 

the routers contain means for detecting ARP (address resolution protocol) 

15 requests from a source host for a destination host having the same subnet 

address as the source host but not on the same interface, and returning a proxy 

ARP response giving the router's identification; and 

20 

the routers contain means for interrogating the interfaces for unknown 

hosts. 

2. A digital communication system according to claim 1 wherein the means 

for interrogating the interfaces comprises polling means. 

3. A digital communication syst~m according to claim 2 wherein the polling 

25 means include timing means causing the polling means to perform polling for ~ 

unknown hosts. 

4. A digital communication system according to claim 3 wherein each 

router contains an address space.store settable to contain the address space of 

30 the system. 
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5. A digital communication system according to claim 2 wherein the polling 

means of a router poll for unknown hosts is in response to the router receiving 

a message for an unknown destination host, and the message is passed through 

the network of routers until the destination host is located. 

6. A digital communication system according to any previous claim wherein 

each router contains an LSP option memory for assembling, storing, and 

analyzing LSP options, the LSP option memory comprising a header section, 

an address section capable of storing a plurality of addresses, and a general 

10 section. 

7. A method of operating a digital communication system comprising a 

network of routers linked together by links and having interfaces with local area 

networks (LANs) coupled to them, said method including the steps of: 

15 operating the system under a protocol under which each LAN has a 

subnet address, and each host on a LAN has the subnet address as the high

order part of its own address; 

providing each router with a set of interface/LAN tables listing the low

order address portions of the addresses of the hosts attached to the LAN plus 

20 the MAC (medium access control) identifiers of those hosts, and a set of link 

tables listing the subnet addresses of the LANs reachable through those links; 

providing both the interface tables and the link tables in the routers with 

the full addresses of all hosts reachable through those interfaces and links; 

each router, upon detection of ARP (address resolution protocol) requests 

25 from a source host for a destination host having the same subnet address as the 

source host but not on the same interface, returning a proxy ARP response 

giving the router's identification; and 

30 

providing each router with means for interrogating the interfaces for 

unknown hosts. 
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8. The method of claim 7 including the step of locating unknown hosts by 

a router by routine systematic polling of predetermined address space. 

9. The method of claim 8 including the step of reserving a second 

5 predetermined address space for self-announcing hosts which address space is 

not systematically polled by a router. 

10. The method of claim 7 including the step of initiating a poll for an 

unknown host in response to a router receiving a message for said unknown 

10 destination host, and passing the message through the network of routers until 

the destination host is located. 

-, 
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CONSTRUCTING SYSTEM AND CHANGING SYSTEM FOR COMPUTER NETWORK 
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JP19920231282 19920806 

~*'.] JP 6062020 (A) 

PURPOSE:To provide an address and tiUe managing function 
accompanied by the transfer of nodes by setting node titles in 
address request messages and setting the node ti1Jes indicating 
that they belong to other networks in the address request 
messages. CONSTITUTtON:A netiNork system is constituted of a 
domain A501 managed by a management server 502 and the 
respective nodes 502-505 are mtJtually connected by a linl< 506. 
Then. when the address request message is present from the 
node, the server 502 assfgns an address imparted beforehand 
when the node tiHe identical to !he specified node tifle is 
registered and selects the address from free addresses to be 
assigned when it is not registered. Also. the effecti-ve period of 
the assigned address is decided corresponding to the iength 
specifteation of the effective period of the address. Also, when 
the address request message in which the node title is set is 
present, the server 502 assigns the address from the free 
addresses and prepares and transmi'!s a change information 
message to 1he management server of the presen1 network. 
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l!!'~J'-1\~i, 1W~c~!E'tfli¥alt:£-::5~1W~2MM~!!!~ ~k 
~31<~ .Q /- Flt:f)f.ffi<!tl 'Lv>tL:T[;OJ/- Fi5.1<:::t;J-J;t zo rc fJ, ~m~~7 r'vAN~t;z.~ 0 c ttc.t t:J~:st/-
L -c~9!1~0J /- !-q;~;zJJUi5 t L -c~U~~ 0'¥-~!i;z.G 
5t0o 
[0005) 

[f'Fffl) is:~BJI~:J / ~ ~ -~ * "-' ~ '7-~:ffli~1Jr\C' 
~- /-F~GOJ7FvA•*;<y-t-~~®..:5t,W 
f!+T-1\ti, 7 r'vA~>J<;< ·;;-t-YC'ffi!E<!ntc/
F~~t fPJ-O)~~h'!:H~<! n -ctt·~~;:f, IDBcf-;f-9- LtL 
7 F vA;zW!I~-c, 18]-0)~ OJh'~~~ tL 'Lv ·~~ttl 
~~~7FvA~Ji:!~G~:JRL'LW!I~-c;z-~..:5o ~ 

r'"'~r.1~~;JR;z:gE] ~c~ ..:5 C t h'>~~ 0 o ~f!!7 F v 
A t L -c li, T C P / I P ( T r a n s m i s s i o n 

Control Program/Internet 
P r o t o c o i ) a) I P 7 F ~A, 0 S I ( 0 p e 

n Systems Interconnectio 
n) ~N SAP (Network Service A 
c c e s s Po i n t) 7 FvA~h'mGtLct,•.@o 
is:~M!iWU~tt. .. . " ~g:-w G ntc 3 ;f;ITOJ~*~u;zf51!m 
~Go 

k, 7FvA.>J<;<y-t-Y$OJ7FvA0Jfl~MOOOJ ~ 
~~ffi!E~J;tc-c~~-c7FvAOJfl~Moo;z~Jt~ 

(0008] (d) 7/lJ7-V3Y7rvA 
77"1J?--V3/7FvA~, --:JO)/-F~~-~~ 

77"1J?--V3/(~!:![/o75L.,~~/o75b) 

7J>lff:tt~Gf®il, c.n;z~jJ!J"90tc6DI<=f5effl~~o ::;$:~ 

tllliWU~~i, 1 11J~~*~U;z.f5em~ 0o 

0o :J:/~~-~:t-·;;J--?-:7~~1ir\~ti, /-Fh' 
G~M*YI--?-:7~M~ct;z.ffi~/-F~·;z.~}E 

Ltc7 FvA.>J<;< ·;;-t:-Yh'®~ t, Wf!+T-1\~;t, 
'!E~7 FvAOJ!flh'G~tRL T7 FvAi.ri!lJJ~·c ~ G 
1<=:00* 'Y 1-- '7-:7~WJ!!+}--I\""'O)~]l!·m¥a;< ·;;-t-Y 
;z.{'FJJXL -c~l±l~ .:5o ;oo;t,·;; 1-- ?-~~Wf!+T-1\ti, 

~!J!·m¥~;< ·;;t-Y;z~f§C, ~~·m¥iH<::~-::5~MM~ 

!E<!~tc/- Hcf5e.ffl<!tl'Lv'tc7 F vA;z.:zE~7 F v 
At L 'l:tl~HJe.fflPJj'jlg~c C, ~ G I<::IJE* 'Y ~ '7-~~Wf! 
+J--;\tL ~~·[1f~~c£-::5~fi&~!!!~tltc/- H<::f)f 
ffl<!n -cv•tcn~/- Fi5~1c::ttr.tL -c~!E1~0J/- F 
;g.;z.JJU:£; t C -c~~~ Go 
[O 0 0 6] 
[~lil!i.f§IJ] J.;ff, ( 1) tl-il'G (2) ~~C~i%'"l, *~ 

tllliW!Jtcffi~* 'Y ~?-~"/AT L.7J'I~{lfj~ 0:£1i1H<::-:Jv' 
l:~BJIL, (3) lf{i.7J>G (4) lf[i.tc:tov'"l, *'Y r--ry
~m~~~~JI[i~<::-:Jv'l:~!lJI~ Go 
[ o o o 7 J c 1 ) .m~~aJI 

*~lllliW!JC'~:bn0ffl~t<:-:Jlt'"l~a}l~ 0a 

(e) /-F:£i:flr; 
/-F;£;·~· /-F~~fJ~-cGttk~MC'®fJ, ~ 
~ -"?/ 1J -~/'Jv~~~ /- FOJIDllJ!J;z.t=f? tc6b~<::f5e 
ffl~Go 
(f) 77"1J 7-"./3 y:g. 

~ 77"1J?""-V3Y:£i~~- 77"1J7-V3Y~~fJ~c 
Gntr:£i§U~d5 t:J, ~ :J_ -?Y1J -~·/;vt:J.~C'77'1J 
-7-V 3 YOJIDllJIJ~f'J? k6b~<::~ffl~ Go 
[ o o o e J < 8 ) :g-~wm!1 

:g~1.JMFdHi7 FvA+J--;\7J'~*'J~-rtt:~fl7 FvAOJ~ 

iP (1:lif1l: )t) C'® f), ~f~7 Fv.Al&i~~)J<~~±z:~ 

Mr,~JaJFdL if!JfJ ~-c Gtlt.:Ynli!Jl!7 FvA;z.fUffl~G z: t 
7J'>~~ 0o *tc., /- FJS;tlJ~~ctHJ.mH<:~J fJ ~-c Gtl 
tdifBf!!7 FvA;z.rtrJ~L~~ttl~i'~G~v'o C~J:-? 
~<::, i!lJJ fJ ~ctdifflf!7 F vAtC~$;z.~t.:-ti"k fJ, ~t}J 

50 ~fi!J~~..:5C t~cJ: 9, /- ¥OJ~~~~cW?~J!!7 F 
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5 
I--7-.0Jifffl!& IJ m LA~f'F~11i!v ~-ctr ~0o 
C e) fl"S?JJWiFE!i v"'Jil 

1'!;tJJMFE!i v"'JHt, 7 r v7-. -lT-1 "h'~U IJ ~ -c 0 ~!!1!7 
r v7-.0J1BwMrE!i~ct-t-t 0~:s:KOOJOJ:J=Jl!;tM-r:s IJ, h i 
g h C~W:I11%:~J~-c7 rv7-.~:fUJiHJ;:tr~!~f5') , m 
e d i u m Cr:J:IM~~<:~J~-c7 r v7-.~~ffl Lt.:v•#! 
IS') , l ow CmMsf,J~cl!ru~-c7 rv7-.~:fiJfflLt.:tr•~ 
IS') 0)3fjHO)$iJH;~tR90o J?l;t.t£, 77~JJ;-l]--l\ 

t L Tt5ffltWJOJ~llfil7-7 7-.7-V 3 Y~~Itl9 .@~ 
!S'~c::~i/- r~~i!J~'li0i: tti:PtJ:tr•OJ-r:" h i g 
h" ~~tR90tl~Y'o i:OJ;tti*, 7Fv7-.-l]--I\Ci1f 
€POJ~v •1'J;tJJMFJJ~~3R/- t<t<:~J 1J ~-c 0 t.:.~, MlJ!JI! 
7 r v7..0)1fifi~31§1fc f'¥-5 ¥.fW!J~-c~3R~:E!I!iJ"1>7J: < id:: 
0ttt~.~:E!I!7Fv7..~R~~n0mlitt~~Jd::< 
id::0o £k.ES~*~~l7-7~UiiJL-cWffl90~ 
?IJ:m-I#Jfll7-77..7-V3YOJ±gi5-~Cti" 1 ow"~ 
~:tR9 0 tE!v•a i: OJtti*. 7 r vA -l]--1\Li1fifi0JID 
V'iBwMFJJ~~3R/- r'<:WJJ IJ ~-c 0t.:&9, ~f!J~<:f'¥--=> 
-c ~ffl ~ htJ: < iJ: 0 ~f.m7 F vA~1'J;t)J~<:¥ff1Jffl9 0 i: 
t iJ'>-r: 7! Q 0 

[ 0 0 1 0] ( 2) ~lJilifJ!JO)~~pjt 
~~--

*~•oo-r:M.t90*~~?-7VA.'Tb~~~O)~ 
? IJ:~f:i&~vmx -cv'0o 
(a) *-t,·y t-?-7V7-.7btitf.l5W~c'!i~@~vm.:t, 

n•-:Jtt~sf,J::k~tJ:J{-t: 1J1Hf~t•glg1J~1'! tJ.:/- F 
CL:.rr. -~t-1\) , ffU.:tC£:!5@~0J~:il~l7-7 7-.7-

V3Yt, ~IJW~~ht.:;>{-E0&UM.~1JL~1'!~ 
IJ:~t•/- F~91-$~ct;'it@i,t~t.:tJ:~t>/- F ct:.rr< 7 
747 Y ~) , f§IJxti'nHifffl?-7 7-.7-V 3 YiJ•G~ 
~~n, -tt-1\h'77-17Y Hc7FJE9 0~flli~:tm? i: 
t~~IJ. 77~7Yl-OJ~ffl~C"S07~0~-V3 
Y/P 1f7 b"?fU.Fll!!W"I<:, ~I) f'Eb~glg-c-ttflliOJE!v •-lt-
1::' 7-~ t.liWt-9 0 c 

(b) ::<$:-t-,•y l-?-7V.A'Tb~iF)~Yttr•5~.7..)] 
:a-ffl v '-c 7 F L-- .A fiJI!, ~ftJ;fiJ.!I!~:f'J -5o F :;>{ ~ Y t ti 
fiJJl-Jt-1\0)fiJ!!fGI!f!O) i: t C" JS I)' i: (}) ~? iJ: ¥) ~ 
YOJ~llt~~2jJA. 9 0 c. t ~<= ~ IJ ~!.ll!fGI!f!OJ'frW!J~:f'Jtr '· 
~Jm7 r' vAOJ §ltl*'J IJ ~-c, ~!.mY F vA J?~ftj;O)~ 
~j.Cf# -J T-~.r\.-AOJ§i!J!if!:i[~~Ujlg Go 
(c) *-7' 'Y r ?-7V7-.7 bti/- rffiliOJi'S¥!R,~J! 

~:r\,i, ~)'ciJ'>~/E~ ht.:;J{ 'Y -t-~ t lt' -J ~""ffiJ! 
L, :&J- Fti:;>{ ~-t-~~<=~!E~nt~~)t;t. §/
ri*JOJ;J;- r Cn7t:m!E) .:r-:t;v~c~-:J~~m:;>{,y-t 

-~OJ!fltft~rrv', ) ·yt-~~.ii.Lv'n7t:~<=*-cFaHt 
G~~l,tt~-:J Tlt' Go 
[o o 1 1] ~~cis:-t,~ t-?-7Y"7-.7L.OJ~P.Jt~<:-:Jlt' 

-c~~~Go~5~.is:*~rl7-7V7.7b~~O)
fftil.r~~~C"dSGo **'Y r?-7V7-.7b~i. gJ!!-lJ 
-1\S 0 nc~-:>TgJ!!~ttG--:JOJr)~YA (50 
1) 7J•G;jfij~~n T:J31J, r ;>{~ Y A r*JOJ~/- Fti IJ 

(4) !M'Im.lf6-62020 

6 
Y7 50 6 tc~ 9.f§1U<:~W't~nl"lt'~o ~~-tj--1\ 5 

02~¥~~YAI*J0)~~7Fv7-.t~~~~f.m90/ 
- F""fJS I), /-1-"::f'iftl;" name= ad m. 0 1" , 

~!][ 7 ¥ v .A" a d d r = 1 3 . 7 . 1 5 " iJ'>~ I) ~ L" 
GhT:J31J, 7/0~-V3Y~~" ap-name= 
a dm. 0 1. add r" tv'-5::f'i~f,tff-:J7 r'vA-l:t 
-1\t, 77°1) 'T-V 3 Y::f'iftl;" a p- n am e =ad 
m. o 1. d i r" tlt'-5~ftl;~f~-:J7'-1v7 ~ 1J-tt
l\iJ'>~i'J9Go *f.:, J{-]J;-tj--J\5 0 4 ,j:J{-]J;-lj--

10 ~7-.~:J=Jl!m9G/-FC"JSIJ, L.OJ/-¥~~/-¥~ 

%\" n ame=a dm. 0 2" iJ"Wlli'J~-cGn-c:BIJ, 
7/IJ~-V3/1j~t Lc" a p-n ame=a d 
m. 0 2. m a i I" l.r:t~-:J)-JJ;-lj--1\77°1) ~-v 
3 Y7J\~{ifjg ~ o 7 7 -1 ;J;-tj--I\ 5 0 5 ti 7 7 ~ Jv~~ 

~~v-e:7-.~:J=Jl!f~9G/- v-r:si'J. L.O)/- ncr;~: 

/-r'::f'i%\" n ame=a dm. o 3" 7J'jlj!JIJ~-cGn 
T:J31J. "7~U'T-V3Y::f'iftJ;tL-cap-name 
=a dm. 0 3. f i I e" ~~-:J77-1JJ;-lj--l\7~ 
1J~-V3 YiJ'~fl90c 77~7/r 50 3 a, b~i 

20 J";>{~YAI*J~<.:ff-1£90-lf-1\0):fUiti~C"®IJ, .:t"h-f' 
h/- F::Er%\" name= ad m. c 1 i en t 

--~~------------

1 " , " n a m e = a d m. c 1 i e n t 2 " ;0\~jl) ~ 

-cG.:tlcl'0a flij, J{-Jv-lf-1\, 77~JJ;-t:J-·-1\, :13 
~l.F77~7Y 1- OJ~/- FOJM8f_i1!7 r· 1/7-.~<.:-:Jv'c 
ti, * •y 1- ?-7 VAT L.~~~~ifey~c~Jm-Jf-1\ 50 2 tc 
~ IJ i1JE"Jt<:W!J~TiJ11'J:b~1.Go 
[O 01 2] ~~<::~1 4l.rltlv•T, *'Y l-?-7VAT 
L.l.£'~~9 0I~H<:~ffl9 .Q::f';.ffr\f;$:*1<=-:Jv 'c~I3Jj9 ~o 
~ 1 4 ti. ~ s • & U1~iili9 ~ ~ 1 o tc::~9 * ·y r-?-

30 7VAT L.-a-m~9G!l~H<:freffl9~~ftl;f*~~~9o " 
/" ( 1 4 0 1 ) 'i !-") ~ Y A ( 5 0 1 ) t F :;>{ ~ / B 
(lOOl)~!fXIJ.~G~ffiOJ:i:j%\--c-JSGa"/"0) 

~~OJ~%\~¥:;>{-1Y~--~~IJ~-cGhG~%\C"S 
1J, " a d m" ( 1 4 0 2 ) ti F)~ Y A~~ L, " b 
dm" (1403) lil";>{~YB~~9o r')~Y~ftl; 

OJG~OJ~%\~/-F~--~~9~-cGh.Q~·(l 
4 o 4, 1 4 o 5) -c®IJ. r)~Y.::f'i%\tiltti9Gc. 

t ~<.:~I)/- F::f'iftl;iJ'{'F Gh0c 1Jt-:J -c, F)~/ A OJ 
~~-t]--1\ 50 2 0)/- r~%\ti" ad m. 0 1" ' :;>{ 

40 -;J;-lj--1\ 50 4 0)/- F~ftl;~i" ad m. 0 2" , 7 
7~JJ;-t}--l\5 0 50)/-F~ltJ;ti" a dm. 0 3" t 
lJ:Go IP.If.lJH<: F)-1/BOJgf!!-Jf-J\ 1 0 0 20)/- F 
~ftl;ti" b d m. ax" , )-JJ;-lj--1\ 50 4 0)/-1-" 
~ftl;ti" b d m. s X .. tiJ:Go ~ G~<:.:fOJD~OJ::f'iftJ; 
~3/-r~0)7~0'T-V3Y~--~~IJ~TGh 
Gi;%\ c 1 4 o 6, 1 4 o 7) -cas IJ, /- Fi;•til 
tti9GL.t~~IJ77'0'T-V3Yi'i%\~~GhGa11.t 
--=> -c, r ;>{-1 Y AOJ7 F vA-Jf-1\7~1) 'T-V 3 /OJ 
7/0 ~-V 3 Yi;ftl;t±" a d m. 0 1. a d d r" , 

so T-1 v-7 r IJ -tr-1\Y~lJ ~-v 3 YOJ77o'J ~-v 3 
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7 
Yi;.ffi\~j:" ad m. 0 1. d i r" , ~-Jl..df-;\71' 

I} 7-V 3 /0)77°1) 7-V 3 Y:fS;jij;t;t" ad m. 0 
2. rna i l", 7T-1J}.;-!j"-;\77ol)7-V3YOJ7 
1'1} 7-V 3 Y:fS;jij;~j:" ad m. 0 3. f i I e" tfJ: 
0o [PJ~~;: ~~-1YBOJ7Fl---A-lf-;\7:f1)-J--V3 

YOJ7:fl) -7-V 3 Yi;;jij;tj:" b d m. a x. a d d 
r" , 7'-1 v7 f- 1) -lf-;\71'1) -7-V 3 YOJ7:f1) J;
-V3 Yi;fl!i~j:" b d m. a x. d i r" , ~-;}.;-lj-

;'\71'1) J;--V 3 /0)7:f1) -'T-V 3 Y:fS.ftr;l;i" b d 

m. s x. m a i 1" C:fd:0o 
[ 0 0 1 3) ~ 4 ~j:/- ~0)!\- ~7 .I. 7;fi1!JX;l:'® IJ' 
~ 2 ~j:)\- ~ 7 x. 7mmf?tlt<:::ftf-:J ·nt; nr.:~ -;1.---lf
;\, 77--fJv-lf-;\.&rf, 77-17Yt-/-~OJY7r 
7x.7G~~~~~o 403~/-FM~MM~0~8 
OJ A.I:B !J~~ItlUil!~ 0 ~aMmltlUii!Jm, 4 o 5 ~i·!W~~ 
;}$~21!~tl4 0 6 h: f*1¥~ 0 t.:.YJ~<:, 9~Jm~2ifg~@: t 
OJA./:B!J~~~-~0~·~ 407~~-#-F~G 

OJA.n,7-1A1'v-1~0J*~~~·~0~·$l:'® 
IJ , c: n; OJifl!J•ffi30J 'i=' ~<= .:c n -t'n.ff:tr:~ .v:to -t-lf t 

(5) !ffl'003Jl· 6 - 6 2 0 2 0 

8 

~ vA-lf-;'\tJ:c:O)·m'~7£'~«~*~ ·y-t-::J~I:lRIJ~ 

~o /-~;fjfl!i603a~~lli~/-~;fjflli~~~~0 
7-1-~~l:'®IJ, .:CO);fj;jij;~~lli~/-~O)~ffl~~ 

f>t..!~F9.0o f'f5fJJMFdlv«Jv6 o 4 a 1i7 r'vA-lf-J'\i:J~ 
~~~'l0~~7~v.AOJ:f;f~MMKM~0~lli-OJm 
•a-c®0oHBffl~605a~, /-Fi;fl!iOJ~~~ 
~±Lt.:#l€H<=~ffl~07-1-JI.--F-z:;®0o (b) ~i, 
~1!1!7 F vA~~J IJ ~'l0t.:~~<: 7 ~ v.A-!f-;\i:J~~f§ 
"g:@~~~·y-f!-::Jl:'®:@o ~-{7°6 0 2 btj::>fs;j,y-{z 

10 -y ADD R r e s p (A d d r e s s r e s p on 
s e) iJ~~~~Ttcifniiff7~vA~mHU~0t.:.YJf;:fi~ 
~:h0fflftl:'S0c:t~~L, /-F:fS~603b~~ 
!JG/- F;g~;iJ'I~~~:h, ifniil!I!T r' vA 6 0 6 l<=~i7 ~ 

vA-lf-;\iJ'~~U IJ ~'ltd~l!l!7 ~ vAiJ'~t4iWJ~ :h0o * 
tc, ~-~MFdl6 o 7 ti~J~'ltdH8~7 F vAOJ~fri"l:'® 
~, 7 F vAJ:f:X1ljJ~:>J<~'i C: OJMrdl (!ji{i'l : )t) OJfiHB:flt! 

7FvA~;fUF§~.QC:tiJ'~l:'~~o (c) ti, /-~~ 
JfffiftO)-fij~}E~1TfJ: -j ~1<:7 ~ v A -lf-;\~C·i~~ ~1-
.Q~:>J<~~-t-::Jl:'®IJ, J*J~~ (a) tiPJal:'S0a 

1'o7'5l.t~cJ:IJi&M"90~tiOJitlUil!~rr?o 4 o 4 20 c:n~<:::":Jv''lli, t~~OJ r (4-2) ifniil!l!7~vAOJII'X. 

________ ti7oo?5l.OJfi.B, 7r'vAt~~.&rf~lliJ·y-t-::J~ flj}J OJ~l:'~Gt<:::~a}j~0" 
---mWJ~ ~)~-~J -c®~--=-4-o 2 ~a:7"o-t-lfl:'® ~~-;-.:. --- [ o o 1 7 J c 3) ;r, ·y t-7-70Jtri:liYlG~ 

~J*]J\-~7x.7r~OJi!1U•~fr-5o 404tiJ-tlJ, 4 
0 8 ti7. -1 A 1'v-1', =\=--~- J.:'l:'®0o 

~5~~~*~l-7-7VA~l.K77-17Yr503 

a 7£.'~~H<:~A. 9 0~3-~<:":Jv ·-cll£Hjj9 0o 
( 0 0 1 8) ( 3 - I ) /- F~f!t\'IW~OJ~}E 

~ 1 tJ:/- ~~fJI!·~~WOJ~JE'¥)1[fi~~"97D-l:'®Go 

A T'Y 1' 1 0 2 ~i/- ~;gfljiO)~)E~Jii~~ .Q~{'Fl:'~ 

IJ, 7 7-17 Y !-- 5 0 3 a ti~AA!l!A.OJt.::.YJ /- ~;fjflli 

~*~~fJ:OJl:', AT~~103l:'/-Fi5flli" ad 

roo 1 4) 2 o 2tiJ-;Lt-lf-;\, 7T-1Jv-lf-;'\7 
1'lJ-'T-V3Y,.&rfL-:hG71'lJ-'T-V3Y~77-t 
A "9 0 tc.YJOJ7oD 7'7 1:. l:'dS0o 2 0 3 titff:!I!-lj--;'\~<: 
~1!1!7 ~ v A~~~-fr-lt, ~i§:~~ffi"90t.:6DOJ1'P -:75 
bl:'dS:@o 204~~fiOJAWJJ~~-"g.Ql}/7~· 
:to 771:. -cd8 IJ ~•mu•ap 4 o 3, 71-aP~c·f!~tlmu• 
$405,.*A.W!J~·$407~tl~h0o1'D7' 
7l.A-'T:J:I-5 2 0 Sti, 2 0 3'/:J•G 2 0 4 *l:'OJ1' 

30 m. c 1 i e n t 1" ~~~90o lf.Ht:/- Fi;ffl;fJ\~ 

}E~:h'l~IJ. c:n~~~~0W~~~A7~7'104 
~~fi~0o AT~7'106l:'~/-~;fS.ftr;OJ~~~-

o7'5 b~i"iOJA~Y :1. - 1J Y7 twlll.~t:Y-?o 
(0 o 1 5) ~3tJ:;•-~7x.7GilXWfft<:flt-:J'l{'FG:h 

td§'l!l!-lf-;\/- FOJY7 l- 7 x. 7GR!tWU~~~o 7 ~ 
v A -lf-;\ 3 0 2 ti, F ~ -1 Y A pqOJ~f!!!7 r' vA'IW~ 
~fff!!!~ 0c 7-1 v7 l- 1J -lf-;'\ 3 0 3 ti, ~ ~..{ Y A 
!*JOJ15#Jiffl¥~~'§'f.!!H,, i;.ftr;i:J'G~:tm7 r:·vA~A P7 
FvA~lil~, L-:hGOJ7 Fv.A·11f~~77-17Y t-tc 
-~~0o lJY7~•$304~.&tiOJA.Wn~~· W 
~0lJY?~•:to7'5l.l:'®IJ, 1'o7'7l.A-'TY:I 
-73 0 51i, 3 0 2"/J'G 3 0 4 *l:'OJ7°P/f'5l.~lr 
OJA-'TY:I-l) /?'(:~f!!!~lT-Jo 
(o o 1 6) ~6~c, fnii:tm7r:·vAOJI:f~1~, JZ~~c~m 

~.Q~·y-fz-::J%i.\~7f-~o (a) ~i, ~f!!!7~v.A~ 

!&1~90tc~~;:y r' vA ·tJ-;\~<:$i~~:h.Q~)J<~ •y-iz 
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t~t•-5 B~fflii'l9~ilrU*9~ U<=f!Jffl9 ~ i: ~ tPJ~C'dS~c 
[oozoJ (3-3) il6U~7FvAOJj!l!J~-r 
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am e = b d m. s x" ~L.~ 77"1} 7-:/3 >'i5-ffl;iJ~" 
a p- n a me = b d m. s x. m a i I " ~c:::i;ffl;iJ'~ 
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-1'\tJ:, ~ 1 1 ~<:~9B.ffi!Hw~ 1 1 o 6 ~=1=-- t L -c 
¥)--{/A I*JOJ ;{-Jvft-J'\ 5 0 H<:1.\effl~ n Tlt•tc-T' 
-{ 1...--7 }- l) I./}- l)" a d m. 0 2. m a i l " ~~ L 

WLt<:OJ~. ~~ 1~~9/-¥~~1105~Gr) 
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SPECIFICATION 

1. Title of the Invention: 

Kokai Japanese Patent 
Kokai She 59-44140 

Voice/data Multiplexing Transmission Methods 

2. Claim: 

(1) Voice/data multiplexing transmission methods, which are 
characterized by the fact that in the voice/data 
multiplexing transmission method in which data 
information being transmitted using the same 
communications line, is interrupted by voice 
information to proceed with time sharing multiplexing 
to transmit the data information, when a request is 
made to transmit voice information while the .data 
information is being transmitted in the first frame, an 
interrupt information is added after the data 
information which has been transmitted to form a new 
second frame; a non-transmitted data information in the 
aforementioned first frame forms a third frame; the 
aforementioned voice information requested to be 
transmitted forms a fourth frame which is transmitted 
after the aforementioned second frame; the 
aforementioned third frame is transmitted after the 
queuing voice information is totally transmitted; if 
the third frame is the final data information divided 
in the aforementioned first frame, a completion 
information is added after the final data information 
to form a last frame to be transmitted. 

(2) Voice/data multiplexing transmission methods as 
described in Claim (1) in which when divided by frames, 
an interrupt information is added following the data 
information which has been transmitted, and a 
completion information is added following the last data 
information which has been divided, and a means to add 
an interrupt information is equipped at the sender side 
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to write an interrupt information in the data 
information memory which has been interrupted. 

(3) Voice/data multiple~ing·transmission methods as 
described in Claim (1) in which a means of 
identifying/accumulating/reproducing the divided 
information is equipped at the receiver side to line up 
the data information queuing the aforementioned 
interrupt information at the end of the frame received 
and edit and reproduce when the data information 
queuing the aforementioned completion information is 
received. 

3. Detailed Description of the Invention: 
This invention concerns voice/data multiplexing transmission 

methods to perform communications by mixing voice and data 
information using the same communications line. 

In general, there are many differences between voice 
communications and data communications. For example, real time 
responses are not important in data communications so that the 
occurrence of delays in transfer between terminals is allowed. 

On the other hand, voice communications in a conversational 
style strictly requires real time responses so that delays 
between terminals must be minimized to have practically no 
harmful effects. From the standpoint of traffic, data occur 
almost randomly in data communications and the lengths of data 
are diverse within the limits. Although calls in voice 
communications occur at random, voice, namely transfer 
information tends to be concentrated and the information to be 
transmitted as voice occurs periodically and the lengths are 
short and constant. 

Recently, a complex communications system is being developed 
to be able to transmit both voice communications and data 
communications having different characteristics by multiplexing 
using the same communications line. 
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In the conventional voice/data multiplexing transmission 
systems, the data being transmitted are cancelled when a voice 
tra~smission request occurs during data transmission to proceed 

·with voice transmission and the aforementioned data are then 
transmitted again from the beginning. 

The conventional voice/data multiplexing transmission 
methods will be explained using packet communications as an 
example by referring to Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 is a block 
diagram showing an example configuration of the conventional 
voice/data multiplexing transmission method. Figure 2 is a time 
chart showing the time relationships when voic~ packet 
information and data packet information are multiplexed and 
transmitted using the same communications line in Figure 1. 

In Figure 1, a line transmission unit 3 and a line reception 
unit 4 are located at the transmission side and at the reception 
side, respectively, having a communica~ions line 1 in the middle 
to sequentially transmit the packet information. The 
communication control transmission unit 2 receives the voice 
packet information from the voice transmission channel 11 and the 
data packet information from the data transmission channel 12 and 
transfers then to the communications line 1 via the line 
transmission unit 3. The communication control reception units, 
which receives information from the line reception unit 4, 
transmits the voice packet information to the voice reception 
channel 13 and transmits the data packet information to the data 
reception channel 14. The communication control unit 2 consists 
of the following units: a voice transmission queue unit 6 which 
lines up the voice packet information from the voice transmission 
channel 11 in the order of arrival; a data transmission queue 
unit 7 which lines up the data packet information in the order of 
arrival; a voice interrupt control unit 8 which draws the voice 
packet information queuing in the voice transmission queue unit 
6, which draws th~ data packet information queuing in the data 
transmission queue unit 7 when all the queuing voice packet 
information has been withdrawn and transmits them to the status 
control transmission unit 9 at the next stage, but when it 
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detects the entrance of the voice packet information to the voice 
transmission queue unit 6, it stops transmission of the data 
packet inf9rmation which has been selected and instead, it 
transmits the voice packet information until all the queuing 
information has been exhausted; and a status control transmission 
unit 9 which receives the packet information to be transmitted 
and which adds an address code A and a control code C (not added 
when transmitting the voice packet information) in front of the 
information and adds a frame check sequence code FCS at the end 
of each frame. 

The format of the packet information transferred will be 
explained below. The packet to be transferred forms an octet 
containing 8 bits from the first bit to the eighth bit. For 
example, the call user data, which is the information containing 
a maximum of 128 octets is transferred from the transmission 
channels ll and 12 to the transmission queue units 6 and 7 and 
then saved. For transferring from the transmission queue units 6 
and 7, one of the information transferred to the status control 
transmission unit 9 receives an address code A and a control code 
C (no code C in the case of voice information) so that each one 
octet is added in front of the information. One octet coded with 
flag sequence code F is transmitted in the order from the first 
bit at the beginning of the frame at the division of each frame 
and subsequently, the address code A, control code C (none in the 
case of voice information), and the packet information are 
transmitted in this order in series from the first bit in each 
octet (See the frame format in Figure 2). The transmission of 
each octet is checked whenever the eighth bit is transmitted and 
the next octet to be transmitted is prepared within the time 
period until the eighth bit of the next octet. A frame check 
sequence code FCS is created by performing a CRC calculation 
(cyclic code check) using generating polynomials from the octet 
of the address code A at each octet unit and transmitted 
subsequently to the last octet transmission of the packet 
information. Subsequently, the flag sequence code F implying the 
frame.ending is transmitted. If there is subsequent packet 
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information, a code F that is also the beginning of the next 

frame is used. 
The transmission procedures for packet information will be 

explained by referring to Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 is a flow 
chart showing the procedures when a request for the packet 
information to be transmitted is received and saved and until the 
time when it is transmitted. Figure 4 is a flow chart showing 
the frame ending procedures for packet information. An example 
of the data packet information Dl will be explained first. The 
operational step SO stores the data packet information Dl in the 
status control transmission unit 9 and indicates an action to 
instruct transmission of the flag sequence code F. The 
operational step Sl shows the transmission operation of the code 
F under this instruction. When the transmission of the code F is 
over, the transmission of one octet (8 bits) is checked by the 
operational step S2. The operational step S19 is an action to 
delete the previous packet information within the time of 
transmission of the operational step Sl to store the current data 
packet information Dl. Subsequent to the aforementioned 
operational step Sl, the address code A withdrawn from the memory 
is transmitted at the operational step 53. The operational step 
S4 is an action to perform CRC calculation for the code A while 
being transmitted. The operational step SS shows an action to 
check each transmission whenever ending transmission of one octet 
of the code A and one octet for the following 8 bits. The 
operational step S6 shows·a portion for one octet subsequently 
transmitted after the operational step S4. The operational step 
S7 shows an action to perform CRC calculation from the octet of 
the code A to the octet being transmitted each time after the 
operational step ss. The operational step sa is an action 
following the operational step SS which is an action to 
investigate the presence/absence of queuing for voice packet 
information (omitted in the case of voice packet information 
transmission) and the presence/absence of the octet to be 
transmitted next after the operational step S6 if queuing is 
absent (the presence/absence of data division in Figure 6 is due 
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to the actions in this invention so that this will be explained 
later) . The operational step S9 is an action of the instruction 
to transmit the operational results stored at the operational 
step S7 as the frame check sequence code FCS when both voice 
queuing and non-transmitted octets are absent. In Figure 4, the 
operational step S9 instructs the transmission of the code FCS 
since the octet to be transmitted next while one octet is being 
transmitted is not stored at the. operational step SlO so that the 
operational step Sl~ transmits two octet portions for the code 
FCS after the operational step s~o. The operational step S~2 is 
an action to check the transmission of one octet at the 
operational step SlO. The operational step Sl3 shows an action 
to check the transmission for the former half of one octet of the 
code FCS and the operational step Sl4 shows an action to transmit 
the flag sequence code F subsequent to the transmission of the 
code FCS. At the operational step SlS, one octet of the code F 
is transmitted and the operational step Sl6 checks the 
transmission for the latter half of the one octet of the code FCS 
so that the operational step Sl7 checks the ~resence/absence of 
queuing of the voice packet information and the presence/absence 
of queuing of the ·data packet information. The operational step 
Sl8 shows an action to delete the transmitted data packet 
information D~ from the memory and the operational step Sl9 shows 
an action to store queued voice or data packet information within 
the status control transmission unit 9. When transmitting the 
voice packet information, similar operational procedures as 
mentioned above are followed. 

When a transmission request for the voice packet information 
Vl occurs while the data packet information Dl is being 
transmitted, the request is checked at the operational step sa 
after the operational step SS (checking the transmission) after 
transmitting each octet to inform queuing of the voice packet 
information. The conventional communication control transmission 
unit 2 transmits abort signals which send more than 7 bits of 
''l'' continuously once queuing of the voice pa~ket information 
Vl is informed at the operational step sa to delete the data 
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packet information Dl which has been received in the middle from 

the status control transmission unit 5 and newly stores the voice 
packe~ information Vl being queued. When the transmission of the 
voice packet information ends through the operational procedures 
as mentioned above, the data packet information Dl which has been 
interrupted earlier is stored again in the status control 
transmission unit 9 from which the data packet information Dl is 
transmitted from the beginning. The memory_of the data packet 
information in the data transmission queue unit 7 is deleted 
after the portion transferred to the status control transmission 
unit 9 is totally transmitted and the order of queuing in the 
data transmission queue unit 7 is advanced by one position. 

The reception procedures will be explained by referring to 
the flow chart showing the frame reception procedures shown in 
Figures 5 and 6. One octet portion of the flag sequence code F 
from the first bit to the eighth bit is initi~lly received at the 
operational step S30. The operational step S31 is a one-octet 
reception action for the access code A following the code F and 
the operational step S32 is a recognition action of the code F · 
for starting the frame. The code received at the operational 
step S3l is recognized as a code A at the operational step S34 
and if the octet received is recognized as not being the code F 
at the operational step S35, the information which will be 
received in the future will be distinguished whether they are 
voice or data information. The operational step S33 is the 
reception action for the octet following code A and in the case 
of reception of data packet information, a control code C is 
received. At the operational step S36, a CRC calculation is 
carried out using the generating polynomials, which are defined 
for the octet received after the code A. After receiving each 
octet, the code is identified at the operational step S39 a~d if 
it is recognized as not to be the code F at the operational step 
S40, the same CRC calculation as mentioned above is carried out 
at the operational step S41 (the operational step S42 is an 
additional action added for this invention and will be explained 
later). In Figure 6, the operational steps S44, S45, and S46 are 
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the same as operational steps 539, S40, and S4l in Figure 5. 
When the flag sequence code F implying the frame ending is 
received at the operational step S43, the code F is identified at 
the operational step S49 and the code F is checked at the 
operational step SO. Subsequently, the operational step SSl is 
an action to check the bit pattern for the CRC calculation 
results until the octet received immediately before the code F. 
In the case of receiving the voice information, this voice 
information is transferred to the next stage at the operational 
step S52 regardless of the results of this bit pattern checking. 
In the case of the data information, a resend command is 
requested to the sender side by the operational step SS3 if the 
result of checking is inadequate. If the result of checking is 
satisfactory, this data information is transferred to the next 
stage as in the case of the voice information at the operational 
step S57 (the operational steps S54, sss, and_SS6 are the steps 
added to this invention and will be explained later) . If the 
bits received consist of seven consecutive "l''s, it implies 
abort signals so that the contents received and stored in the 
communications control reception unit 5 are deleted immediately 
and the next reception starts again from the code F at the 
beginning of the frame. The data packet information Dl that has 
been transferred in the middle and interrupted by the voice 
packet information Vl is transmitted again from the beginning 
after the voice packet information queuing in the voice 
transmission queue unit 6 has been totally transmitted. In this 
case, the transmission time of the communications line 1 is 
invalidated for the portion of transferring time for the data 
packet information 010 that has been cancelled so that if the 
volume of voice information is large, the data are hardly 
transmitted and there is a high possibility that all the data in 
the gap become invalid. 

According to the conventional voice/data multiplexing 
transmission method, the data, which is already being 
transmitted, are cancelled when the voice information interrupts 
the transmission of data information so that the drawback is that 
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the transmission time used for the data information cancelled is 
wasted and the transmission efficiency of the communications line 

is reduced. 
The purpose of this invention is to provide voice/data 

multiplexing transmission methods, which can improve the 
transmission efficiency for the communications line, which 
multiplexes and transmits voice and data information by 
overcoming the above-mentioned drawbacks. 

According to this invention's voice/data multiplexing 
transmission method, the data information which is being 
transmitted by the same. communications line are interrupted by 
the voice information, which are transmitted after time sharing 
multiplexing. This voice/data multiplexing transmission method 
is characterized as follows. When a transfer of voice 
information is requested, while the data information is being 
transferred in the first frame, a second frame is newly formed by 
adding an interrupt information after the data information which 
has already been transferred and the non-transferred data 
information in the aforementioned first frame forms a third 
frame. The aforementioned voice information, which has been 
requested to be transferred, forms a fourth frame, which is 
transferred after the aforementioned second frame. The 
aforementioned third frame is transferred after the queuing voice 
information is totally transferred. In this case, if the third 
frame is the final data information,· which has been divided from 
the aforementioned first frame, completion information is added 
after this final data information and transferred as a final 
frame. After the final frame is transferred, the data 
information, which has been divided and transferred, is restored 
and reproduced. An interrupt information addition means is 

· equipped at the transmission side so that an interrupt 
information is added after the transmitted data information when 
dividing the frame and a completion information is added to the 
final data information divided from the frame to write the 
interrupt information in the interrupted data information memory. 
A divided information identifying/accumulating/reproducing means 
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is equipped at the receiver side so that the data information 
having the aforementioned interrupt information is lined up at 
the end of the reception frame and when the data information 
having the aforementioned completion information is received, the 
data information is edited and reproduced. 

This invention will be explained by referring to Figures 7 
through ~0 along with the flow charts shown in Figures 3 through 
6. Figure 7 is a block diagram showing an example of this 
invention's voice/data multiplexing transmission method. Figure 
8 is a time chart showing the time relationships when the voice 
packet information and the data information, which are mixed in 
the same communications line, are multiplexed and transmitted as 
in Figure 7. Figure 9 is a format outlined diagram showing 
various memory units and formats of the transfer frames in Figure 
7. Figures 3 through 6 and Figure 10 are flow charts explaining 
the transmission and reception actions in Figure 7. In Figure 7, 
the voice packet information is stored in the ·order of arrival in 
the voice information memory unit 61 in the voice transmission 
queue unit 6 by the voice reception channel 1~ and the data 
packet information is stored in the order of arrival in the data 
information memory unit 71 in the data transmission queue unit 7 
by the data reception channel 12. The status control 
transmission unit 29 contains a transmission packet memory unit 
291 which stores the transmission information in the key section 
of the communication control transmission unit 22; a frame check 
code creation unit 293 which creates a frame check sequence code 
FCS which performs a CRC calculation from the octet with the 
address code A to the octet of the last transmission to be added 
at the end of the frame; and an interrupt code addition unit 292 
added to this invention by providing an interrupt expressing code 
INT as an interrupt information in the interrupted data packet 
information and the addition of the information completion code 
FIN as a completion information. The communication control 
reception unit 25 contains a reception packet memory 251 to store 
the reception packet; a divided data reception queue unit 253 
which stores the divided data information in the sequentially 
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divided data information memory unit 254 to queue until the last 
information arrives, a reproduction unit 255 which restores and 
reproduces all ·the divided information into one when the final 

info~tion arrives; and an identifying unit 252 which identifies 
and stores the necessary interrupt codes which are needed in this 
invention. In Figure 7, the symbols, which are not particularly 
explained, have the same functions as in Figure ~ and the same 
codes are added. Figure 8 is a time chart showing the time 
relationships when the voice packet information and the data 
packet information are multiplexed and transmitted using the same 
communications line in Figure 7. The transmission of voice 

packet information V~ and V2 is requested while the data packet 
information Dl and D2 are transmitted from the transmission side 
and divided into the data packet information D11, Dl2, D21 and 
D22 which are regenerated at the rec~ption side~ The packet 
information Vl, V2 and V3 and D1, D2 and D3 at the transmission 
side are stored respectively in the transmission queue units 61 
and 71. Since they are transmitted onto the communications line 
1, they are initially transferred to the transmission packet 
memory unit 291 of the status control transmission unit 29 where 
the address code A ~nd the control code C (only in the case of 
data packets) are added. After the end of transmission of the 
packet information, the frame check sequence code FCS is added in 
the frame check sequence code creation unit 293, and in addition, 
a flag sequence code F is added in the line transmission unit 3. 
One frame ends with one octet code F, code A and code C, packet 
information, 2 octet coded FCS and one octet code F. When the 
data packet information is divided, an interrupt codes INT and 
FIN are inserted between the packet information and the code FCS 
by one octet. The formats including memory and the statuses when 
adding codes to the packet information are explained in Figure 9. 
Figures 9 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) are format outlined 
diagrams showing the storage positions for codes for the units in 
Figure 7: voice information memory unit 61, data information 
memory unit 71, transmission packet memory unit 291, transmission 
frame 211, reception packet memory unit 251, and divided data 
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information memory unit 254. One horizontal row indicates an a
bit configuration (one octet), which is the unit, used for 
checking transmission. The upper side in each memory is a memory 
control unit for the memory information, and codes and 
information, which are transferred from the lower side, are 
written in this side. Specific address code A and control code c 
(no code C in the case of voice information) in the frame 
configuration of the packet communication are written in the rows 
indicated by A and C in Figure 9 (c) . Figure 9 (d) is a format 
showing the order of transfer on the communications line 1. One 
row means one octet and the frame check sequence code FCS is 
configured of 16 bits for two octets. Figure 9 (f) is used when 
reproducing since the divided interrupt information is stored in 
the control unit area before the transfer information. 

The transmission procedures will be explained by referring 
to Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 10. Figure 3 is a flow chart 
showing the procedures of transmission after the packet 
information requested for transmission is received and memorized. 
Figure 4 is a flow chart showing the procedures to end the frames 
of the packet information transmission. Figure 10 is a flow 
chart showing the transfer interruption and transfer completion 
at the time of interrupts transfer of the packet information. 
Since the general transfer procedures in Figures 3 and 4 have 
already been described, their explanations will be omitted. Only 
the division transfer for the ~ata packet information in this 
invention will be explained. While the data packet information 
D1 is being transmitted, the transmission is checked (operational 
step SS) every one octet information transfer (operational step. 
S6) and subsequently the operational step sa comes in along with 
the CRC calculation (operational step S7) from the address code A 
till the octet being transmitted: When the status control 
transmission unit 29 checks the presence of information memory in 
the voice information memory unit 61 of the voice transmission 
queue unit 6 at the operational step sa, voices require priority 
transfer to data so that transfer interrupt for the data packet 
information Dl is prepared at the operational step S2l in Figure 
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10 and the interrupt indication code !NT is extracted from the 
interrupt code addition unit 292 to be ready to be transferred. 
In this case, one octet 2915 in Figure 9 (c) is being 
transmitted. When this operational step 520 is completed, one 
direction follows the operational step 523 to transfer the 
aforementioned code !NT and the other direction follows the 
operational step S22 to write {operational step 524) the 
interrupt position for the data packet information D1 (code 2915 
in Figure 9 (c)) in the memory control unit 711 of the data 
information memory unit 71 (indicated in Figure 9 (b)) along with 
the CRC calculation until the code INT being transmitted and 
instruction to transmit the frame check sequence code FCS 
(operational step S25) . When the transfer of the aforementioned 
code INT (operational step 523) of one octet ends, the 
transmission is checked (operational step S12) and the 

aforementioned code FCS of two octets .is transmitted (operational 
step 511) . Subsequently, the frame ending procedures shown in 
Figure 4 as described previously takes place. Since the 
interrupt voice packet information is queuing at the operational 
step 17, the data packet information D1 in the transmission 
packet memory unit 291 is deleted at the operational step Sl8 and 
then the voice packet information V1 is transferred from the 
voice information memory unit 61 to the transmission packet 
memory unit 291 at the operational step Sl9. Since the voice 
packet information V1 is stored at the operational step 519 as 
shown in Figure 3, the voice packet information Vl is transferred 
by the aforementioned series of packet information transfer 
procedures starting from one octet transfer of the flag sequence 
code F (Figure 3) and the frame ending procedures (Figure 4) at 
the operational step Sl for starting frame transferring. When 
the transfer of the voice packet information V1 ends, the 
transfer incomplete data packet D1 is queued at the operational 
step S17 so that the information transfer from the data 
information memory unit 71 to the transmission packet memory unit 
291 at the operational step S19 will transfer only the incomplete 
transfer portion of the data packet information D12 at the 
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current transfer since the memory position for the transfer 
interrupt is written at the operational step 524 (Figure 10) and 
only the portion after the code 2916 in Figure 9 (c) is 
transferred. After one octet of the flag 'sequence code F is 
transferred (operational step 51 in Figure 3), the address code A 
and the remaining data packet information D12 are transferred by 
the transfer procedures shown in Figure 3 at this information 
transfer operational step S19. If no voice packet information is 
present and the information to be transferred is finished, at 
operational step ss the information completion code· FIN is 
extracted when the data packet information has been divided and 
the operational step 526 in Figure 10 follows to be ready for 
transferring. If there is no division, the operational step S28 
is followed to extract a non-division indication code NIN and to 
be ready for transferring. After the one octet information 
transfer at the operational step 520, one direction proceeds with 
the operational steps S27 or 529 to transfer the codes FIN or NIN 
as provided, and the other direction proceeds with the 
operational step S22 to check the transmission and the 
operational step 25 to create the code FCS and to be ready for 
the transmission followed by the frame ending procedures shown in 
Figure 4. 

The procedures at the reception side will be explained by 
referring to Figures 5 and 6. Since the general procedures have 
already been described previously, their explanation will be 
omitted. The procedures-in Figure 5 are as follows. As a result 
of reception of the address code A at the operational step S3l, 
the packet information received is determined as data at the 
operational step S37. When the codes received are identified as 
INT, FIN or NIN at the operational steps S39 and 40 for each 
octet after receiving one octet following the code A at the 
operational step S33, these codes INT, FIN and NIN can not be 
used until one octet code F is identified after the two octet 
code FCS stored in these codes. Therefore, the information 
identification unit 252 must have a memory space for three 
octets. For this reason, at the operational step 42, the codes 
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!NT, FIN or NIN stored before the three octets are deleted and 
the octet codes newly received are stored. The code F for frame 
ending is checked at the operational sequence S50 and if the 
specified bit pattern check is OK after the CRC calculation until 
the frame check sequence code FCS, the following procedures are 
determined at the operational step 554. In the case of code INT, 
the data packet information received at the operational step S55 
are sequentially stored in the divided data reception queue unit 
253. In the case of code FIN, the data packet information 
received at the operational step 556 is stored in the divided 
data reception queue unit 253 and then the memory is totally 
extracted in the information reproduction unit 255 in the order 
received to be connected and edited before transferring to the 
data reception channel 14. In the case of code NIN, the data 
packet information is received from the communications line 1 at 
the operational step S57 and directly transferred from the 
reception packet memory unit 251 where the data is stored to the 
data reception channel 14. The interrupted data packet 
information by the voice packet information is transferred 
without interrupts by other data packet information to the same 
communications line. Therefore, the interrupted data packet 
information is stored sequentially in the division data reception 
queue unit 253 by the interrupt indication code INT and only the 
data packet information 011 and 012 are connected and edited by 
the information completion code FIN so that the data packet 
information can be reproduced easily. The blocked circuits shown 
in Figure 7 can be easily implemented by the common technology. 

In the above-mentioned example, various memory units and 
control units are decentralized, but this invention's functions 
can be exhibited by using a group of registers which are 
connected using a common bus having transmission terminals or 
switching centers and a central processing unit. 

In this invention's voice/data multiplexing control method, 
a request for voice transmission while the data is being 
transmitted does not cancel the data, which have already been 
transmitted. An interrupt indication code is added to indicate 
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an fnterrupt and after the voice transmission, the remaining data 
are transmitted. The data, which has already been transmitted, 
is temporarily stored at.the reception side. The framed data 
information attached with an interrupt indication code is 
connected to the subsequent reception data information and the 
connected reception data information along with the framed data 
information attached with a completion code are reproduced into 
single data. This.function solves the problem in the 
conventional system ~n that the ~rame lengths of the data 
information cannot exceed the frame gaps of the periodic voice 
information. 

According to this invention, the transmission efficiency 
using the communications line by multiplexed transmission of 
voice and data can be improved. 
4. Brief Explanation of the Figures 

Figure 1 is a block diagram showing an example configuration 
for the conventional voice/data multiplexing transmission method. 
Figure 2 is a time chart showing the time relationships when 
multiplexing transmissions using the same communications line as 
in Figure 1 sends the voice packet information and the data 
packet information .. Figure 3 is a flow chart showing the 
transmission procedures after the desired packet information to 
be transferred in the transmission memory in the example of this 
invention's voice/data multiplexing transmission method. Figure 
4 is a flow chart showing the frame ending procedures for the · 
subsequent packet information transfer following the procedures 
shown in Figure 3 .. Figure 5 is a flow chart showing the 
reception procedures for the packet information, which has been 
transmitted, by the transmission procedures shown in Figure 3. 
Figure 6 is a flow chart showing the ending reception procedures 
for the subsequent packet information transferred frame after the 
procedures shown in Figure 5. Figure 7 is a block diagram showing 
an example of this invention's voice/data multiplexing 
transmission method. Figure 8 is a time chart showing the time 
relationships when the multiplexing transmission method using the 
same communications line in Figure 7 sends the voice packet 
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information and the data packet information. Figure 9 is a 
format outline showing the formats of various memory units and 
transfer frames in Figure 7. Figure 10 is a flow chart showing 
the operational procedures regarding the interrupt information 
addition added in this invention after the procedures shown in 
Figure 3. 
1: Communications line 
6: Voice transmission queue unit 
7: Data transmission queue unit 
22: Communication control transmission unit 
25: Communication control reception unit 
29: Status control transmission unit 
251: Reception packet memory unit 
252: Information identification unit 
253: Division data reception queue unit 
255: Information reproduction unit 
291: Transmission packet memory unit 
292: Interrupt code addition unit (means to add interrupt 
information) 
293: Frame check sequence code preparation unit 
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Figure 1. 
2: Communications control transmission unit 
3: Line transmission unit 
4: ·Line reception unit 
5: Communications control reception unit 
6: Voice transmission queue unit 
7: Data transmission queue unit 
S: Voice interrupt control unit 
~= Status control transmission unit 

Figure 2. 
A: Sender side 
B: Voice packet information 
C: Data packet information 

Kokai Japanese Patent 
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D: Multiplexing configuration en the c~mmunicaticns line 
E: F:-ame format 
F: Receiver side 
G: Voice packet information 
H: Data packet information 
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Figure 3 
A: Start 
B: Voice queuing 
C: Not transmitted 
D: Data division 
E: To Figure 4 
F: To Figure 10 
G: Yes 
H: No 
I: Voice 
J: Dat:a 
K: Occet: 

Figure 4 
A: To Figure 3 
B: Yes 
C: Voice queuing 
0: No 
E: Data queuing 
F: Queuing 
G: Octet 
H: (2 octetl 
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Figure s 
523: OCtet 
SJB: OCtet 
L: to Figure 6 
M: to Figure 6 
A: Data 
B: Voice 

Figure 6 

A: (Voice) 
B: OK (Datal 
C: NOK !Datal 
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Figure 7 

22: Communications control transmission unit 
6: Voice transmission queue unit 
7: Data cransmission queue unit 
8: Voice interrupc control unit 
29: Status control transmission unit· 
3: Line transmission unit 
4: Line reception unit 
25: Communications control reception unit 

Figure 8 

A: Sender side 
B: Voice packet information 
C: Data packet informa~ion 
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D: Multiplexing configuration on the communications line 
E: Frame format 
F: Receiver side 
G: Voice packet information 
H: Data packet information 
I: Data retransmission possible time 
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Figure 9 

Figure 10 

A: to Figure 4 
S20: Octet 
B: Interrupt action 
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SYSTEM FOR REVERSE ADDRESS RESOLUTION 

FOR REMOTE NETWORK DEVICE 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to start up protocols for devices in 

communication networks; and more particularly to systems which allow a 

machine without a configured higher level protocol address to obtain such 

5 address without a unique machine identifier. 

DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART 

A widely accepted series of international standards describing network 

architectures is known as the OS! reference model. See, generally, 

10 Tannenbaum, Computer Networks, 2nd Ed., 1988, Prentice-Hall. According 

to this model, network communications are divided into a plurality of 

protocols within layers of the model. Local Area Networks (LANs) operate 

using medium access protocols within the lower layers, layers 1 and 2, of the 

OSI model, such as the carrier sense multiple access with collision detection 

15 CSMAICD, IEEE Standard 802.3, also known as ETHERNET, and the token 

ring access ring method of IEEE Standard 802.5. These two lower layers 

are typically broken down into the physical layer and the data link layer, with 

the data link layer being further broken down into a media access control 

(MAC) layer, and a logical link layer. 

20 Systems, such as personal computers, workstations, and mainframe 

computers, attached to the LANs each have a distinct lower level protocol 

identifier known as the physical network address or MAC address. LAN 

frames forwarded to a destination system on the network under these lower 

level protocols contain the destination system MAC address, or other 

25 physical network address, as a destination. LAN frames forwarded from a 

source system on the network contain the source system MAC address, or 

other physical network address, as a source address. Systems 
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communicate by encapsulating additional protocols (OSIIayers 3-7) within 

the lower layer LAN frames. These higher level protocols are grouped into 

suites such as the TCP/IP protocol suite and the XNS protocol suite. Many 

LANs contain groups of end systems that use different higher level protocol 

5 suites. These higher level protocol suites also assign unique higher level 

protocol identifiers to systems which transmit or receive frames in the 

network. 

For instance, an internet protocol IP address is assigned to each 

system operating within an internet protocol network. The internet protocol 

10 address includes a network address portion and a host address portion. The 

netWork address portion identifies a network within which the system resides, 

and the host address portion uniquely identifies the system In that network. 

Processors routing packets in an internet protocol network rely on the 

network address portion of the IP address in a frame to find the local area 

15 network of the destination machine. Once the local area network of the 

destination is located, the frame is forwarded to that network where the host 

address portion is relied upon to assign a MAC address for the destination 

machine to the packet. Thus, higher level protocol address places the 

device In a particular network or subnetwork, so that the higher level protocol 

20 can effectively manage the routing of packets among the networks, without 

maintaining a table of the unique physical access layer identifiers for all of 

the terminals in the network. 

In order to communicate in such a network, the machine must first 

obtain Its higher level protocol address. This address is typically assigned 

25 by a central authority, such as the Internet Activities Board, or by a network 

manager. Normally, a particular machine learns its IP address by a 

configure operation, in which a technician uses a local terminal to configure 

the machine. In a centrally managed network, this could be a cumbersome 

task, Involving travel of skilled personnel away from the central management 

30 location. However, a reverse address resolution protocol RARP has been 
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developed for networks such as TCP/IP or SNMP protocols. The RARP 

allows a machine without a configured IP address to obtain an IP address 

from a remote server. The machine broadcasts a request and waits until an 

RARP server responds. In the request, the requesting machine must provide 

5 its physical network address (MAC address) to uniquely identify Itself, 

allowing the server to map it into an IP address. 

This RARP protocol works fine, so long as the central management 

site Is aware of the physical network address of the devices being added to 

the network. In order to find out the physical network address, all of the 

1 0 system being added to the network must be passed through the central 

management site so that the address can be read from these machines, or 

a local technician must read the physical network address from the machine 

and telephone the central site. This process makes connecting a new device 

to a network difficult. Further, this process of physically reading the physical 

15 network address from the box Is prone to human errors. Such addresses 

are typically very long (MAC addresses are 48 bits long), and can be 

misread or typed in erroneously. 

It is desirable to have so-called "plug and play• network devices. 

Such devices can be plugged in and turned on by unskilled personnel. 

20 However, the need to find out the physical network address of the box 

detracts from this ability. 

25 

Accordingly, it is desirable to provide a technique for resolving higher 

level protocol addresses, without reliance on the lower level protocol 

addresses. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a reverse address resolution protocol 

for use in a communication network which allows resolution logic to provide 

a higher level protocol address, or other information, to a source of a request 

30 for such address, Independent of the physical network address of such 
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source. The proto~ol according to the present invention is used in a 

processor having a plurality of ports, at least one of such ports connected by 

a point-to-point channel to a remote network device. The reverse address 

resolution protocol is responsive to a resolution request from the remote 

5 network device across the point-to-point channel to supply the higher level 

protocol address based upon the port through which the resolution request 

is received, rather than the physical network address of the requesting 

device. Thus, a remote device may be coupled to a network, and connected 

to a central management site across a point-to-point communication link in 

1 0 a "plug and play• mode. The person connecting the device to the remote 

network does not need to determine the physical network address of the 

device or configure the device with a higher level address protocol. All this 

can be handled automatically. 

Thus, the present invention can be characterized as an apparatus for 

15 resolving higher level protocol addresses in response to resolution requests 

from a source of resolution requests in a communication network. The 

apparatus comprises a central processor having a plurality of ports for 

connection to the communication network, and resolution logic which is 

coupled to the communication network and In communication with the central 

20 processor. The resolution logic provides a higher level protocol identifier in 

response to a particular port in the plurality of ports through which the 

resolution request is received by the central processor, independent of the 

lower level protocol identifier of the source of the resolution request. The 

resolution logic may be a routine executed by the central processor, or a 

25 routine executed by a network management processor coupled to the 

communication network, and in communication with the central processor. 

The resolution logic, according to one aspect, includes a resolution 

table that is configurable independent of the lower level protocol identifiers, 

which assigns higher level protocol identifiers to particular ports of the central 

30 processor through which the resolution requests may be received. 
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The higher level protocol identifier may comprise an internet protocol 

IP address, which includes a network address for the source of the resolution 

request, and a host address for the source of the resolution request. 

Further, the higher level protocol may be utilized by a network management 

5 system, which communicates network-wide, while the lower level protocol 

comprises a medium access protocol. 

The resolution logic, according to the present invention, relies on the 

source of the resolution request being coupled across a point-to-point 

communication channel to the particular port of the processor receiving the 

10 request. In this way, the port serves as a virtual identifier for the source of 

the request. 

Thus, the present invention can also be characterized as an apparatus 

for connecting a first network and a second network. This apparatus 

includes a communication link, a first processor, and a second processor. 

15 The first processor has a first interface coupled to the first network and a 

second interface coupled to the communication link. The second processor 

has a lower level protocol identifier and is coupled to the second network 

and to the communication link. Resolution logic is coupled to the first 

network to provide a higher level protocol identifier to the second processor 

20 in response to a resolution request through the second interface of the first 

processor, independent of the lower level protocol identifier of the second 

processor. In this manner, the first processor can configure the higher level 

protocol addresses for devices in the system, Independent of the lower level 

protocol addresses. 

25 According to another aspect of the invention, the first processor 

includes resources to provide network services to frames of data in the first 

and second networks through the first and second interfaces, and the second 

processor includes resources to extend the second interface of the first 

processor transparently to the second network. 
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The resolution logic may comprise a routine executed by the first 

processor, or a routine executed by a network management processor 

located in the first network. 

Accordingly, a technique which greatly improves the "plug and play• 

5 capability of a network device has been provided. Remote networks may be 

set up using this system, without requiring error prone and cumbersome 

techniques to acquire the physical network address of each device being 

added to the network. 

Other aspects and advantages of the present invention can be seen 

1 0 upon review of the figures, the detailed description, and the claims which 

follow. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a system including the reverse 

15 address resolution logic according to the present invention. 

Fig. 2 illustrates a prior art packet exchange sequence for reverse 

address resolution over LAN media. 

Fig. 3 Illustrates a packet exchange sequence over a WAN medium 

as extended according to the present invention. 

20 Fig. 4 illustrates the resolution request generation process used in the 

sequence of Fig. 3. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the resolution request response generation process 

used in the sequence of Fig. 3. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the resolution request response acceptance process 

25 used in the sequence of Fig. 3, which results in a request for a subnet mask 

in IP networks. 

Fig. 7 is a diagram of the subnet mask response generation process 

used in the sequence of Fig. 3. 

Fig. 8 is a diagram of the subnet mask response acceptance process 

30 used in the sequence of Fig. 3. 
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5 

Fig. 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating one network environment in 

which the present invention may be used. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

A detailed description of preferred embodiments of the present 

invention is provided with respect to Figs. 1-9. Fig. 1 illustrates application 

of the present invention in a preferred embodiment. Figs. 2-8 Illustrate the · 

extended protocol for reverse address resolution used In a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention. Fig. 9 provides an overview of a 

1 0 network in which the present invention may be applied. 

Fig. 1 provides a schematic diagram of an apparatus for connecting 

a first network 1 0 to a second network 11 using address resolution logic 25 

according to the present invention. The first network 1 0 includes a first LAN 

9 which includes a plurality of end systems and a server, and may be 

15 interconnected to other LANs using intermediate systems (not shown) known 

in the art. Coupled to the LAN 9 is a boundary router 12. The boundary 

router 12 Is an intermediate system in the network which provides network 

resources serving higher level protocol suites which, in one unique 

embodiment, constitute routing resources. As such, the boundary router 12 

20 maintains end system directories 13 for the local LAN 9 and global routing 

information 14 to serve the routing functions according to the higher level 

protocol suites. Thus, the end system directories will include DEC end 

system tables, IPX end system tables, IP end system tables, and others to 

serve other protocol suites that are operating in the network 10. The 

25 boundary router 12 may also be coupled to other portions of the corporate 

data network as schematically illustrated at arrow 15. 

The boundary router 12 includes a local interface 16 which serves the 

local LAN 9 providing access to the network resources within the boundary 

router to end systems on LAN 9. The boundary router could also have 

30 interfaces to other local LANs as well. In addition, the boundary router 12 
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includes a remote routing interface 17, which provides an interface to the 

network resources for end systems in the remote network 11. In support of 

the remote interface 17, the boundary router maintains end system 

directories 18 serving the higher level protocol suites in the remote network 

5 11. 

As illustrated schematically by the hatched symbol 19, the remote 

network 11 appears to the end systems in the local LAN 9 as if it were a 

LAN connected locally to the boundary router 12. This appearance is 

maintained across a communication link 20, which may use telephone or 

1 0 other dial up lines, leased lines, satellites, wireless systems, or other 

communication media configured as a point-to-point channel, to a routing 

adapter 21, which is coupled to the remote network 11. The remote network 

11 includes a remote LAN 22 to which a plurality of end systems and servers 

may be connected as known in the art. In addition, the LAN 22 may be 

15 coupled to other LANs In the remote network 11 through intermediate 

systems (not shown) as known in the art. The routing adapter 21 provides 

resources for extending the remote routing interface 17 transparently to the 

remote network 11 across the communication link 20. From the perspective 

of the remote network 11, the routing adapter 21 provides the same 

20 functionality as a router, while the routing adapter itself operates independent 

of the higher level protocol suites. 

25 

The system thus provides efficient communication between remote 

networks, and a corporate network, through a boundary router (e.g., net 11, 

routing adaptor 21, link 20, boundary router 12, net 9). 

The routing adapter 21 Includes hardware performing physical network 

access protocols for connection to the network 22. Also, such hardware is 

assigned a physical network address, or MAC address, to uniquely identify 

the system for the lower level protocol suites. However, In order to 

participate In the higher level protocol suites managed by the boundary 

30 router 12 or elsewhere in the central network 10, an Identifier which serves 
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5 

such higher level protocols is needed for the routing adapter 21. Thus, the 

boundary router 12 includes resolution logic 25 to provide such identifier in 

response to the interface 17 across which a request for such identifier is 

received. 

Figs. 2-8 illustrate the reverse address resolution protocol executed 

by the resolution logic 25 in the boundary router of Fig. 1 according to a 

preferred embodiment, in which the higher level protocol address comprises · 

an internet protocoiiP address, such as used by SNMP (Simple Network 

Management Protocol) standard network management servers. 

1 0 Fig. 2 illustrates the prior art mechanism which is utilized in the 

preferred system on ports of the routing adaptor coupled to LAN media. The 

structure of Fig. 2 includes a first interface 100 corresponding to the RARP 

client port of the routing adapter 21, and a second interface 101 

corresponding to an RARP server in the local network 11. The routing 

15 adapter includes RARP request generation process 102, an RARP response 

acceptance process 103, and an ICMP subnet mask response acceptance 

process 104. The resolution logic 25 in the RARP server includes an RARP 

response generation process 105, and an ICMP subnet mask response 

generation process 1 06. 

20 Using the industry standard RARP request generation process, as 

specified In RFC 903 dated June, 1984, the RARP request generation 

process 1 02 in the client generates an RARP RFC 903 request 107, which 

includes the client's MAC address. This request 1 07 is received at the 

server interface 101 and the RARP response generation process 105 

25 generates a response 108 by accessing a database or other logic which 

assigns an IP address based upon the MAC address in the request 107. 

The RARP response acceptance process 103 in the client receives the IP 

address from the response 108, stores it as appropriate in the client, and 

generates an ICMP sub net mask request 1 09. The server 101 receives the 

30 request 109 and the ICMP subnet mask response generation process 106 
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5 

supplies a subnet mask response 110 to the client 100. The ICMP subnet 

mask response acceptance process 1 04 then configures the client with the 

IP address and the subnet mask, and assigns the address of the server 101 

as the default gateway address. 

Fig. 3 illustrates this process as extended according to the present 

invention for reverse address resolution independent of the physical network 

address of the client. In this aspect, the interface 120 corresponds to the 

routing adapter 21 operating as an RARP client. The Interface 121 

corresponds to the interface 17 of the boundary router 12 operating as an 

1 0 RARP server. The RARP server 121 need not be located in the boundary 

router 12. Rather, it can be located in any in system or intermediate system 

coupled to the networks served by the boundary router 12. 

In the extended sequence, as illustrated in Fig. 3, the routing adapter 

also includes an RARP request generation process 122 (Fig. 4), an RARP 

15 response acceptance process 123 (Fig. 6), and an ICMP subnet mask 

response acceptance process 124 (Fig. 8). The RARP server in the 

boundary router includes an RARP response generation process 125 (Fig. 

5) and an ICMP subnet mask response generation process 126 (Fig. 7). 

As in the prior art system, the RARP request generation process 122 

20 in the client 120 generates an RARP RFC 903 request 127. Also, the 

process 122 generates an extended request 128, which indicates to the 

receiver that the address resolution must be conducted independent of the 

MAC address. 

The RARP response generation process 125 receives both the RFC 

25 903 request 127 and the MAC independent request 128. If the response can 

be served with the RFC 903 request, then the response generation process 

125 proceeds that way. However, if the MAC address of the client 120 has 

not been previously communicated to the response generation process 125, 

then the MAC independent request 128 must be utilized. 
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The RARP response generation process 125 is coupled to a media 

address/IP address database 135 and to a channel number/IP address 

database 136. These databases are configured by the network manager to 

assign IP addresses throughout the network. The channel number/IP 

5 address database is relied upon when the media address (MAC address) of 

the client 120 is not available at the time the IP address is configured. 

· In either event, the RARP response generation process 125 generates 

an RARP RFC 903 response 129 which includes an IP address. The RARP 

response acceptance process 123 in the client 120 accepts the IP address 

10 and generates an ICMP subnet mask request 130. In the server 121, the 

ICMP subnet mask response generation process 126 supplies an ICMP 

subnet mask response 131. The client 120 receives that response and 

executes the ICMP subnet mask acceptance process 124. 

Fig. 4 shows the RARP request generation process corresponding to 

15 block 122 of Fig. 3. This routine loops through all of the Interfaces or ports 

on the remote node, also called a leaf node, to determine its IP address. 

The algorithm starts with an interface up message 400. After an interface 

up message, the algorithm tests whether the IP address is available in local 

storage (step 401 ). If the address is available in local storage, then the 

20 routine is done, as indicated at step 402. If the IP address is not available, 

then an index for the interfaces is set to the first Interface (step 403). Next, 

the algorithm tests whether the interface is up (step 404). If the interface is 

up, then the RFC 903 RARP request is sent through the interface (step 405). 

Next, the algorithm tests whether the interface is wide area network WAN 

25 interface (step 406). If it is a WAN interface, then the extended RARP 

request is sent which requires response independent of the MAC address 

(step 407). 

If at step 404, the Interface is not up, or if at step 406, the interface 

is not a WAN interface, or after the extended RARP request is sent in step 

30 407, the algorithm loops to step 408. In step 408, the algorithm tests 
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whether the index indicates that the last interface has been tested. If not, 

the index is incremented in step 409 and the algorithm returns to step 404. 

If the last interface has been served, then the algorithm tests whether any 

requests have been successfully sent out and are still pending (step 41 0). 

5 If there are no requests pending because no request was successfully sent, 

then a send request alarm is set (step 411) and the algorithm is done. If 

there are requests pending in step 410 because one or more requests were 

successfully sent, then a request retransmission alarm is set in step 412, and 

the algorithm is done. 

1 0 The request retransmission alarm results in re-execution of the loop 

beginning at step 413 which proceeds directly to step 401. The send 

request alarm set by step 411 results in re-execution of the loop beginning 

with step 414. After step 414, the algorithm tests whether any requests are 

still pending in step 415. If there are pending requests, the algorithm Is 

15 done, if there are no pending requests, then the loop Is entered by 

proceeding to step 401. 

Thus, the RARP request generation process 122, as shown in Fig. 4, 

sends both the standard RFC 903 RARP request, which requires response 

based on the MAC address, and an extended RARP request, which requires 

20 response independent of the MAC address, across WAN Interfaces. The 

WAN interface in the preferred system is the point-to-point communication 

channel 120 between the boundary router and the routing adapter of Fig. 1. 

Thus, the extended RARP interface composes a message using the 

standard message format according to RFC 903. The message is sent In 

25 the data portion of an ethemet frame. An Ethernet frame carrying an RARP 

request has the usual preamble, ethemet source and destination addresses, 

and packet type fields in front of the frame. The frame type contains the 

value Ox8035 to identify the contents as an RARP message. The data 

portion of the frame contains the 28-octet RARP message. 
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The RARP client obtains the physical network address of the interface 

on which the RARP request will be sent out according to the standard 

techniques known in the art. The RARP request contains the RARP client's 

physical network address (MAC address) as the source hardware address 

5 field, and OxFFFFFFFFFFFF as the destination hardware address. Both the 

source and destination higher level protocol addresses are undefined, thus, 

0. The RARP request opcode is 3 for the standard RARP RFC 903. The 

protocol according to the present invention uses opcode 16 for the extended 

request requiring MAC address independent resolution. Of course, any other 

1 0 available opcode could be used. 

When the RARP client sends out its first broadcast request for 

address resolution, it also sets a retransmission timer af5 seconds according 

to one embodiment (step 412). This large delay ensures that the server has 

ample time to satisfy the request and return an answer. When the timer 

15 expires, if the client already has an IP address, it cancels the timer and the 

RARP client goes idle. Otherwise, for each interface which is up, it 

broadcasts another request and sets the timer again. It will retransmit 

indefinitely until it receives a response. At each retransmission, the timer will 

double until it reaches a maximum value 15 minutes. From then on, it will 

20 continue using this value. 

The RARP client accepts only one response and discards any 

duplicate responses. Thus, before accepting any response, the client first 

ensures that no IP address has already been assigned to it. 

Fig. 5 Illustrates the RARP response generation process 

25 corresponding to block 125 of Fig. 3. This algorithm begins with receiving 

the RARP request 127 or 128 in step 500. After step 500, the algorithm 

tests whether it is a standard RFC 903 request (step 501 ). 

If the request is the standard RFC 903 format request at step 501, 

then the algorithm searches the media address/IP address database 135 in 

30 step 502. 
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If the request was not in the standard RFC 903 format, then the 

algorithm tests whether it is in the extended format (e.g. opcode 16) in step 

503. If it is in the extended format, then the channel number/IP address 

database is searched in step 504. If the request is not in either format, then 

5 the algorithm is done as Indicated at step 505. 

After searching the database in step 502 or in step 505, the algorithm 

tests whether a matching entry was found In step 506. If no matching entry · 

was found, then the algorithm is done in block 505. If a matching entry was 

found, then the algorithm formats and sends an RFC 903 RARP response 

10 packet which provides an IP address to the client (step 507). 

Fig. 6 illustrates the RARP response acceptance process 123 of Fig. 

3. This algorithm begins with receiving the RARP response in step 600 

which was generated in step 507 of Fig. 5. First, the algorithm determines 

whether the response is expected in step 601. If It is not expected, then the 

15 RARP response is discarded in step 602, and the algorithm is done in step 

603. If the response is expected, then the algorithm tests whether an IP 

address is already available in local storage (step 604). If the address is 

already available, then the process loops to step 602. If the IP address is 

not available in step 604, then the IP address from the RARP response is 

20 saved in local storage (step 605). After step 605, all pending alarms in the 

client are cancelled (step 606), and an ICMP subnet mask request is sent 

across the interface (block 607). After sending the subnet mask request in 

step 607, an ICMP subnet mask request retransmission alarm is set in step 

608, and the algorithm is done. 

25 Thus, once the client or leaf node has obtained the IP address, it 

initiates an ICMP address mask request to the responder, and sets a 

retransmission timer of 5 seconds (step 608). The request specifies the 

RARP server which provided the IP address as the destination. If the leaf 

node does not obtain a successful response, and its retransmission timer 

30 expires, it will broadcast another ICMP subnet mask request on all available 
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interfaces and reset the timer to 5 seconds. The maximum number of 

retransmissions is 10 in one embodiment. If the tenth retransmission fails, 

it assigns the natural subnet mask to the IP address class. This ensures 

that the software does not flood the network indefinitely with unnecessary 

5 traffic. 

Fig. 7 illustrates the ICMP subnet mask response generation process 

corresponding to block 126 of Fig. 3. This process begins with receiving the · 

ICMP subnet mask request in step 700. After receipt of the request, a 

response is generated and sent to the client in step 701. After sending the 

10 response, which includes a subnet mask for the previously sent IP address, 

the algorithm is done (step 702). 

Fig. 8 illustrates the ICMP subnet mask response acceptance process 

corresponding to block 124 of Fig. 3. This algorithm Is initiated upon receipt 

of the ICMP response in step 800. When the response is received, the 

15 subnet mask is saved in step 801. Next, any pending alarms are cancelled 

in step 802. After cancelling the alarms in step 802, the RARP server which 

supplied the responses to the earlier request is defined as the default 

gateway in step 803. After defining the default gateway, the algorithm is 

done as indicated at step 804. 

20 If an ICMP retransmission alarm is asserted, this routine receives an 

indication In step 805. First, the algorithm determines In response to this 

alarm whether a maximum number of retries has been exceeded in step 806. 

If it has been exceeded, then the natural mask is utilized for the IP address 

as indicated at step 807, and the RARP server is set as the default gateway 

25 in step 803. If the maximum number of retries has not been exceeded, then 

an ICMP subnet mask request is generated in step 807, and the ICMP 

request retransmission alarm is resei in step 808. Finally, the algorithm is 

done as indicated at step 804. 

Thus, a preferred embodiment of the present Invention extends the 

30 RARP standard reverse address resolution protocol to provide for a special 
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request independent of the MAC address of the client. The RARP server 

uses the standard ARP table for mapping network physical addresses to IP 

addresses. It also includes a port-to-IP address table (channel number/IP 

address) which is used to respond to the extended RARP requests for MAC 

5 independent resolution. This table maps a port number or channel number 

to an IP address. This method of assigning IP addresses avoids the hassle 

of having to know the MAC address of the RARP client in advance. 

This technique may be extended to other types of protocols, such as 

the BootP protocol which provides for vendor extensions. In this aspect, the 

1 0 vendor extensions may also be used for other functions that can be 

initialized based on the channel number or port upon which request is 

received by the server. Thus, the BootP request may request an IP address, 

a configuration manager ID, and configuration Information independent of its 

MAC or physical network address. 

15 Fig. 9 illustrates a network configuration in which the present Invention 

may be utilized. According to the configuration of Fig. 9, a central node 900 

includes a plurality of ports labelled 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Ports 2, 4, and 5 

are coupled to respective LANs 901 , 902, and 903. LAN 903 includes a 

system operating as a network management processor 904, which may be 

20 executing such protocols as the SNMP or a Telnet protocol relying on IP 

addresses to access end systems and intermediate systems in the network. 

Port 1 is coupled across a point-to-point communication link 905 to a 

leaf node 906. Leaf node 906 Is coupled to LAN 907. 

Similarly, node 3 is coupled across point-to-point channel 90S to leaf 

25 node 909. Leaf node 909 Is coupled to a LAN 910. 

Port 6 is coupled across point-to-point channel 911 to leaf node 912. 

Leaf node 912 is coupled to LAN 913. 

As illustrated In the figure, LAN 913, link 911, LAN 903, and LAN 902 

are all managed as a single IPX network, IPX 1. LAN 907 and LAN 901 are 

30 managed as a single IPX network, IPX 2. LAN 910 is managed as an 
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AppleTalk network. The entire configuration is managed as a single IP 

network for the purposes of the network management processor 904. Thus, 

all of the leaf nodes 906, 909, 912 need an IP address for the purposes of 

the network management processor 904. These IP addresses may be 

5 assigned according to the present invention independent of the physical 

network address of the leaf node using the MAC address Independent IP 

address resolution logic 914 according to the present Invention. 

Also, the network management processor 904 may include a server 

to manage the IP address configuration according to the present invention. 

10 For instance, a BootP protocol vendor extension could be used to tag a 

request packet requesting an IP address for a leaf node (e.g., node 906) with 

a channel number for link 905 and node number for central node 900. The 

central node 900 would then pass the tagged request packet to the remote 

network management processor 904. The network management processor 

15 904 could then service the request packet with a database based upon the 

channel number and node number In the tagged request packet. 

In the Implementation described above based on the modified RARP 

protocol, the point-to-point channels were Implemented using a PPP link, 

such that the physical port on the central node 900 could be used as a basis 

20 for configuring IP addresses. This node number is passed along with the 

packet to the processor in the cen~ral node according to standard 

techniques. 

Other systems may implement more than one channel on a given 

physical port on the central node. For instance, a frame relay system may 

25 be used on a given link. In such a system, the DLCI (Data Link 

Communication Identifier) is carried with every packet on every logical 

connection between two points in the network. An X.25 type network which 

uses switched virtual circuits may also be coupled through a particular 

physical port on the central node 900. In such system, the X.25 address of 

30 the calling device could be used as a basis for specifying the point-to-point 
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channel. Similarly, an ISDN port could use the unique identifier for the 

calling node (0.931 address) which is used for call set up. 

Accordingly, the present invention provides the ability to add new leaf 

nodes to a network, without requiring the network manager to know the 

5 physical network address of the leaf node before it is connected to the 

network. This greatly simplifies the process of adding new leaf nodes to the 

network, minimizes the chance of error in communicating the physical 

network addresses to the network manager, and otherwise contributes to the 

desired "plug and play• aspect of leaf node hardware. 

10 The foregoing description of preferred embodiments of the present 

invention has been provided for the purposes of illustration and description. 

It is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise 

forms disclosed. Obviously, many modifications and variations will be 

apparent to practitioners skilled in this art. The embodiments were chosen 

15 and described in order to best explain the principles of the invention and its 

practical application, thereby enabling others skilled in the art to understand 

the invention for various embodiments and with various modifications as are 

suited to the particular use contemplated. It is intended that the scope of the 

invention be defined by the following claims and their equivalents. 
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CLAIMS 

What is claimed is: 

1. An apparatus for resolving higher level protocol identifiers in 

2 response to resolution requests from a source of resolution requests in a 

3 communication network, the source having a lower level protocol identifier, 

4 comprising: 

5 a processor having a plurality of channels for connection to the 

6 communication network; and 

7 resolution logic, coupled with the communication network and in 

8 communication with the processor, to provide a higher level protocol 

9 information in response to a particular channel in the plurality of channels 

1 0 through which a resolution request is received by the processor independent 

11 of the lower level protocol identifier of the source of the resolution request. 

1 2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the resolution logic 

2 comprises a routine executed by the processor. 

1 3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the communication network 

2 includes a network management processor In communication with the 

3 processor, and the resolution logic comprises a routine executed by the 

4 network management processor. 

1 4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the resolution logic includes 

2 a resolution table configurable independent of lower level protocol identifiers, 

3 for assigning the higher level protocol information to particular channels of 

4 the processor through which resolution requests may be received. 
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1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

1 

5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the higher level protocol 

information comprises a network address for the source of the resolution 

request. 

6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the lower level protocol 

information comprises a physical network address for the source of the 

resolution request. 

7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the higher level protocol 

2 information comprises an internet protocoiiP address. 

1 8. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the higher level protocol 

2 information comprises a network address for the source of the resolution 

3 request, and a host address for the source of the resolution request. 

1 9. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the higher level protocol 

2 comprises a network management protocol, and the lower level protocol 

3 comprises a medium access protocol. 

1 1 o. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the processor includes 

2 resources to provide network services to frames of data in the 

3 communication network through the plurality of channels. 
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1 11 . An apparatus for connecting a first network and a second 

2 network, comprising: 

3 a communication link; 

4 a first processor, having a first interface coupled to the first network 

5 and a second interface coupled to the communication link; 

6 a second processor having a lower level protocol Identifier and 

7 coupled to a second network and to the communication link; and 

8 resolution logic, coupled with the first network, to provide a higher 

9 level protocol information to the second processor in response to a resolution 

1 0 . request through the second interface of the first processor independent of the 

11 lower level protocol identifier of the second processor. 

12. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the higher level protocol 

2 information comprises a network address for the second network. 

1 13. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the lower level protocol 

2 identifier comprises a physical network address for the second processor. 

1 14. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the higher level protocol 

2 information comprises an internet protocol IP address. 

1 15. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the higher level protocol 

2 information comprises a network address for the second network, and a host 

3 address for the second processor. 

1 16. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the higher level protocol 

2 comprises a network management protocol, and the lower level protocol 

3 comprises a medium access protocol. 
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1 17. The apparatus of claim 11 , wherein the first processor includes 

2 resources to provide network services to frames of data In the first and 

3 second ne~works through the first and second interfaces, and the second 

4 processor includes resources to extend the second interface of the first 

5 processor transparently to the second network. 

1 18. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the resolution logic · 

2 comprises a routine executed by the first processor. 

1 19. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the first network includes 

2 a network management processor, and the resolution logic comprises a 

3 routine executed by the network management processor. 

1 20. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the resolution logic includes 

2 a resolution table configurable independent of the lower level protocol 

3 identifier of the second processor, for assigning the higher level protocol 

4 information to the second processor in response to the interface through 

5 which the resolution request is received by the first processor. 

1 21. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the communication link 

2 comprises a point-to-point channel, connecting the second interface of the 

3 first processor and the second processor. 

1 22. An apparatus for connecting a first local area network and a 

2 second local area network, comprising: 

3 a communication link including a point-to-point channel; 

4 a first processor, having a first interface coupled to the first local area 

5 network and a second interface coupled to the point-to-point channel of the 

6 communication link; 
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7 a second processor having a physical network identifier and coupled 

8 to the second local area network and to the point-to-point channel of the 

9 communication link; and 

1 0 network management resources, coupled with the first local area 

11 network, operating according to a network management protocol, and 

12 including resolution logic to provide a network management protocol 

13 information to the second processor in response to a resolution request 

14 through the second interface of the first processor, independent of the 

15 physical network identifier of the second processor. 

1 23. The apparatus of claim 22, wherein the resolution logic includes 

2 a resolution table configurable independent of the physical network identifier 

3 of the second processor, for assigning the network management protocol 

4 information to the second processor in response to the interface through 

5 which the resolution request is received by the first processor. 

1 24. The apparatus of claim 22, wherein the network management 

2 protocol information comprises an internet protocoiiP address. 

1 25. The apparatus of claim 22, wherein the resolution logic 

2 comprises a routine executed by the first processor. 

1 26. The apparatus of claim 22, wherein the first network includes 

2 a network management processor controlling the network management 

3 resources, and the resolution logic comprises a routine executed by the 

4 network management processor. 
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POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates, in general, to data processing 

systems, and more specifically, to a method and apparatus for facilitating 

audio communications over computer networks. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The increased popularity of on-line services such as AMERICA 

ONLINE™, COMPUSERVE®, and other services such as Internet 

gateways have spurred applications to provide multimedia, including 

10 video and voice clips, to online users. An example of an online voice clip 

application is VOICE E-MAIL FOR WINCIM and VOICE E-MAIL FOR 

AMERICA ONLINE™. available from Bonzi Software. as described in 

"Simple Utilities Send Voice E-Mail Online". MULTIMEDIA WORLD. VOL. 

2, NO. 9, August 1995, p. 52. Using such Voice E-Mail software, a user 

15 may create an audio message to be sent to a predetermined E-mail 

address specified by the user. 

Generally, devices interfacing to the Internet and other online 

services may communicate with each other upon establishing respective 

device addresses. One type of device address is the Internet Protocol 

20 (IP) address, which acts as a pointer to the device associated with the IP 

address. A typical device may have a Serial Line Internet Protocol or 

Point-to-Point Protocol (SLIP/PPP) account with a permanent IP address 

for receiving E-mail, voicemail, and the like over the Internet. E-mail and 

voicemail is generally intended to convey text, audio, etc., with any 

routing information such as an IP address and routing headers generally 
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being considered an artifact of the communication, or even gibberish to 

the recipient. 

Devices such as a host computer or server of a company may 

include multiple modems for connection of users to the Internet, with a 

5 temporary IP address allocated to each user. For example, the host 

computer may have a generaiiP address "XXX.XXX.XXX," and each 

user may be allocated a successive IP address of XXX.XXX.XXX.1 0, 

XXX.XXX.XXX.11, XXX.XXX.XXX.12, etc. Such temporary IP addresses 

may be reassigned or recycled to the users. for example, as each user is 

10 successively connected to an outside party. For example, a host 

computer of a company may support a maximum of 254 IP addresses 

which are pooled and shared between devices connected to the host 

computer. 

Permanent IP addresses of users and devices accessing the 

15 Internet readily support point-to-point communications of voice and video 

signals over the Internet. For example, realtime video teleconferencing 

has been implemented using dedicated IP addresses and mechanisms 

known as reflectors. Due to the dynamic nature of temporary IP 

addresses of some devices accessing the Internet, point-to-point 

20 communications in realtime of voice and video have been generally 

difficult to attain. 

')" _) 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The above deficiencies in the prior art and the previously described 

needs are fulfilled by the present invention which provides. a directory server 

utility for providing the dynamically assigned network protocol addresses of 

client processes currently coupled to the computer network. Accordingly to 

one embodiment of the present invention. a method of locating users having 

dynamically assigned network protocol addresses comprises the steps of 
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maintaining a compilation of entries, each entry comprising a network protocol 

address of a client process connected to the computer network, and, in 

response to identification of one of the entries by a requesting client process. 

providing the network protocol address of the identified entry to the requesting 

5 client process. 

In accordance with another embodiment of the invention, a 

computer system having an audio transducer and a display device and 

being operatively coupled to other computers and a server over a 

computer network comprises (a) means for transmitting an E-mail signal 

1 o containing a network protocol address of a first process to a second 

process over·the computer network; (b) means for receiving a second 

network protocol address from the second process over the computer 

network; and (c) means, for responsive to the second network protocol 

address for establishing a communication link between the first process 

15 and the second process over the computer network. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The features of the invention will become more readily apparent 

and may be better understood by referring to the following detailed 

20 description of an illustrative embodiment of the present invention, taken in 

conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates, in block diagram format, a system for the 

disclosed point-to-point Internet protocol; 

FIG. 2 illustrates, in block diagram format, the system using a 

15 secondary point-to-point Internet protocol; 

FIG. 3 illustrates, in block diagram format, the system of FIGS. 1-2 

with the point-to-point Internet protocol established; 

FIG. 4 is another block diagram of the system of FIGS 1-2 with 

audio communications being conducted; 
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FIG. 5 illustrates a display screen for a processing unit; 

FIG. 6 illustrates another display screen for a processing unit; 

FIG. 7 illustrates a flowchart of the initiation of the point-to-point 

Internet protocols; 

FIG. 8 illustrates a flowchart of the performance of the primary 

point-to-point Internet protocols; and 

FIG. 9 illustrates a flowchart of the performance of the secondary 

point-to-point Internet protocol. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Referring now in specific detail to the drawings, with like reference 

numerals identifying similar or identical elements, as shown in FIG. 1, the 

present disclosure describes a point-to-point network protocol and system 

5 10 for using such a protocol. 

In an exemplary embodiment, the system 10 includes a first 

processing unit 12 for sending at least a voice signal from a first user to a 

second user. The first processing unit 12 includes a processor 14, a 

memory 16, an input device 18, and an output device 20. The output 

10 device 20 includes at least one modem capable of, for example, 14.4 

kbaud communications and operatively connected via wired and/or 

wireless communication connections to the Internet or other computer 

networks such as an Intranet, i.e., a private computer netWork. One 

skilled in the art would understand that the input device 18 may be 

15 implemented at least in part by the modem of the output device 20 to 

allow input signals from the communication connections to be received. 

The second processing unit 22 may have a processor, memory, and 

input and output devices, including at least one modem and associated 

communication connections, as described above for the first processing 

20 unit 12. In an exemplary embodiment, each of the processing units 12, 

22 may execute the WEBPHONE ™ Internet telephony application 

available from NetSpeak Corporation, Boca Raton, FL. which is capable 

of performing the disclosed point-to-point Internet protocol and system 

10, as described herein. 

..,
_) The first processing unit 12 and the second processing unit 22 are 

operatively connected to the Internet 24 by communication devices and . 

software known in the art, such as an Internet Service Provider (ISP) or . 

an Internet gateway. The processing units 12, 22 may be operatively 

interconnected through the Internet 24 to a connection server 26, and 
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may also be operatively connected to a mail server 28 associated with 

the Internet 24. 

The connection server 26 includes a processor 30, a timer 32 for 

generating time stamps, and a memory such as a database 34 for 

5 storing, for example, E-mail and Internet Protocol (IP) addresses of 

logged-in units. In an exemplary embodiment, the connection server 26 

may be a SPARC 5 server or a SPARC 20 server, available from SUN 

MICROSYSTEMS, INC., Mountain View, CA, having a central processing 

unit (CPU) as processor 30, an operating system (OS) such as UNIX, for 

I o providing timing operations such as maintaining the timer 32, a hard drive 

or fixed drive, as well as dynamic random access memory (DRAM) for 

storing the database 34, and a keyboard and display and/or other input 

and output devices (not shown in FIG. 1 ). The database 34 may be an 

SOL database available from ORACLE or INFORMIX. 

15 In an exemplary embodiment. the mail server 28 may be a Post 

Office Protocol (POP) Version 3 mail server including a processor, 

memory, and stored programs operating in a UNIX environment, or, 

alternatively, another OS, to process E-mail capabilities between 

processing units and devices over the Internet 24. 

20 The first processing unit 12 may operate the disclosed point-to-

point Internet protocol by a computer program described hereinbelow in 

conjunction with FIG. 6, which may be implemented from compiled and 

/or interpreted source code in the C++ programming language and which 

may be downloaded to the first processing unit 12 from an external 

:!5 computer. The operating computer program may be stored in the 

memory 16, which may include about 8 MB RAM and/or a hard or fixed 

drive having about 8MB. Alternatively, the source code may be 

implemented in the first processing unit 12 as firmware, as an erasable 

read only memory (EPROM), etc. It is understood that one skilled in the 
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art would be able to use programming languages other than C++ to 

implement the disclosed point-to-point network protocol and system 10. 

The processor 14 receives input commands and data from a first 

user associated with the first processing unit 12 though the input device 

5 18, which may be an input port connected by a wired, optical. or a 

wireless connection for electromagnetic transmissions, or alternatively 

may be transferable storage media, such as floppy disks, magnetic 

tapes, compact disks, or other storage media including the input data 

from the first user. 

10 The input device 18 may include a user interface (not shown) 

having, for example, at least one button actuated by the user to input 

commands to select from a plurality of operating modes to operate the 

first processing unit 12. In alternative embodiments, the input device 18 

may include a keyboard, a mouse, a touch screen, and/or a data reading 

15 device such as a disk drive for receiving the input data from input data 

files stored in storage media such as a floppy disk or. for example. an 8 

mm storage tape. The input device 18 may alternatively include 

connections to other computer systems to receive the input commands 

and data therefrom . 

.20 The first processing unit 12 may include a visual interface for use 

in conjunction with the input device 18 and output device 20 similar to 

those screens illustrated in FIGS. 5-6, discussed below. It is also 

understood that alternative devices may be used to receive commands 

and data from the user, such as keyboards, mouse devices, and 

graphical user interfaces (GUI) such as WINDOWS™ 3.1 available form 

MICROSOFT Corporation, Redmond, WA., and other operating systems 

and GUis, such as OS/2 and OS/2 WARP, available from IBM 

CORPORATION, Boca Raton, FL. Processing unit 12 may also include 

microphones and/or telephone handsets for receiving audio voice data 
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and commands, speech or voice recognition devices, dual tone multi

frequency (DTMF) based devices, and/or software known in the art to 

accept voice data and commands and to. operate the first processing unit 

12. 

In addition, either of the first processing unit 12 and the second 

processing unit 22 may be implemented in a personal digital assistant 

(PDA) providing modem and E-mail capabilities and Internet access, with 

the PDA providing the input/output screens for mouse interactions or for 

touchscreen activation as shown, for example, in FIGS. 5-6, as a 

1 o combination of the input device 18 and output device 20. 

For clarity of explanation, the illustrative embodiment of the 

disclosed point-to-point Internet protocol and system 10 is presented as 

having individual functional blocks, which may include functional blocks 

labeled as "processor" and "prpcessing unit". The functions represented 

15 by these blocks may be provided through the use of either shared or 

dedicated hardware, including, but not limited to. hardware capable of 

executing software. For example, the functions of each of the processors 

and processing units presented herein may be provided by a shared 

processor or by a plurality of individual processors. Moreover, the use of 

:w the functional blocks with accompanying labels herein is not to be 

construed to refer exclusively to hardware capable of executing software. 

Illustrative embodiments may include digital signal processor (DSP) 

hardware, such as the AT&T DSP16 or DSP32C, read-only memory 

(ROM) for storing software performing the operations discussed below, 

,_) and random access memory (RAM) for storing DSP results. Very large 

scale integration (VLSI) hardware embodiments, as well as custom VLSI 

circuitry in combination with a general purpose DSP circuit, may also be 

provided. Any and all of these embodiments may be deemed to fail 

within the meaning of the labels for the functional blocks as useq herein. 
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The processing units 12, 22 are capable of placing calls and 

connecting to other processing units connected to the Internet 24, for 

example, via dialup SLIP/PPP lines. In an exemplary embodiment, each 

processing unit assigns an unsigned long session number, for example, a 

5 32- bit long sequence in a * .ini file for each call. Each call may be 

assigned a successive session number in sequence, which may be used 

by the respective processing unit to associate the call with one of the 

SLIP/PPP lines, to associate a <ConnectOK> response signal with a 

<Connect Request> signal, and to allow for multiplexing and 

I o demultiplexing of inbound and outbound conversations on conference 

lines, as explained hereinafter. 

For callee (or called) processing units with fixed IP addresses, the 

caller (or calling) processing unit may open a "socket", i.e. a file handle or 

address indicating where data is to be sent, and transmit a <Call> 

15 command to establish communication with the callee utilizing, for 

example, datagram services such as Internet Standard network layering 

as well as transport layering, which may include a Transport Control 

Protocol (TCP) or a User Datagram Protocol (UDP) on top of the IP. 

Typically, a processing unit having a fixed IP address may maintain at 

20 least one open socket and a called processing unit waits for a <Call> 

com·mand to assign the open socket to the incoming signal. If all lines 

are in use, the callee processing unit sends a BUSY signal or message to 

the callee processing unit. As shown in FIG. 1, the disclosed point-to

point Internet protocol and system 10 operate when a callee processing 

25 unit does not have a fixed or predetermined IP address. In the exemplary 

embodiment and without loss of generality, the first processing unit 12 is 

the caller processing unit and the second processing unit 22 is the called 

processing unit. When either of processing units 12, 22 logs on to the 

Internet via a dial-up connection, the respective unit is provided a 
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dynamically allocated IP address by the a connection service provider. 

Upon the first user initiating the point-to-point Internet protocol 

when the first user is logged on to the Internet 24, the first processing unit 

12 automatically transmits its associated E-mail address and its 

5 dynamically allocated IP address to the connection server 26. The 

connection server 26 then stores these addresses in the database 34 and 

time stamps the stored addresses using timer 32. The first user 

operating the first processing unit 12 is thus established in the database 

34 as an active on-line party available for communication using the 

10 disclosed point-to-point Internet protocol. Similarly. a second user 

operating the second processing unit 22. upon connection to the Internet 

24 through the a connection service provider. is processed by the 

connection server 26 to be established in the database 34 as an active 

on-line party. 

15 The connection server 26 may use the time stamps to update the 

status of each processing unit; for example. after 2 hours. so that the on

line status information stored in the database 34 is relatively current. 

Other predetermined time periods. such.as a default value of 24 hours. 

may be configured by a systems operator. 

20 The first user with the first processing unit 12 initiates a call using, 

for example, a Send command and/or a command to speeddial an NTH 

stored number, which may be labeled [SND] and [SPD] [N], respectively, 

by the input device 18 and/or the output device 20, such as shown in 

FIGS. 5-6. In response to either the Send or speeddial commands, the 

25 first processing unit 12 retrieves from memory 16 a stored E-mail address 

of the callee corresponding to the NTH stored number. Alternatively, the 

first user may directly enter the E-mail address of the callee. 

The first processing unit 12 then sends a query, including theE

mail address of the callee. to the connection server 26. The connection 
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server 26 then searches the database 34 to determine whether the callee 

is logged-in by finding any stored information corresponding to the 

callee's E-mail address indicating that the callee is active and on-line. If 

the callee is active and on-line, the connection server 26 then performs . 

5 the primary point-to-point Internet protocol; i.e. the IP address of the 

callee is retrieved from the database 34 and sent to the first processing 

unit 12. The first processing unit 12 may then directly establish the point

to-point Internet communications with the callee using the IP address of 

the callee. 

10 

15 

If the callee is not on-line when the connection server 26 

determines the callee's status, the connection server 26 sends an OFF

LINE signal or message to the first processing unit 12. The first 

processing unit 12 may also display a message such as "Called Party 

Off-Line" to the first user. 

When a user logs off or goes off-line from the Internet 24, the 

connection server 26 updates the status of the user in the database 34: 

for example, by removing the user's information. or by flagging the user 

as being off-line. The connection server 26 may be instructed to update 

the user's information in the database 34 by an off-line message. such as 

20 a data packet, sent automatically from the processing unit of the user 

prior to being disconnected from the connection server 26. Accordingly, 

an off-line user is effectively disabled from making and/or receiving point

to-point Internet communications. 

As shown in FIGS. 2-4, the disclosed secondary point-to-point 

Internet protocol may be used as an alternative to tlie primary point-to

point Internet protocol described above, for example, if the connection 

server 26 is non-responsive, inoperative, and/or unable to perform the 

primary point-to-point Internet protocol, as a non-responsive condition. 

Alternatively, the disclosed secondary point-to-point Internet protocol may 
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be used independent of the primary point-to-point Internet protocol. In 

the disclosed secondary point-to-point Internet protocol, the first 

processing unit 12 sends a <ConnectRequest> message via E-mail over 

the Internet 24 to the mail server 28. The E-mail including the 

5 <ConnectRequest> message may have, for example, the subject 

[*wp#XXXXXXXX#nnn.nnn.nnn.#emaiiAddr] 

where nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn. is the current (i.e. temporary or permanent) IP 

address of the first user, and XXXXXXXX is a session number, which 

may be unique and associated with the request of the first user to initiate 

10 point-to-point communication with the second user. 

As described above, the first processing unit 12 may send the 

<ConnectRequest> message in response to an unsuccessful attempt to 

perform the primary point-to-point Internet protocol. Alternatively, the first 

processing unit 12 may send the <ConnectRequest> message in 

1 s response to the first user initiating a SEND command or the like. 

After the <ConnectRequest> message via E-mail is sent. the first 

processing unit 12 opens a socket and waits to detect a response from 

the second processing unit 22. A timeout timer, such as timer 32. may be 

set by the first processing unit 12. in a manner known in the art, to wait 

20 for a predetermined duration to receive a <ConnectOK> signal. The 

processor 14 of the first processing unit 12 may cause the output device 

20 to output a Ring signal to the user, such as an audible ringing sound, 

about every 3 seconds. For example, the processor 14 may output a 

*.wav file, which may be labeled RING.WAV, which is processed by the 

output device 20 to output an audible ringing sound. 

The mail server 28 then polls the second processing unit 22. for 

example, every 3-5 seconds, to deliver the E-mail. Generally, the second 

processing unit 22 checks the incoming lines, for example, at regular 

intervals to wait for and to detect incoming E-mail from the mail server 28 
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through the Internet 24. 

Typically, for sending E-mail to users having associated 

processing units operatively connected to a host computer or server 

operating an Internet gateway, E-mail for a specific user may be sent 

5 over the Internet 24 and directed to the permanent IP address or the 

SLIP/PPP account designation of the host computer, which then assigns 

a temporary IP address to the processing unit of the specified user for 

properly routing the E-mail. The E-mail signal may include a name or 

other designation such as a user name which identifies the specific user 

10 regardless of the processing unit assigned to the user; that is, the host 

computer may track and store the specific device where a specific user is 

assigned or logged on, independent of the IP address system, and so the . 

host computer may switch the E-mail signal to the device of the specific 

user. At that time, a temporary IP address may be generated or assigned 

15 to the specific user and device. 

Upon detecting and/or receiving the incoming E-mail signal from 

the first processing unit 12, the second processing unit 22 may assign or 

may be assigned a temporary IP address. Therefore, the delivery of the _ 

E-mail through the Internet 24 provides the second processing unit 22 

20 with a session number as well as IP addresses of both the first 

processing unit 12 and the second processing unit 22. 

.,_) 

Point-to-point communication may then be established by the 

processing unit 22 processing the E-mail signal to extract the 

<ConnectRequest> message, including the IP address of the first 

processing unit 12 and the session number. The second processing unit 

22 may then open a socket and generate a <ConnectOK> response 

signal, which includes the temporary IP address of the second processing 

unit 22 as well as the session number of the first processing unit. 

The second processing unit 22 sends the <ConnectOK> signal 
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directly over the Internet 24 to the IP address of the first processing unit 

12 without processing by the mail server 28, and a timeout timer of the 

second processing unit 22 may be set to wait and detect a <Call> signal 

expected from the first processing unit 12. 

5 Realtime point-to-point communication of audio signals over the 

Internet 24, as well as video and voicemail, may thus be established and 

supported without requiring permanent IP addresses to be assigned to 

either of the users or processing units 12, 22. For the duration of the 

realtime point-to-point link. the relative permanence of the current IP 

I o addresses of the processing units 12. 22 is sufficient, whether the current 

IP addresses were permanent (i.e. predetermined or preassigned) or 

temporary (i.e. assigned upon initiation of the point-to-point 

communication). 

In the exemplary embodiment, a first user operating the first 

15 processing unit 12 is not required to be notified by the first processing unit 

12 that an E-mail is being generated and sent to establish the point-to

point link with the second user at the second processing unit 22. 

Similarly, the second user is not required to be notified by the second 

processing unit 22 that an E-mail has been received and/or a temporary 

20 IP address is associated with the second processing unit 22. The 

processing units 12, 22 may perform the disclosed point-to-point Internet 

protocol automatically upon initiation of the point-to-point communication 

command by the first user without displaying the E-mail interactions to 

either user. Accordingly, the disclosed point-to-point Internet protocol 

may be transparent to the users. Alternatively, either of the first and 

second users may receive, for example, a brief message of 

"CONNECTION IN PROGRESS" or the like on a display of the respective 

output device of the processing units 12, 22. 

After the initiation of either the primary or the secondary point-to-
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point Internet protocols described above in conjunction with FIGS. 1-2, 

the point-to-point communication link over the Internet 24 may be 

established as shown in FIGS: 3-4 in a manner known in the art. For 

example, referring to FIG. 3, upon receiving the <ConnectorOK> signal 

5 from the second processing unit 22, the first processing unit 12 extracts 

the IP address of the second processing unit 22 and the session number. 

and the session number sent from the second processing unit 22 is then 

checked with the session number originally sent from the first processing 

unit 12 in the <ConnectRequest> message as E-mail. If the session 

10 numbers sent and received by the processing unit 12 match, then the first 

processing unit 12 sends a <Call> signal directly over the Internet 24 to 

the second processing unit 22; i.e. using the IP address of the second 

processing unit 22 provided to the first processing unit 12 in the 

<ConnectOK> signal. 

15 Upon receiving the <Call> signal, the second processing unit 22 

may then begin a ring sequence, for example. by indicating or 

annunciating to the second user that an incoming call is being received. 

For example, the word "CALL" may be displayed on the output device of 

the second processing unit 22. The second user may then activate the 

20 second processing unit 22 to receive the incoming call. 

..,_) 

Referring to FIG. 4, after the second processing unit 22 receives 

the incoming call, realtime audio and/or video conversations may be 

conducted in a manner known in the art between the first and second 

users through the Internet 24, for example, by compressed digital audio 

signals. Each of the processing units 12, 22 also display to each 

respective user the words "IN USE" to indicate that the point-to-point 

communication link is established and audio or video signals are being 

transmitted. 

In addition. either user may terminate the point-to-point 
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communication link by, for example, activating a termination command, 

such as by activating an [END] button or icon on a respective processing 

unit, causing the respective processing unit to send an <End> signal 

which causes both processing units to terminate the respective sockets, 

5 as well as to perform other cleanup commands and functions known in 

the art. 

FIGS. 5-6 illustrate examples of display screens 36 which may be 

output by a respective output device of each processing unit 12, 22 of 

FIGS. 1-4 for providing the disclosed point-to-point Internet protocol and 

1 o system 10. Such display screens may be displayed on a display of a 

personal computer (PC) or a PDA in a manner known in the art. 

As shown in FIG. 5, a first display screen 36 includes a status area 

38 for indicating, for example, a called user by name and/or by IP 

address or telephone number: a current function such as C2; a current 

15 time; a current operating status such as "IN USE", and other control icons 

such as a down arrow icon 40 for scrolling down a list of parties on a 

current conference line. The operating status may include such 

annunciators as "IN USE," "IDLE," "BUSY," "NO ANSWER." "OFFLINE," 

"CALL," "DIALING," "MESSAGES," and "SPEEDDIAL." 

20 Other areas of the display screen 36 may include activation areas 

or icons for actuating commands or entering data. For example, the 

display screen 36 may include a set of icons 42 arranged in columns and 

rows including digits 0-9 and commands such as END. SND, HLD, etc. 

For example, the END and SND commands may be initiated as described 

above, and the HLD icon 44 may be actuated to place a current line on 

hold. Such icons may also be configured to substantially simulate a 

telephone handset or a cellular telephone interface to facilitate ease of 

. use, as well as to simulate function keys of a keyboard. For example, 

icons labeled L 1-L4 may be mapped to function keys F1-F4 on standard 
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PC keyboards, and icons C1-C3 may be mapped to perform as 

combinations of function keys, such as CTRL-F1, CTRL-F2, and CTRL

F3, respectively. In addition, the icons labeled l1-L4 and C1-C3 may 

include circular regions which may simulate light emitting diodes (LEOs) 

s which indicate that the function or element represented by the respective 

icon is active or being performed. 

Icons l1-l4 may represent each of 4 lines available to the caller. 

and icons C 1-C3 may represent conference calls using at least one line 

to connect. for example, two or more parties in a conference call. The 

10 icons l1-L4 and C1-C3 may indicate the activity of each respective line or 

conference line. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 5. icons l1-l2 may 

have lightly shaded or colored circles, such as a green circle, indicating 

that each of lines 1 and 2 are in use, while icons L3-l4 may have darkly 

shaded or color circles, such as a red or black circle, indicating that each 

IS of lines 3 and 4 are not in use. Similarly, the lightly shaded circle of the 

icon labeled C2 indicates that the function corresponding to C2 is active. 

as additionally indicated in the status are 38, while darkly shaded circles 

of icons labeled C1 and C3 indicate that such corresponding functions 

are not active. 

20 The icons 42 are used in conjunction with the status area 38. For 

example, using a mouse for input, a line that is in use. as indicated by the 

lightly colored circle of the icon, may be activated to indicate a party's 

name by clicking a right mouse button for 5 seconds until another mouse 

click is actuated or the [ESC] key or icon is actuated. Thus. the user may 

switch between multiple calls in progress on respective lines. 

Using the icons as well as an input device such as a mouse, a 

user may enter the name or alias or IP address, if known. of a party to be 

called by either manually entering the name, by using the speeddial 

feature. or by double clicking on an entry in a directory stored in the 
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memory, such as the memory 16 of the first processing unit 12, where the 

directory entries may be scrolled using the status area 38 and the down 

arrow icon 40. 

Once a called party is listed in the status area 38 as being active 

5 on a line, the user may transfer the called party to another line or a 

conference line by clicking and dragging the status area 38, which is 

represented by a reduced icon 46. Dragging the reduced icon 46 to any 

one of line icons L 1-L4 transfers the called party in use to the selected 

line, and dragging the reduced icon 46 to any one of conference line 

1 o icons C1-C3 adds the called party to the selected conference call. 

Other features may be supported, such as icons 48-52, where icon 

48 corresponds to, for example, anAL T-X command to exit the 

communication facility of a processing unit, and icon 50 corresponds to, 

for example, an ALT-M command to minimize or maximize the display 

15 screen 36 by the output device of the processing unit. Icon 52 

corresponds to an OPEN command, which may. for example. correspond 

to pressing the 0 key on a keyboard. to expand or contract the display 

screen 36 to represent the opening and closing of a cellular telephone. 

An "opened" configuration is shown in FIG. 5. and a "closed" 

:w configuration is shown in FIG. 6. In the "opened" configuration, additional 

features such as output volume (VOL) controls, input microphone (MIC) 

controls, waveform (WAV) sound controls, etc. 

The use ofdisplay screens such as those shown in FIGS. 5-6 

provided flexibility in implementing various features available to the user. 

25 It is to be understood that additional features such as those known in the 

art may be supported by the processing units 12; 22. 

Alternativeiy, it is to be understood that one skilled in the art may 

implement the processing units 12, 22 to have the features of the display 

screens in FIGS. 5-6 in hardware; i.e. a wired telephone or wireless 
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cellular telephone may include various keys, LEOs, liquid crystal displays 

(LCDs), and touchscreen actuators corresponding to the icons and 

features shown in FIGS. 5-6. In addition, a PC may have the keys of a 

keyboard and mouse mapped to the icons and features shown in FIGS. 

5 5-6. 

Referring to FIG. 7, the disclosed point-to-point Internet protocol 

and system 10 is illustrated. First processing unit 12 initiates the point-to

point Internet protocol in step 56 by sending a query from the first 

processing unit 12 to the connection server 26. If connection server 26 is 

1 o operative to perform the point-to-point Internet protocol, in step 58, first 

processing unit 12 receives an on-line status signal from the connection 

server 26, such signal may include the IP address of the callee or a 

"Callee Off-Line" message. Next, first processing unit 12 performs the 

primary point-to-point Internet protocol in step 60, which may include 

15 receiving, at the first processing unit 12, the IP address of the callee if the 

callee is active and on-line. Alternatively, processing unit 60 may initiate 

and perform the secondary point-to-point Internet protocol in step 62, if 

the called party is not active and/or on-line. 

Referring to FIG. 8, in conjunction with FIGS. 1 and 3-4. the 

~o disclosed point-to-point Internet protocol and system 1 0 is illustrated. 

..,_) 

Connection server 26 starts the point-to-point Internet protocol, in step 

64, and timestamps and stores E-mail and IP addresses of logged-in 

users and processing units in the database 34 in step 66. Connection 

server 26 receives a query from a first processing unit 12 in step 68 to 

determine whether a second user or second processing unit 22 is logged

in to the Internet 24, with the second user being specified, for example, 

by an E-mail address. Connection server 26 retrieves the IP address of 

the specified user from the database 34 in step 70, if the specified user is 

logged-in to the Internet, and sends the retrieved IP address to the first 
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cellular telephone may include various keys, LEOs, liquid crystal displays 

(lCDs). and touchscreen actuators corresponding to the icons and 

features shown in FIGS. 5-6. In addition, a PC may have the keys of a 

keyboard and mouse mapped to the icons and features shown in FIGS. 

5 5-6. 

Referring to FIG. 7, the disclosed point-to-point Internet protocol 

and system 10 is illustrated. First processing unit 12 initiates the point-to

point Internet protocol in step 56 by sending a query from the first 

processing unit 12 to the connection server 26. If connection server 26 is 

10 operative to perform the point-to-point Internet protocol. in step 58, first 

processing unit 12 receives an on-line status signal from the connection 

server 26, such signal may include the IP address of the callee or a 

"Callee Off-Line" message. Next, first processing unit 12 performs the 

primary point-to-point Internet protocol in step 60, which may include 

15 receiving, at the first processing unit 12. the IP address of the callee if the 

callee is active and on-line. Alternatively, processing unit 60 may initiate 

and perform the secondary point-to-point Internet protocol in step 62. if 

the called party is not active and/or on-line. 

Referring to FIG. 8, in conjunction with FIGS. 1 and 3-4, the 

20 disclosed point-to-point Internet protocol and system 10 is illustrated. 

-,_) 

Connection server 26 starts the point-to-point Internet protocol, in step 

64, and timestamps and stores E-mail and IP addresses of logged-in 

users and processing units in the database 34 in step 66. Connection 

server 26 receives a query from a first processing unit 12 in step 68 to 

determine whether a second user or second processing unit 22 is logged-

in to the Internet 24, with the second user being specified, for example, 

by an E-mail address. Connection server 26 retrieves the IP address of 

the specified user from the database 34 in step 70, if the specified user is 

logged-in to the Internet, and sends the retrieved IP address to the first 
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processing unit 12 in step 72 to enable first processing unit 12 to 

establish point-to-point communications with the specified second user. 

The disclosed secondary point-to-point Internet protocol operates 

as shown in FIG. 9. First processing unit 12 generates an E-mail signal, 

5 including a session number and a first IP address corresponding to a first 

processing unit in step 76. First processing unit 12 transmits the E-mail 

signal as a <ConnectRequest> signal to the Internet 24 in step 78. The 

E-mail signal is delivered through the Internet 24 using a mail server 28 to 

the second processing unit 22 in step 80. Second processing unit 22 

1 o extracts the session number and the first I P address from the E-mail 

signal in step 82 and transmits or sends the session number and a 

second IP address corresponding to the second processing unit 22, back 

to the first processing unit 12 through the Internet 24, in step 84. First 

processing unit 12 verifies the session number received from the second 

15 processing unit 22 in step 86, and establishes a point-to-point Internet 

communication link between the first processing unit 12 and second 

processing unit 22 using the first and second IP addresses in step 88. 

While the disclosed point-to-point Internet protocols and system 

have been particularly shown and described with reference to the 

20 preferred embodiments, it is understood by those skilled in the art that. 

various modifications in form and detail may be made therein without 

departing from the scope and spirit of the invention. Accordingly, 

modifications such as those suggested above, but not limited thereto, are 

to be considered within the scope of the invention. 
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What is claimed is: 

1. A method of locating a user over a computer network comprising 

2 the steps of : 

3 A. maintaining a list having a plurality of entries. each entry 

4 comprising the current Internet protocol address for a user 

5 connected to the Internet; and 

6 B. in response to selection of one of the list entries by a 

7 requesting user, providing the corresponding Internet 

8 protocol address of the selected entry to the requesting user. 

2. A method for locating users having dynamically assigned network 

2 protocol addresses over a computer network, the method 

3 comprising the steps of: 

4 A. maintaining in a computer memory, a compilation of entries. 

5 each entry comprising a network protocol address of a user 

6 process connected to the computer network; 

7 B. in response to identification of one of the entries by a 

8 requesting user process, providing the network protocol 

9 address of the identified entry to the requesting user 

10 process. 

3. The method of claim 2 wherein the network protocol address is an 

2 Internet protocol address. 

4. The method of claim 2 further comprising the step of: 

2 C. modifying the compilation of entries. 

5. The method of claim 4 wherein step C further comprises: 
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C.1 modifying an entry of the compilation upon the occurrence of 

., a predetermined event. 

6. The method of claim 5 wherein the predetermined event 

., comprises notification from a user process that the user process is 

3 C?Oupled to the network. 

7. The method of claim 5 wherein the predetermined event 

2 comprises expiration of a predefined time interval since notification 

3 from the user process. 

8. In a computer system having a display and audio transducer, the 

2 computer system coupled to other computers and a server over a 

3 computer network. the apparatus for establishing a point-to-point 

4 communication link comprising: 

5 a. means for transmitting, from the first process to a server. a 

6 query as to whether a second process is connected to the 

7 computer network; 

X b. means for receiving a network protocol address of the 

9 second process from the server when the second process is 

10 connected to the computer network; and 

II c. means, responsive to the network. protocol address of the 

12 second process, for establishing a point-to-point 

13 communication link between the first process and the second 

14 process over the computer network. 

9. The computer apparatus of claim 8 further comprising: 

2 d. means for receiving audio data and transmitting the audio 

3 data to the second processor over the established point-to-
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point communication link. 

In a computer system, the computer system having an audio 

transducer and a display device and being operatively coupled to 

other computer system and a server over a computer network, 

apparatus for establishing a point-to-point communication link 

comprising: 

a. means for transmitting an E-mail signal containing a network 

protocol address from the first process to a second client 

process over the computer network; 

b. means for receiving a second network protocol address from 

the second process over the computer network; and 

c. means, responsive to the second network protocol address, 

for establishing a point-to-point communication link between 

the first process and the second process over the computer 

network. 
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DEDICATED SYSTEM AND PROCESS FOR DISTRIBUTED 
COMMUNICATION ON A PACKET-SWITCHED NETWORK 

Field ofthe Invention 

s The present invention is related to communication over packet-switched networks. The 

present invention is more particularly related to voice communication using such networks. 

Background ofthe Invention 

Voice communication typically uses a circuit-switched network. Such a network is 

1 o maintained by regional and long distance telecommunication carriers, and typically provides a 

dedicated channel for each connection established between subscribers for voice communication. 

A circuit-switched network is expensive to operate, which in tum causes users to incur 

significant charges, particularly for long distance calls. Additionally, each connection requires a 

direct path between two locations, typically determined using a complex algorithm. 

IS Additionally, each connection is recorded for billing purposes. The overhead incurred for billing 

is a substantial portion of the cost in maintaining the network. 

Recently there has been an increased interest in the use of packet-switched networks for 

voice communication. In particular, a global network of computers using a packet-switched 

network. commonly known as the Internet, has been the platform for some computer software 

20 that allows for voice communication between two or·more individuals connected to the Internet. 

Because packet-switched networks are less expensive to use and more versatile than 

circuit-switched networks, there is an increasing interest in developing their use for voice and 

video communication. However, there are some drawbacks to packet-switched networks. First. 

packet-switched networks are used primarily for general data communication. At present, it 

25 generally does not guarantee reliable real-time performance, particularly for voice 

communication. The lack of reliable real-time communication results in degradation of the 

quality of voice data transmitted over the network. These problems will eventually be overcome 

as technology and communication standards develop. A second problem is that both users who 

wish to communicate by voice over a packet-switched network have to have operative 

30 connections to the network. It is not possible at the present time to initiate voice communication 

over the packet-switched network without each party establishing their own connection to the 

network prior to communication being initiated by one of the parties. This requirement is in 

stark contrast to the circuit-switched networks where the recipient of a conventional telephone 
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call is notified, for example, by ringing of a telephone. 

Some current proposals for using packet-switched networks for telephone communication 

either are computer software (e.g., the Internet Phone software from VocalTec of Northvale, New 

Jersey and the Web Phone software by Netspeak of Boca Raton. Florida) which arc loaded onto a 

5 general purpose multimedia computer system with a modem or use centralized systems known as 

"hop-off' servers which translate between packet-switched data packets and electronic voice 

signals expected by a circuit-switched network and which generate outgoing phone calls through 

a regular telephone network (also called a plain old telephone system (POTS)). Some of the 

problems with the first kind of computer software are that the cost, complexity, and 

10 inconvenience of using the computer and the software is significant. To receive incoming calls, 

the computer system needs to be continuously, on wasting much electricity, and needs to have a 

continuous link to the Internet which can incur online charges from an access provider. 

Furthermore, the computer system uses much of the computer"s central processor power that 

could otherwise be used for increasing performance on other software applications. The problem 

15 with the second kind of system is that it has operations costs similar to those associated with 

circuit-switched networks for general-purpose consumer and business usc. In particular, current 

service providers to the Internet might have to dedicate bandwidth and connection ports for the 

sole purpose of providing voice communication and these dedicated servers are not useful for 

other kinds of data communication. Additionally, it is becoming increasingly likely that 

20 individual consumers may have one or more means to access the packet-switched network via 

various media such as cable television lines. optical fibers. wireless, digital subscriber lines, 

other than telephone lines. Having such versatility to easily switch among several options to 

conduct voice communication through any of these media would benefit consumers and 

businesses. 

25 

Summan of the Invention 

A dedicated appliance for packet-switched voice communication is provided with a 

mechanism to ensure that both the caller and a recipient of voice communication having a similar 

appliance has. a connection to the packet-switched network. Such an appliance eliminates the 

30 need for complex and expensive multimedia computer systems and Internet telephony software 

which requires a pre-existing network connection for both parties prior to initiating 

communication. In one embodiment of the invention, a caller's appliance may cause a 
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recipient's appliance to connect to the packet-switched network through the access medium of 

the recipient. Another mechanism which enables switching between circuit-switched and packet

switched voice communication allows for both kinds of communication to be used by the same 

appliance. 

5 Once connected to the network, the caller and recipient may establish a connection 

therebetween over the packet-switched network to permit communication. Network service 

providers (NSP) which provides access to the packet-switched networks for users do not need to 

dedicate connection ports to voice communication and therefore can allow use of any connection 

port for any purpose with the existing infrastructure. 

1 o Accordingly, one aspect of the invention is a communication system using a packet-

switched network. The communication system includes a first network access system for 

providing access to the packet-switched network. A second network access system also provides 

access to the packet-switched network. A first appliance has a mechanism for connecting to the 

first network access system through a first access medium, and sends and receives packets 

15 through this connection to the packet-switched network. A second user appliance has similar 

capabilities. In addition, the second user appliance has mechanisms for causing the first 

appliance to connect to the packet-switched network through the first network access system. 

The first and second appliances then can send and receive packets to and from one another 

through the packet-switched network. 

20 Another aspect of the invention is an appliance for communication using a packet-

switched network. The appliance connects to a first access medium, and in turn connects to a 

first network access system connected to the packet-switched network using the access medium. 

The appliance includes a mechanism for causing another appliance to be cormected. through a 

second access medium, to a second network access system connected to the packet-switched 

25 network. After the connection of the other appliance is made, the two appliances may send and 

receive packets through the packet-switched network to each other. 

In one embodiment of the invention, the first appliance is caused to connect to the packet

switched network by first cormeeting with the first appliance using a public switched telephone 

network (PSTN) encompassing a local exchange carriers (LEC) and an inter-exchange carrier 

30 (fXC) then instructing the first appliance to connect to the first network access system using its 

access medium. In another embodiment of the invention, the first appliance is caused to connect 

to the packet-switched network by the second appliance dialing the first appliance using PSTN 
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and then having the first appliance use the caller identification service of the LEC to connect to 

the first network access system using its access medium. Jn another embodiment of the 

invention, the first appliance is caused to connect to the packet-switched network by the second 

appliance identifying the first network access system and then by instructing the first network 

5 access system to connect with the first appliance through the access medium connected to the 

first appliance. In another embodiment of the invention, the first appliance is caused to connect 

to the packet-switched network by the second appliance identifying and instructing the first 

network dial-out service provider to infonn the first appliance to connect through the access 

medium connected to the first appliance. In yet another embodiment, the first appliance is 

1 o continuously connected to the first network access system and is caused to connect to the packet

switched network by the second appliance. In any embodiment of the invention, the appliance 

also way initiate any conventional calls using the PSTN. 

Another aspect of the invention, which may be used in combination with other aspects of 

the invention, is a database system for storing information supporting a communication system 

15 using a packet-switched network, wherein first and second appliances arc connected through 

first and second access media to first and second network access systems which are connected to 

the packet-switched network. The database stores user information for each of the first and 

second appliances, such as a first unique identifier indicating an address for the appliance 

accessible using the packet-switched network and a second unique identifier indicating an access 

20 mechanism for establishing a connection over an access medium between the first and second 

network access systems and the first and second appliances. The database responds to queries to 

return one of the first and second unique identifiers as well as any other pertinent user 

information. 

In another aspect of the invention, an appliance selects whether a conventional telephone 

25 call is made or whether the call is made over the packet-switched network. In another aspect of 

the invention, the connection to the packet-switched networks made after the identifier of the 

recipient is input to the appliance by the caller. 

Brief Description of the Drawings 

30 In the drawings, 

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a voice communication system in accordance with the 

present invention: 
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Fig. 2a is a more detailed block diagram of one embodiment of the telephone appliance 

shown in Fig. I : 

Fig. 2b is a more detailed block diagram of another embodiment of the telephone 

appliance shown in Fig. I; 

5 Fig. 3 is a more detailed block diagram of the central database (CBD) shown in Fig. I; 

Fig. 4 is a more detailed diagram of the dedicated communication facility (DCF) as 

shown in Fig. I; 

Fig. Sa is a flow chart of one embodiment of a process for making an Internet telephone 

call using the voice communication system of the present invention; 

1 o Fig. Sb is a flow chart of another embodiment of a process for making an Internet 

telephone call using the LEC caller identification service with the voice communication system 

of the present invention; 

Fig. 6a is a flow chart of an embodiment of a process for using the voice communication 

system of the present invention using dial-out possibilities with existing network service 

15 providers; 

Fig. 6b is a flow chart of another embodiment of a process for using the voice 

communication system of the with dedicated dial-out service providers; 

Fig. 7 is a flow chart of an embodiment of a process for using the voice communication 

system of the present system with a continuous link to a packet-switched network; 

20 Fig. 8 is a flow chart describing the process to check if a recipient's telephone number 

has an appliance. 

Fig. 9 is a flow chart describing how the telephone appliance contacts a local Internet 

service provider to establish a PPP/SLIP link; 

Fig. I 0 is a flow chart describing how the central database is updated; 

25 Fig. 11 is a flow chart describing how the recipient's dedicated communication facility 

makes an outgoing telephone call; 

Fig. 12 is a flow chart describing query processing in the central database; 

Fig. 13 illustrates an example information packet for the central database; and 

Fig. 14 is a diagram illustrating an example data portion of a packet containing one or 

30 more type length and value entities. 
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Detailed Description 

The present invention will be more completely understood through the following detailed 

description which should be read in conjunction with the attached drawing in which similar 

reference numbers indicate similar structures. 

5 Referring now to Fig. I, the voice communication system of the present invention is 

shown in comparison to a conventional voice communication system. A conventional system 

includes a conventional telephone 20 connected to a telephone network 22. The telephone 

network 22 includes a local exchange carrier (LEC) 24 connected to an inter-exchange carrier 26 

(IXC) (i.e .. long distance carrier) and a second LEC 28. The network 22 allows users of 

10 conventional phone 20 to contact a recipient using conventional telephone 20' over long 

distances. In one embodiment of the present invention, an appliance 30, described in more detail 

below, is used to access a packet-switched network 32. such as the Internet, to contact a recipient 

having another similar appliance 34 or any compatible systems abiding to International 

Telecommunications Union (ITIJ) multimedia communications standards for packet-switched 

15 communication. such a•; H.320, H.323 and H.324. While the invention is described herein with 

reference to the Internet, it should be understood that it is generally applicable to any packet

switched protocols and networks that allow for packet-switching capabilities, included but not 

limited to, TCP/IP, IPX, A TM, Ethernet, ISDN, and PSTN, using a variety of communications 

standards, including, but not limited to, JTU standards H.320, H.323 and H.324. The network 

20 32 is accessed by appliances 30 and 34 via network access media 36 and 38. Such access may be 

provided over several possible access media. Such access media include, but arc not limited to 

POTS, cable television cable lines, electric power lines, optical fibers, wireless, satellite, digital 

subscriber lines, etc. The term "access media" as used herein is intended to mean any 

mechanism for access to the network, whether analog, digital, optical or wireless. The access 

25 media allow access to a public or private network service provider 40 or 42 such as an Internet 

service provider, which may be local to each user. The network service providers 40 and 42 

access a packet-switched network 44, such as a large global network. commonly called the 

Internet, and have access to a central database 46, described in more detail below, of users of the 

appliances 30 and 34 or an otherwise compatible system which may utilize such a database. 

30 Using the conventional communications network 22. the user 20 typically has access 

charges incurred for access to the local telephone company, and per call access charges due to a 

long distance carrier that supports the public switched telephone network. In the present 
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invention. the users of appliances 30 and 34 typically incur charges for obtaining access through 

a local network access medium 36 and 38 such as the local telephone company and/or a network 

service provider 40 and 42. 

The appliance 30, 34 will now be described in connection with Figs. 2a and 2b. One form 

5 of packaging of the appliance may be a separate box that connects between a connector to the 

network access medium and a conventional telephone 76 for which the circuitry is shown in Fig 

2a. This form of packaging may be integrated with other appliances such as cable television 

converter boxes and high-definition digital televisions to provide integrated telephony services 

using cable Internet access or video telephony using a small window image on a high-definition 

10 television (HDTV) set. 

Another form of packaging of the appliance may be like a conventional telephone for 

which the circuitry shown in Fig. 2b is same as in Fig. 2a except for numeric keypad 66', handset 

with a transmitter 78 (e.g .• microphone) and receiver 80 (e.g., speaker), and an integrated 

conventional telephone interface electronics 77. Yet another form of packaging could be a single 

15 household model for allowing all phones connected to the main household phone line to use 

Internet telephony. 

The appliance has an Internet access jack 48 to permit connection to a network service 

provider. The Internet access jack can also accommodate other network connections depending 

on the network access medium such as coaxial cable connector for cable access or a conventional 

20 phone jack such as an RJ-11 connector if connecting to an LEC via a POTS modem. If the 

connection jack 48 is not a conventional phone jack. a conventional phone jack 50 such as an 

RJ II jack can be made available for connection to the PSTN line for making conventional calls. 

Such means of network and phone connection allows the appliance to function just like a regular 

phone for local phone calls, but for long-distance phone calls, which may be detected by 

25 examining the telephone number of the appliance users from the central database 46, it may 

connect automatically into the network, if there is an appliance user corresponding to the 

telephone number, or into an !XC if there is no appliance user corresponding to the telephone 

number. 

The appliance does not require both parties to be already linked to the network to initiate 

30 communication. At least five modes of operation may be provided for establishing a connection 

with the recipient. One mode uses a conventional long-distance telephone call to cause the 

recipient's appliance 34 to initiate a connection with its own network service provider. as 
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described in more detail below. A second mode causes the recipient's appliance to connect with 

its own network service provider by using caller identification of the caller as described in more 

detail below. A third mode causes the network service provider local to the recipient to initiate 

the connection with the recipient, as described in more detail below. A fourth mode causes a 

5 network dial-out service provider local to the recipient to initiate the connection with the 

recipient as described in more detail below. A fifth mode causes the caller's appliance to directly 

connect to the recipient's appliance with a continuous connection to the network service provider 

as described in more detail below. These modes of operation may be compatible with each other 

depending on the available type of network access by each of the calling parties. The software 

1 o for causing these operation modes can also be adapted for running on conventional computer 

systems running on various operating systems for example Unix, Microsoft's Windows, IBM 

OS/2, and Apple operating system. 

The appliance 30, 34 in Fig.2a and 2b shows two possible embodiments of the invention. 

The appliance 30. 34 includes a network interface module SO and SO' such as a POTS modem for 

15 establishing communication with the network access medium 36 through connection jack or port 

48. a central processor, a random access memory 60 and 60', digital signal processor chip 56 and 

56' to conduct dedicated audio and/or video compression and decompression, a manual input 

device 68 and 68' such as a keypad, and an information output unit 70 and 70' such as an LCD 

display and/or voice messaging software system directly to a receiver 80' or to the handset of a 

20 conventional telephone 76 to inform the appliance user of any necessary status or decision 

requests. 

A power supply 72 and 72' provides power to the appliance 30 and a back-up battery 74 

and 74' maintains operation during a power outage. Other features 66 and 66' may also be 

included such as those for data encryption and decryption, speaker phone. caller ID, call waiting, 

25 conferencing, and voice mail. A manual switch 64 and 64' or software setup change allows for 

switching between operation modes, of which three are described in more detail below. The 

appliance operates in full-duplex mode to allow both parties to talk at once. 

The central processor unit 58 and 58' may be a microprocessor such as Motorola 68000 or 

Intel 486 chip. The central processor performs all high-level controls such as providing a 

30 point-to-point protocol (PPP) or Serial Line Internet Protocol (SLIP) for TCP/IP (Transmission 

Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) communications, protocols ofiTU standards such as H.323 

for real-time multi-media communications, and may also conduct encryption/decryption 
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functions. The appliance uses the random access memory 60 and 60' to temporarily store 

operation code and data during operation. The network interface module 52 and 52' may be a 

stand-alone chip, chipsets, and/or other means that provide communication between the local 

communication medium 36 such as but not limited to POTS, ISDN, wireless such as satellite or 

5 cellular, or cable television networks. A POTS modem may be implemented using a 

commercially available modem chipset such as those produced by Rockwell which are prevalent 

in the market. For cable Internet access. a cable modem by Motorola and an Ethernet interface 

chipset can be used as the network interface module. These network interface modules may be 

designed to be modular such as using the PCMCIA standard so that the appliance can be easily 

10 modified for interfacing to the desired choice of network access. 

A read only memory (ROM) chip 62 and 62', such as programmable erasable read only 

memory (EPROM) chip or Flash ROM chip. contains high-level control computer program code 

to manage all the other devices and deal with network protocols and standards. Flash ROMs 

provide the added benefit for automatic field upgradability for quick and easy software updates 

15 and patches which can be easily performed by the user. Such control code is described in more 

detail below by the flowcharts describing the appliance operation. The memory chip 62 and 62' 

may also be programmed to contain a unique network address, a phone number of a local 

network access provider, memory cache to store information such as recipients' network 

addresses and telephone numbers, long-distance calling codes that are currently serviced by 

20 network service providers for communication with such an appliance. and networking 

information such as gateway and authentication information. These user setups will be discussed 

in detail. 

Audio compression and decompression may be provided by the central processor 58 and 

58' or by dedicated audio/video compressors/decompressors 56 and 56' such as the TrueSpeech 

25 CT8020 Digital Signal Processor (DSP) chip available from DSP Group, Inc. of California or by 

general purpose DSP chips such as Analog Devices' AD2lxx family ofDSP chips or Texas 

Instruments' TMS320 family of DSP chips that can be programmed with audio or video 

compressors and decompressors (codecs) licensed or sold by numerous vendors, such as Lucent 

Technologies, Intel, and DSP Group. Audio codecs can comply to the following International 

30 Telecommunications Union (ITU) standard such as 0.711, G.722, 0.728, G.723, G.723.1, and 

G.729. G.723 and 0.723.1 standards are preferred for low bit-rate voice communications on low 

bandwidth network access medium such as POTS. Video compression and decompression may 
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comply to the following ITU standard such as 1-1.261 and H.263. H.263 is preferred for low 

bit-rate video communications on low bandwidth network access media. 

Both the audio and video codec standards mentioned support ITU H.32x multimedia 

communication standards. The use of these ITU standards allow the appliance to be 

5 interoperable with other computer systems or software that use the same standards. 

The central processor in connection with the network interface module operate to 

establish a network connection such as TCP/IP through the network access medium. The 

multimedia communications standard used for network communications can include ITU 

standards such as H.320, H.323, and H.324. 

10 When the connection is established, incoming packets arc processed by the DSP chip as 

directed by the central processor to convert analog audio signals from the transmitter 78 usually a 

microphone for voice, a charge coupled display (CCD) camera, or the handset of a conventional 

phone 76 and output digital audio and/or video information to the network. The DSP chip also 

converts the digital audio information to an analog signal to be output to the receiver 70 such as a 

IS speaker or an LCD or television video display or to the handset of a conventional phone 76. The 

central processor 58 and 58' and the DSP chip can produce packets abiding by a specific 

communication and network protocols to be transferred via the network interface module 52 and 

52' and the local network access medium 36 to the other party. It is also possible to integrate the 

voice compression & decompression, the high-level central processing functions, and modem 

20 functions controlled by a single DSP chip applications specific integrated circuit (ASIC) chip 

eliminating the need for dedicated chips. 

The central database (CDB) 46 wiJI now be described in more detail in connection with 

Fig. 3. This database is directly connected to a packet-switched network with a static network 

address as a place of information reference to allow lookup of appliance users or compatible 

25 system users as part of the call connection process. A dedicated CDB comprises of a server 80, 

such as a Digital Alpha server and a fast database 82. such as those commercially-available from 

Oracle Corporation. The dedicated database also should include a router 84, such as those 

available from Cisco Systems or Bay Networks, which connects to the network using a high

speed access medium such as a Tl or T3 line connection to network backbones. Duplicates 80' 

30 and 82' of the server and database located physically in a geographically different location 

provides for redundancy for fast access or in case one system becomes inoperative. Databases 

also may reside at any available network service provider. 
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The information stored in both the primary and redundant databases are synchronized at 

regular intervals using standard coherency techniques to maintain the same information. The 

user information stored in the database includes a unique identifier such as the user·s telephone 

number. The slot for this value in the database is generally permanent for all users of appliances 

5 or a compatible appliance or system that is allowed to use this communication system. The value 

may be modified for example, if a user changes location. The database also includes for each 

user an identifier which indicates an address for the user when the user's appliance is connected 

to the packet-switched network. This identifier may be dynamic or fixed, depending on how the 

addresses are assigned by the network. These network identifiers are used to establish call 

10 connection between two or more users. The database may also include other useful or pertinent 

information for each user such as a subscriber's name, residential address, e-mail address, 

network service provider's IP address. and billing information. 

As the user base increases, the COBs may be distributed geographically to maximize the 

efficiency of COB access and for redundancy. Multiple COBs can be synchronized to make sure 

15 that the databases contain the same information for redundancy. It is also possible to have 

distinct databases with respective redundant databases for separate groups of users in different 

locations especially as subscriptions increase. Queries can be processed, for example, by 

multicasting or broadcasting them to each database. 

The following is a scenario of using distinct databases for specific regions. Each 

20 database, wherever located world-wide, contains the network addresses of every COB and the 

information of every appliance user in that local region. If a new COB is installed. all existing 

COBs are updated with the new COB's IP address. If a caller in one location calls a recipient at 

a remote location and the recipient's information is unavailable when the caller's appliance 

contacts the local COB, the CDB associates the long-distance dialing codes (e.g. country and 

25 area code) with the remote COB's network address to allow the caller's appliance to establish a 

link with the remote COB at the recipient's location. The remote CDB may then take over to 

continue the process of linking the communication channel between the caller and recipient. In 

instances where some other recipient's information is used which does not provide sufficient 

locale information such as the recipient's Internet username or domain name, the CDB can 

30 multicast or broadcast the recipient's information to all other COBs in order to identify the locale 

of the recipient. Once the remote CDB has been identified, it can then take over to continue the 

process of establishing the communication channel between the caller and the recipient. 
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The central database responds to queries from dedicated communication facilities 

(described below), individual appliances, or any otherwise compatible system that complies to a 

database query protocol. The response includes packets of stored user data when a match is 

found. The database permits users with dynamically assigned network addresses to be located. 

5 Additionally, this database allows one person to request a connection with another person who is 

not presently cormected to the network. The database also can identify a phone number that 

allows the network service provider of the individual to make an outgoing phone call from the 

network to the local individual. 

Referring now to Fig. 4, each network service provider supporting this voice 

1 o communication system also should include functions of a dedicated communication facility 

(DCF) in order to support a mode of operation where a connection to a recipient appliance is 

initiated by the service provider. Each DCF may be comprised of a router 90 which may be 

connected via a high speed access medium (e.g., TI or T3) to the network, a server 92, remote 

and network access hardware 94, switch 96 to access the access medium used by the user of 

15 appliance. such as a telephone switch, and POTS modem pools 98. 

The construction of the system shown in rig. 4 is very similar to systems used by 

conventional network service providers. However, most of such network service providers arc 

not programmed to allow outgoing dial-out to subscribers using a network access medium such 

as POTS. ISDN or Cable. Generally, they are programmed only to respond to incoming 

20 telephone calls. However, many systems may have the capability to make such outgoing phone 

calls. By providing additional functionality to identify an available access line, such capability 

may be used to initiate a telephone call with a recipient appliance 30. Such capability is useful in 

the second mode of operation to be described in more detail below. 

A first mode of operation of this system uses a conventional long distance call via PSTN 

25 for initiating a connection between the recipient and its network service provider. The process of 

establishing a communication channel between two appliances using this mode of operation will 

now be described in cormection with Fig. Sa using the Internet as an example. First. the caller 

dials the recipient's telephone number into the appliance using a conventional telephone 

connected to the appliance or directly into an appliance that is integrated with a conventional 

30 telephone in step 100. The appliance then determines, in step I 0 I, whether the telephone call is 

long distance. If the telephone call is not a long distance call, the appliance allows for a 

conventional local telephone call over a plain old telephone system (POTS), in step 1 02. For 
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example, in the U.S., if the call is determined to be a long distance call from the standard 

telephone number prefix such as a "I" for inter-state or intra-state long-distance call or "0 I I + 

country code" for international long-distance call, the caller's appliance then checks its internal 

phonebook to see if the recipient's number is present (step 103) as described in detail with Fig. 8. 

5 If the recipient's number is found in the phonebook. the calling process continues to step I 04. 

The appliance establishes in step I 04 a connection with the recipient's appliance by a 

conventional circuit-switched network call. If the call is not answered, as determined in step 

I 05, and if no retry is to be performed {step I 06), the user may hang up (step 1 08) by placing the 

phone handset on-hook. If the call is answered, the caller informs the recipient that a call with 

10 this appliance is being made. For example, the caller may request that the recipient press a key 

on the telephone handset, such as the"*" key or pressing a button the appliance. If the recipient 

cannot be connected via the appliance for any reason (step 112), a conventional toll call may be 

continued (step 114) and eventually terminated (step 116); the phone book check of step I 03 

helps to minimize this occurrence but it is conceivable that the recipient's appliance could be 

15 malfunctioning or has been disconnected. If the recipient has a properly functioning appliance, 

both appliances hang up (in step 118) and both parties' appliances automatically connect with 

their network service providers, as described in more detail below in connection with Fig. 8. 

They may obtain an IP address (steps 120 and 122) dynamically or may already have a static IP 

address assigned by their network service provider. · 

20 With an lP address, each party's appliance then contacts a centralized database to 

exchange the network addresses to each party (steps 124 and 126) referencing each party's 

unique identifier such as their respective telephone numbers. as described in more detail below in 

connection with Fig. 10. In particular, the central database is updated with the recipient's IP 

address in step 124 and the central database is updated with the caller's IP address in step 126. 

25 The caller then queries the central database to receive the recipient's IP address in step 128, as 

described in more detail below in connection with Fig. 12. If the address is not found, as 

determined in step 130, the caller's appliance continuously tries to identify the recipient's IP 

address as indicated by 130 in the loop back to step 128. If one minute or other time limit. has 

passed, the attempts to access an IP address are terminated and the caller is informed in step 134. 

30 The telephone call then may be terminated. If the IP address is found, the caller may establish 

contact and make a TCP connection with the recipient as indicated at step 136. Also, if the 

recipient is using the telephone line for general Internet access and the recipient's computer 
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system has a software that is compatible with the appliance running, a connection also may be 

attempted. If the connection is not obtained as determined in step 138, and if a retry operation is 

not to be performed as determined in step 140, the caller may be informed of the lack of 

connection in step 142 and the phone hangs up in step 144. For example, if the recipient is using 

5 a telephone line and receives a busy signal or is already on the phone with an Internet call in 

progress. the recipient's DCF will send a packet to the caller's appliance of the busy signal. 

However, upon establishing network access and a connection, the two parties may begin talking 

as indicated in step 146. When the call is terminated by either party by placing the handset on

hook, the TCPIIP connection is terminated in step 148 and the appliance hangs up in step 150. 

10 One benefit to the first mode of operation is that it uses the existing services available 

from most POTS network service providers without modifying their software or hardware. 

Another benefit to this mode is that the caller may call from any compatible communication 

system rather than an appliance if the caller somehow knows that the recipient has this appliance 

or the caller' appliance is provided with the protocol to contact the central datahase and conduct 

15 outgoing PSTN to II calls to the recipient. 

There are a couple of minor drawbacks with this first mode of operation. First, there 

could be delays possibly from one-half to around five minutes depending on distance and 

network traffic conditions to establish a connection. Second, every time a long-distance call is 

initiated, the caller may incur charges for this initial connection making frequent calls somewhat 

20 costly and reducing the freedom to call as frequently as desired. In order to minimize costs for 

these initial toll-calls, third-party conventiona11ong-distance service providers may be used to 

allow the caller to be charged on a fraction of a second segments (e.g. one-sixth of a minute) 

rather than for a full minute. 

A second mode of distributed operation is similar to the first mode which requires an 

25 initiating conventional long-distance call, however, the toll charge can be eliminated using a 

local caller identification (Caller ID) service as shown in Fig. Sb. The caller dials the recipient's 

number using the telephone handset in step 430. The appliance will determine if the call is local 

or long-distance by counting the digits and checking the calling area code. If the call is long

distance, the c;aller·s appliance automatically looks up the internal phonebook in step 432to 

30 check if the telephone number is associated with an appliance user. If the telephone number is 

determined to be associated with an appliance user, the caller's appliance will request if an 

Internet call is desired. The caller's appliance may be set-up to automatically select the Internet 
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call mode if the number dialed checks with the internal phone book. If an Internet call is not 

desired, the appliance will just continue with PSTN toll call (step 436). If an Internet call is 

desired, the caller's appliance will dial the number and will make sure to allow for a maximum of 

only two or three rings (usually two) to let the recipient's appliance identify the caller's 

s telephone number (step 440). If the recipient has not yet picked up the phone and the appliance 

detects that the caller is an appliance user by checking its internal phonebook in step 442, the 

recipient's appliance will wait until the ringing stops in step 446. If the recipient picks up the 

phone before the appliance has had a chance to identify the caller, the operation reverts back to 

the first mode. If the caller is identified not to be an appliance user as determined by the internal 

10 phone book, then the recipient's appliance will let the call process as a conventional one (step 

444) and let the phone ring. After waiting for two or three rings, the caller's appliance will then 

automatically hang up in step 448 and continue with the rest of the first mode of operation 

beginning with step 1 22'. If the recipient has not yet picked up the phone and the caller has been 

identified as an appliance user by the recipient's appliance, the recipient's appliance will then 

15 continue to establish an Internet connection with steps 120' and 124'. While the appliance 

attempts to establish an Internet call connection and the recipient picks up the phone, the 

appliance will so inform the recipient that an Internet call is in progress with the caller identified 

on, for example, an LCD display. The recipient will have control to cancel an Internet call in 

progress if so desired by pressing a button on the appliance or a button on the handset such as the 

20 "*" or "#." 

Benefits to the second mode of operation is that it uses the existing services available 

from most POTS network service providers without modifying their software or hardware just 

like the first mode of operation. Another same benefit to this mode is that the caller may call 

from any compatible communication system rather than an appliance if the caller somehow 

25 knows that the recipient has this appliance or the caller' appliance is provided with the protocol 

to contact the central database and conduct outgoing PSTN toll calls to the recipient. However, 

one major disadvantage of the caller being charged for the initial PSTN toll call associated with 

the first mode of operation is reduced or eliminated. The second mode of operation also 

eliminates the need for the recipient to intervene by picking up the handset and pressing a button 

30 to initiate an Internet call as in the first mode of operation. The second mode of operation 

increases the ease of establishing an Internet call and also helps to reduce PSTN long-distance 

charges even further. 
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A third mode of distributed operation is used when network service providers have the 

ability to call out to the recipient via its network access medium, with similar capabilities of a 

DCF, for example, as shown in Fig. 4. This mode of operation will now be described in 

connection with Fig. 6. With this embodiment, the appliance is configured with a local DCF 

5 telephone number, however assigned, or other mechanism to access the network. The customer 

information including at least the subscriber's telephone number and DCF's network address 

may then be transferred to the central database (CDB) of subscribers and/or maintained on a 

DCF database. 

The flow of information in the third mode of operation will first be described using the 

10 Internet protocol as an example. When a caller attempts to make a long-distance call, the 

appliance automatically accesses a local DCF or an NSP (since an outgoing call to the caller is 

unnecessary) by means of the local network access medium to gain network access to the packet

switched network via for example a standard PPP/SLIP and authentication. When connection to 

the DCF/NSP is established, the caller's appliance sends a query packet (described below) 

15 containing the recipient's telephone number or other distinct identification information such as a 

residential address, IP address, electronic mail address, to initiate a long-distance call. 

Upon determining at least the recipient's DCF network address. the caller's appliance. 

caller's DCF/NSP, or the CDB contacts the recipient's DCF to transmit an information packet 

(described below) that contains the recipient's local telephone number or other information such 

20 as the caller's network address. To minimize delays, one method is to have the CDB directly 

send the recipient's telephone number and caller's network address directly to the recipient's 

DCF. However, selected information, its point of origin and its transfer method may vary among 

different implementations. 

With the recipient's local telephone number, the recipient's DCF then makes an outgoing 

:!5 call to authenticate and to establish network access via PPP/SLIP if using POTS with the 

recipient's appliance. Authentication may be made by the DCF prior to making the outgoing call 

if the recipient's infonnation received is sufficient for such pre-authentication in order to 

minimize delays. 

The following will describe a few methods of initiating a communication channel through 

30 a packet-switched network. In one method, ifthe recipient answers the call and the recipient's 

appliance is provided with the caller's network address by a CDB or its DCF, the recipient's 

appliance may directly contact the caller's appliance with the caller's network address to initiate 
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a communication channel. In another method, the recipient's appliance or DCF sends an 

information packet containing the recipient's network address to the caller's appliance upon 

which the caller's appliance initiates the communications channel using the recipient's network 

address. Whichever way, a communication link between the caller and the recipient may be 

5 established to begin transmitting information packets over the network. 

One embodiment of the data flow associated with the third mode of operation will now be 

described in more detail in connection with the flow chart of Fig. 6a. In particular, the caller 

dials the recipient's telephone number into the appliance using a conventional telephone 

connected to the appliance or directly into the appliance integrated with a conventional telephone 

10 in step 200. The appliance then determines whether the telephone call is long distance, as 

determined in step 202. If the telephone call is not a long distance call, the appliance makes a 

local telephone call over a plain old telephone system (POTS). in step 204. If the call is 

detennined to be a long distance call, the caller's appliance checks its internal phonebook to see 

if the recipient's number is present (step 205) as described in detail with Fig. 8. If the recipient's 

15 number is found in the phonebook, the calling process continues to step 206. The caller's 

appliance automatically dials a local network service provider (NSP) or DCF to establish a 

PPP/SLIP link (step 206), as described in more detail below in connection with Fig. 9. If a 

PPP/SLJP link is not established as determined in step 208, a retry may be performed in steps 

210 and 206 or the appliance or caller may hang up in step 2 I 2. If a PPP/SLIP link is 

20 established, the caller's appliance sends a packet with the recipient's access information to the 

local central database (step 214) and queries the central database for the lP address of the 

recipient's dedicated communication facility step 216. This step is described in more detail 

below in connection with Fig. 12. If the IP address of the recipient's dedicated communication 

facility is not found, as determined in step 218. the caller may be given an option to make a 

25 conventional toll call in step 220. If no toll call is to be made, the appliance or caller hangs up in 

step 222. Otherwise, a toll call may be made through a conventional public switched telephone 

network in step 224. When the call is completed, the caller hangs up in step 226. 

If the caller connects to the network and identifies the IP address of the recipient's 

dedicated communication facility, the appliance then sends a packet with a caller's IP address and 

JO the recipient's access information, e.g., its telephone number, to the recipient's dedicated 

communication facility in step 228. This information allows the recipient's DCF to connect with 

the recipient's appliance over the recipient's network access medium. for example. by making a 
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DOSP is not found, as determined in step 518, the caller may be given an option to make a 

conventional toll call in step 520. If no toll call is to be made, the appliance or caller hangs up in 

step 524. Otherwise, a toll call may be made through a conventional public switched telephone 

network in step 522. When the call is completed, the caller hangs up in step 514. 

5 If the caller connects to the network and identifies the IP address of the recipient's DOSP, 

the caller's appliance then sends a packet with the recipient's access information, e.g., its 

telephone number, to the recipient's DOSP in step 526. This information allows the recipient's 

DOSP to connect with the recipient's appliance over the recipient's network access medium, for 

example, by making a telephone call, to establish a point-to-point protocol link in step 528. 

10 During this process, the caller may be informed of the call status with phone ringing sounds on 

the recipient's telephone. This process is described in more detail below in connection with Fig. 

II. If a link is established, the DOSP requests the recipient to indicate acceptance of the network 

phone call by, for example, pressing the"*" button on the handset in step 530. Steps 530 

through 566 is essentially the same as that of the first and second modes of operation shown in 

15 Fig. Sa from steps 110 through 144. 

A benefit of the fourth mode of operation is that initial long distance toll calls over the 

public switched telephone network for establishing an network connection between the caller and 

the recipient arc completely eliminated. Another benefit of the fourth mode is that it does not 

involve modification to network service providers but rather uses less expensive (compared to 

20 network service providers) dedicated dial-out service providers to allow the outgoing telephone 

calls to be made to the recipient. However, the delay in making a connection may be twice as 

long in comparison to the first mode. 

The fifth mode of operation will now be described with reference to Fig. 7. If 

continuous network access such as cable Internet access is used by the caller, a continuous 

25 network link is provided so that there will not be a need to dial into the service provider nor 

conduct authentication. 1fthe recipient has such continuous Internet access, the caller 

automatically dials the recipient via packet-switched means without the need for conducting a 

short long-distance call as associated with the first mode of operation; the caller could have 

accessed the Internet via any means. This is similar to the third mode of operation described 

30 above using POTS Internet access however, using a continuous Internet access such as cable 

does not require any modifications to the cable service provider. This operation mode is also 

much faster for connection than the first, second, or third mode of operation. 
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telephone call, to establish a point-to-point protocol link in step 230. During this process, the 

caller may be informed of the call status with phone ringing sounds on the recipient's telephone. 

This process is described in more detail below in connection with Fig. I I. If a link is 

established, the recipient's DCF sends a packet with a recipient's appliance IP address to the 

5 caller's appliance in step 232. The caller's appliance then connects to the recipient's appliance via 

a TCP/IP connection in step 236. Also, if the recipient is using the telephone line for Internet 

access and the recipient's computer system has a software that is compatible with the appliance 

running, a connection also may be attempted. If a connection is not achieved as detennine in 

step 238, a retry operation may be performed in steps 240 and 236. Otherwise, the caller may be 

10 informed that no connection is established in step 242 and the appliance hangs up in step 244. 

For example, if the recipient is using a telephone line and receives a busy signal or is already on 

the phone with an Internet call in progress. the recipient's DCF sends a packet to the caller's 

appliance of the busy signal. If a TCP/JP connection is made, the two parties may begin talking 

as indicated in step 246. When the call is terminated, the TCP/lP connection is terminated in 

15 step 248 and the parties may hang up as indicated at 244. 

A benefit of the third mode of operation is that initial long distance toll calls over the 

public switched telephone network for establishing an network connection between the caller and 

the recipient are completely eliminated. The delay in making a connection may be reduced in 

comparison to the first mode as well. This third mode does involve modification to network 

20 service providers to allow the outgoing telephone calls to be madt:. 

The fourth mode of operation is similar to the third mode by using dial-out service 

providers (DOSP) that could be located at many locations world-wide where there are large 

concentrations of appliance users rather than depending on network service providers to provide 

dial-out service. These dial-out service providers would be connected to the Internet and have 

25 dial-out capability using modem banks to inform the recipient's appliance of an incoming 

Internet call. This operation eliminates the need to modify existing network service providers for 

dial-out capability. Figure 6b shows the operation and will be described. 

Steps 500 through 514 is the same as the third mode of operation described previously. 

If a PPP/SLIP link is established in step 5 I 0, the caller's appliance sends a packet with the 

30 recipient's access information to the local central database (step 516) and queries the central 

database for the IP address of the recipient's dial-out service provider in step 518. This step is 

described in more detail below in connection with Fig. 12. If the 1P address of the recipient's 
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An example of using the appliance with a continuous cable television Internet access will 

be described. The appliance may be equipped with a network interface module comprising an 

Ethernet interface card connected to a cable modem such as those manufactured by Motorola. 

The appliance may be connected to both the cable Internet access line and the local exchange 

5 carrier. The unique MAC address that comes with each Ethernet interface card is registered with 

the cable Internet access provider for authentication. If static IP address is not assigned, the 

cable Internet access provider will automatically assign a dynamic IP address to the user 

whenever a connection is established using the Ethernet interface card's unique MAC address. If 

dynamic IP addressing is used, the appliance updates the central database upon obtaining a new 

10 IP address. 

Fig. 7 shows an example of a task flow for establishing a connection using a continuous 

Internet link. Caller dials the recipient's number (step 450) and the appliance determines if the 

call is a long-distance call in step 452. If it is not a long-distance call, a local POTS call may be 

made. Otherwise. the caller's appliance may check the phonebook (step 455} as an option and if 

15 the recipient's telephone number is found, it sends a packet with the recipient's phone number to 

tht: central database (CDB) in step 456. Regardless of whether the phonebook function is used or 

not used. a CDB query is made (step 458} with the recipient's phone number and if the 

recipient's IP address is found (step 460) the caller's appliance attempts to establish a connection 

with the recipient's appliance in step 470. If the recipient's IP address is not found, then the 

20 caller is notified to decide on making a conventional toll call in step 462. After a conventional 

toll call is made in step 464, the caller then hangs up (step 466). If a conventional call is not 

made, the caller simply hangs up (step 468}. If the recipient's IP address is found, the caller's 

appliance attempts to connect in step 472. If a connection is not made. the caller's appliance 

attempts to retry in step 474. If after several retries the connection could not be established, the 

25 caller is informed (step 480) and the caller hangs up in step 482. If a connection is made, the call 

is initiated in step 476 via TCP. Upon call completion, the TCP connection is closed with the 

recipient's appliance (step 478} and the call is terminated in step 482. The continuous 

connection to the network such as those with cable Internet access provider simplifies and speeds 

up the netwo~k call connection process. 

30 Fig. 8 describes in more detail how a caller's appliance or compatible system checks and 

updates the phone book of a recipient such as perfonncd in step 1 0 I of Fig. Sa and step 205 of 

Fig. 6a. The process oflooking up a phone book eliminates the requirement of establishing a 
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long-distance call and incurring toll charges to determine if a recipient is capable of receiving a 

network call via the Internet and also provides the caller an option to cancel the call without 

establishing a toll connection with the recipient. If the recipient's phone number is found in its 

internal phonebook, the processes in Fig. 5 or Fig. 6 continue. However, if the recipient's phone 

5 number is not found, the caller is informed of this status (step 404) and requests the caller to 

decide if the appliance or compatible system should check ifthe recipient is a subscriber (step 

406). If the caller decides not to conduct the check, the caller is given the option to continue 

with a PSTN toll call (step 408). If the caller decides not to continue with a toll call, the 

appliance hangs-up (step 4 J 4). Otherwise, a conventional long-distance call is made (step 41 0) 

1 o and upon call completion, the appliance hangs-up. If the caller decides to check if a recipient is a 

subscriber, the caller's appliance dials into the local network service provider to establish a 

PPP/SLIP link (step 416). Upon establishing the PPP/SLIP link, the caller's appliance queries a 

central database server with the recipient's telephone number to check the status of the 

recipient's subscriber status (step 418). If the recipient is determined to be not a subscriber. i.e., 

15 not in the database at the decision step 420, then the procedure for a request to continue with a 

PSTN toll call (steps 408-414) is carried out. Otherwise, the central database sends a 

confirmation packet to the caller's appliance with the telephone number and any other pertinent 

information (step 422). The caller's appliance automatically updates the phonebook with the 

recipient's information (step 424) and the caller is informed of the update (step 426). Upon 

20 completion the subsequent steps are then continued. The appliance's user interface will allow 

any telephone number in the phone book to be added, deleted, or edited. 

How the appliance dials into a network service provider or dedicated communication 

facility to establish PPP/SLIP link will now be described in more detail in connection with Fig. 

9. This example assumes that the network service providers are accessed using a regular 

25 telephone line (i.e. POTS). It is possible to make such a connection via a cable television 

modem or by connection through electrical power lines, among other mechanisms. In this 

embodiment, the appliance makes a regular telephone call to a network service provider to make 

a connection as indicated at step 250. If a connection is not made, as determined in step 252, the 

appliance may retry this operation as indicated at 254 and 250. Otherwise, the caller may be 

30 informed that connection was not made in step 256 and the appliance hangs up in step 258. If a 

connection to the network service provider is made, authentication information is sent to the 

provider in step 260. If authentication is not achieved, as determined in step 262, a retry of the 
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authentication operation may be performed as indicated at 264 and 260. Otherwise, the caller 

may be informed that authentication was not achieved in step 266 and the appliance hangs up in 

step 268. If authentication is achieved, a PPP/SLIP link may be established in step 270. 

Successful establishment ofthis link, as determined in step 272 results in the appliance being 

5 successfully connected to the network. Otherwise, a retry operation may need to performed in 

step 274 and 250. 

Referring now to Fig. 10, the process of updating the central database with a network 

address will now be described in more detail. Each appliance has a CDB network address 

already encoded. If the appliance happens to have a CDB network address not in its locale. 

1 o during initial setup when the user inputs the telephone number and other calling codes, the 

remote COB automatically assigns an network address of a COB in the appliance's Iocalt: and 

updates the appliance with the new COB network address. Using a local COB should help 

decrease connection time for calling. It also may help increase the connection speed for someone 

who wants to call the appliance because the recipient's local COB may be directly contacted 

15 rather than by multicasting or broadcasting. 

The COB updating process involves sending information which comprise of the current 

network address and any other correlating unique information such as a telephone number for 

updating to the central database server in step 280. This information is sent in a packet, of which 

example formats will be described in more detail below in connection with Figs. 13 and I 4. The 

20 appliance then awaits for a reply from the central database in step 282. If a reply does not 

indicate that data has been successfully updated, as determined in step 284, an attempt to update 

the information is retried in step 280. It may be desirable to put a time out operation in this loop. 

as indicated at 283. If a time out occurs, the caller is informed and may hang up as indicated at 

285. 

25 Referring now to Fig. 12, the logic flow of the central database will now be described in 

more detail. In particular, the central database server receives a request in step 290 that indicates 

the recipient's telephone number or other means for access that provides a unique identification 

of how the recipient connects to the network. This may be, for example, a telephone number. 

The database is then searched by the server for the recipient's unique identification information in 

30 step 292. If it is not found, a "not found" packet is then sent in step 294. If the information is 

found. the recipient's data, such as the network address of the dedicated communication facility 

used by the recipient and its personal network address and any other pertinent information. are 
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packaged in a packet which is then sent to the caller's appliance in step 298. 

The CDB request may be substituted by broadcasting and multicasting for any mode of 

operation. In such an embodiment, the caller's appliance processes the information packet and 

broadcast/multicast it to the world-wide Internet or other "white-page" services such as the 

5 "People Find" service from Lycos, or the "Big Yellow" Internet business yellow pages to obtain 

the recipient's individual information. The CDB or the recipient's DCF answers with at least the 

DCF network address when a matching recipient is found. After establishing contact with the 

CDB or recipient's DCF, the caller's appliance has the option to store and maintain the recipient's 

information in a local cache, i.e., phonebook for future use to minimize continual connections 

1 o with CDB in an effort to reduce delays in establishing contact with the recipient for subsequent 

phone calls. If the recipient's or recipient's DCF network address is unavailable, the caller's 

appliance is informed and may be provided with an option to make a conventional long-distance 

phone call or automatically switch to the first mode of operation if the recipient was determined 

to be a subscriber as described above. 

15 Example packet types which may be used by the system arc shown in Figs. 13 and 14. 

These packets are transmission control protocol (TCP) packets that communicate over dedicated 

ports. The TCP packet shown in Fig. 13 includes a first byte of data indicating a type which 

may include a central database query, phone query. dedicated communication facility update. 

phone update. additions and deletions, or message indicating the party is ready to talk. The next 

20 four bytes of data indicate a length which represents the length of the data field 304 which 

follows. The data portion of the packet may contain one or more type, length and value entities. 

such as shown in Fig. 14. The type field 306 indicates a type such as whether the data includes a 

phone number. The length field 308 indicates the length of the value field 31 0. By using such 

packets, each of the central database, dedicated communication facility and the appliance readily 

25 may identify information which it needs to process. and how that information should be 

processed. 

How a recipient's dedicated communication facility dials a recipient's appliance to 

establish a PPP/SLIP link, such as performed in step 230 of Fig. 6, will now be described in 

more detail in connection with Fig. 11. This operation is performed in manner similar to how a 

JO computer generally contacts a network server provider via a modem. In particular. the dedicated 

communication facility dials out to the recipient via the plain old telephone system (POTS) or 

other access media used by the appliance, in step 320. After step 320, if the caller hangs up 
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during the outgoing call step 328, the caller's appliance will inform the recipient"s DCF to cancel 

the call before disconnecting from TCP/IP connection in step 330. In step 322. upon being 

informed of the caller appliance's on-hook status, the recipient's DCF cancels the outgoing call 

to the recipient. If the call is answered in step 322, authentication is performed in step 323. If 

5 authentication is not achieved, the appliance hangs up in step 328. If authentication is achieved, 

then an IP address is set in 324 and a PPP/SLIP link is established in 326. If the call is not 

answered, the dedicated communication facility hangs up in step 328 and informs the caller. 

A user interface also may be provided for call status notification and setting up the 

appliance for initial and continual usc. The user may be presented with menu items or call status 

10 such as by visual means with a liquid crystal display, audible means with voice messages to the 

speaker, or a combination thereof. The user may interact with the appliance via one or more 

means such as with a numeric keypad found on a conventional phone attached to the appliance, 

pushbuttons, dials, or by voice commands to the handset that may be recognized by the 

appliance. 

15 A set of main menu items for the appliance may include (a) phonebook, (b) Internet 

access setup, (c) dialing setup, and (d) auto upgrade. When the phone book menu item is 

selected, phone numbers may be displayed and scrolled using an electro-mechanical thumb-dial 

interface attached to a potentiometer. Push buttons for deleting and editing a telephone number 

may be provided. New telephone numbers might be added, edited, or deleted manually using the 

20 numeric dialing keypad on the conventional telephone connected to the appliance. The Internet 

access setup if using POTS might include an Internet service provider's telephone number. 

usemame, and password. ASCII or foreign characters may be entered into the appliance by. for 

example, using the same thumb-nail dial described previously to select a character, the numeric 

dialing keypad on the conventional telephone attached to the appliance, or a dedicated keypad. 

25 The dialing setup might include the user's telephone number with area code and country code, 

call waiting cancel, and other dial-out prefixes. The auto upgrade menu item. which may be used 

with Flash ROM for field upgradability. may be executed with a single command from the user. 

Upon receiving the user command, the appliance automatically upgrades the appliance's 

software by auto-dialing into the network service provider, establishing a networking link such 

30 as PPP and TCP/IP, contacting a pre-programmed network address supporting a software 

download, uploading to the network address the model and version of the appliance, receiving 

the updated software or patches, hanging up, and executing the downloaded software in the 
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appliance. 

By using the mechanisms described above, a caller's appliance ensures that a connection 

is made between the packet-switched network and the recipient of a telephone call. At least three 

modes of operation may be used in order to ensure that this connection is made. Additionally. 

5 with these appliances the network service providers of the caller and recipient do not require 

dedicated ports for voice communication. Accordingly, the cost of long distance calls may be 

reduced without substantially increasing the cost of maintenance of specialized voice 

communication hardware on the part of the network access providers. By providing a dedicated 

appliance such telephony is not limited to computer users and owners. With these features this 

1 o telephony appliance may be used in the same manner as a conventional telephone. 

Having now described a few embodiments of the invention, it should be apparent to those 

skilled in the art that the foregoing is merely illustrative and not limiting, having been presented 

by way of example and practice. Numerous modifications and other embodiments are within the 

scope of one of ordinary skill in the art. 

15 For example, other communication protocols over a packet-switched network may be 

used such as TCP/IP, Frame Relay, ISDN, and IPX providing for reliable transmission or User 

Datagram Protocol (UDP) that uses Real-Time Protocol (RTP) to handle streaming audio and 

video and which is a part of the ITU H.323 standard for unreliable transmission. Wireless and 

asynchronous transfer mode (A TM) networks operating using packet or cell switching also may 

20 be used. 

Additional functionality also may be provided. such as video and wireless capabilities. 

An example of video and wireless capability might include a mobile appliance that functions in a 

vehicle such as an automobile where the outgoing packet-switched communications signals such 

as video signals are sent by processing video images of the sender using a charge-coupled 

25 display (CCD) area sensors such as those sold by Sony Corporation and audio signals are sent by 

processing voice or audio from the sender using a microphone with active acoustical error 

cancellation circuitry for full-duplex hands-free speakerphone operation. The incoming packet

switched communication signals are also processed and delivered to the recipient via same 

wireless means: The incoming processed audio may be transmitted, for example, through the 

30 automobile's speakers via radio frequency (RF) signals sent directly to a radio's antenna inside 

the vehicle. The incoming processed video may be transmitted via a high-resolution liquid 

crystal display (LCD) such as those sold by Fujitsu or a miniature cathode ray tube (CRT) such 
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as those found on small television sets for which the image of the recipient can be seen directly 

from a visual display or viewed, for example, reflected off the front windshield of an automobile 

so that the driver quickly can focus in and out of the visual image while driving. 

flowing fax transmissions to conventional fax machines or storing fax transmissions also 

5 may be added by using standard fax and reliable network transmission protocols. Capability 

commonly found in conventional telephones also may be added, such as number memory, a mute 

button, a redial button, speed dial, alphanumeric keypad, answering service, caller identification, 

call-waiting option, calling capability without using telephone number, caller identification 

memory, teleconferencing, full duplex speaker phone. cordless handset, voice mail. etc. These 

1 o functions may be integrated using telephony application programming interfaces (T API) 

developed by Microsoft and Intel for computer telephony application development such as those 

for PBX systems. 

An appliance also may be constructed so as to accommodate different telephony 

standards such as telephone jacks and various POTS transmission laws such as A-law and Mu-

15 law. 

These and other modifications are contemplated as falling within the scope of the 

invention as defined by the appended claims and equivalents thereto. 
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CLAIMS 

PCf/US97116504 

I. A communication system for communication using a packet switched network. comprising: 

a first network access system for providing access to the packet switched network; 

a second network access system for providing access to the packet switched network: 

5 a first appliance having means for connecting to the first network access system through a 

first access medium, and means for sending and receiving packets through the means for connecting 

to the packet switched network; 

a second user appliance having means for connecting to the second network access system 

through a second access medium, wherein the second appliance includes means for causing the first 

1 o appliance to connect to the packet switched network through the first network access system using 

the means for connecting to the first network access system, and means for sending and receiving 

packets to and from the first appliance through the means for connecting and the packet switched 

network. 

15 2. The communication system of claim I, wherein the means for causing the first appliance to 

20 

connect to the packet switched network in the second appliance comprises: 

means for connecting with the first appliance using a public switched telephone network; and 

means for instructing the first appliance to connect to the first network access system using 

the means for connecting of the first appliance. 

3. The communication system of claim I, wherein the means for causing the first appliance to 

connect to the packet switched network in the second appliance comprises: 

means for identifying the first network access system; and 

means for instructing the first network access system to connect with the first appliance 

2~ through the means for connecting in the first appliance. 

4. The communication system of claim I, further comprising: 

a central database of user information including, for each of the first and second appliances. 

a first unique identifier indicating an address for the appliance accessible using the packet switched 

30 network and a second unique identifier indicating an access mechanism for establishing a connection 

over an access medium between the first and second network access systems and the first and second 

appliances, and comprising means, operative in response to a query, for returning one of the first and 
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28 
second unique identifiers. 

5. An appliance for communication using a packet switched network, 

means for connecting the appliance to a first access medium; 

PCf/US97116504 

means for connecting to a first network access system connected to the packet switched 

network using the access medium; 

means for causing another appliance to be connected through a second access medium to a 

second network access system connected to the packet switched network; and 

means for sending communication packets through the packet switched network to the other 

10 appliance after connection of the other appliance to the packet switched network is established. 

6. A database system for storing information supporting a communication system using a 

packet switched network, wherein first and second appliances are connected through first and second 

access media to first and second network access systems which are connected to the packet switched 

IS network, comprising: 

means for storing user information including, for each of the first and second appliances, a 

first unique identifier indicating an address for the appliance accessible using the packet switched 

network and a second unique identifier indicating an access mechanism for establishing a connection 

over an access medium between the first and second network access systems and the first and second 

20 appliances; and 

means, operative in response to a query. for returning one of the first and second unique 

identifiers. 

7. The database system of claim 6, further comprising means for adding user information to the 

25 database. 

8. The database system of claim 6, further comprising means for deleting user information from 

the database. 

30 9. The databa<;e system of claim 6, further comprising means for updating user information in 

the database. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re PATENT APPLICATION OF: 

Net2Phone, Inc. (Patent No. 6,009,469) 

Control No.: 90/010,422 

Issue Date: December 28, 1999 

Title: GRAPHIC USER INTERFACE FOR 
INTERNET TELEPHONY APPLICATION 

Attorney Docket: 2655-0185 

Group Art Unit: 3992 

Examiner: KOSOWSKI, Alexander 

Date: November 25,2009 

Confirmation No.: 6565 

RESPONSE TO NON-FINAL REJECTION IN A RE-EXAMINATION 

Hon. Commissioner of Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-14 50 

Sir: 

In response to the Office Action dated August 25, 2009 (and having had the deadline for 

responding extended one month), the Assignee hereby submits: 

Amendments to the Claims beginning on page 2 of this paper; and 

Remarks/ Arguments beginning on page 3 of this paper. 
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Re-Examination of Patent No. 6,009,469 
Control No.: 90/010,422 
Filed: February 24, 2009 
Reply to Office Action of August 25, 2009 

AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS 

In the re-examination, please amend claim 1 as follows: 

1. (Amended) A computer program product for use with a computer system having a 

display and an audio transducer, the computer system capable of executing a first process and 

connecting to other processes and a server process over a computer network, the computer 

program product comprising a computer usable medium having computer readable code means 

embodied in the medium comprising: 

a. program code for generating a user-interface enabling control of a first process 

executing on the computer system; 

b. program code for determining the currently assigned network protocol address of the 

first process upon connection to the computer network; 

c. program code responsive to the currently assigned network protocol address of the first 

process, for establishing a communication connection with the server process and for forwarding 

the assigned network protocol address of the first process and a unique identifier of the first 

process to the server process upon establishing a communication connection with the server 

process; and 

d. program code means, responsive to user input commands, for establishing a point-to

point communications with another process over the computer network. 

2 
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Re-Examination of Patent No. 6,009,469 
Control No.: 90/010,422 
Filed: February 24, 2009 
Reply to Office Action of August 25, 2009 

REMARKS/ ARGUMENTS 

Favorable reconsideration, in view of the present amendment and in light of the following 

discussion, is respectfully requested. 

STATUS OF THE CLAIMS AND SUPPORT FOR THE CHANGES TO CLAIM 1 

Upon entry of this amendment, the status of the claims will be as follows: 

Claims 1-3, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 14-18 will be pending and are the subject of this re

examination. Claims 4, 7 and 10-13 are not subject to re-examination. 

Claim 1 has been amended to provide a missing "of' between "control" and "a." The 

change is self-supporting and does not introduce any new matter. No claims other than claim 1 

have been amended, and no claims have been added or canceled herewith. 

RESPONSE TO REJECTIONS 

In the outstanding Office Action, three rejections under 35 U.S.C 103(a) were made as 

follows: 

1. Claims 1-3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 14-18 were alleged to be obvious over the 

combination ofNetBIOS and RFC 1531, Pinard and the VocalChat User's Guide; 

2. Claims 1-3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 14-18 were alleged to be obvious over the 

combination of the Etherphone papers in view ofVin and further in view ofRFC 

1531, Pinard and the VocalChat User's Guide; and 

3. Claims 1-3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 14-18 were alleged to be obvious over the 

combination of the VocalChat references in view ofRFC 1531 and Pinard. 

Each of those rejections is respectfully traversed for the reasons set forth below. Reference is 

made throughout this response to the Declaration OfKetan Mayer-Patel Under 37 C.P.R. 1.132 

(hereinafter the "Mayer-Patel Declaration") attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 

3 
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Re-Examination of Patent No. 6,009,469 
Control No.: 90/010,422 
Filed: February 24, 2009 
Reply to Office Action of August 25, 2009 

The rejection of Claims 1-3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 14-18 over the combination ofNetBIOS, RFC 1531 

Pinard and VocalChat User's Guide 

Claims 1-3 

Claim 1 recites "a. program code for generating a user-interface enabling control of a first 

process executing on the computer system." With respect to the limitation of"program code for 

generating a user-interface enabling control of a first process executing on the computer system," 

the Office Action alleges that "computers executing NetBIOS may contain DOS operating 

systems or may operate on other operating systems, which examiner notes inherently contain at 

least text-based user interfaces." That "inherency" argument is respectfully challenged. First, 

even stating that NetBIOS "may contain" DOS operating systems is an admission by itself that 

NetBIOS need not actually contain a DOS operating system, and, therefore, NetBIOS does not 

inherently contain at least text-based user interfaces. Furthermore, the recitation of "other 

operating systems" also does not inherently mean that "text-based user interfaces" are provided. 

For example, embedded systems need not have a display or a text interface even though they 

may have operating systems. The Office Action also has not asserted that this limitation is 

taught by RFC 1531. Thus, limitation (a) has not been shown to be taught by either applied 

reference. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraphs 18-19. 

Claim 1 also recites "b. program code for determining the currently assigned network 

protocol address of the first process upon connection to the computer network." With respect to 

that limitation, the Office Action admits that NetBIOS does not teach this limitation. To address 

the admitted deficiency, the Office Action alleges that such a limitation is taught by RFC 1531 

because "RFC 1531 teaches dynamically assigning IP address on a TCP/IP network by an 

Internet access server." An examination oflimitations (a) and (b) together, however, shows that 

the Office Action has not alleged, much less proven, that the currently assigned network protocol 

address is that of the first process which the Office Action alleged was the "text-based user 

interface." The Office Action has not even identified any motivation for the text-based interface 

to have its currently assigned network protocol address determined. Thus, limitation (b) has not 

4 
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Re-Examination of Patent No. 6,009,469 
Control No.: 90/010,422 
Filed: February 24, 2009 
Reply to Office Action of August 25, 2009 

been shown to be taught by either applied reference. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, 

paragraph 20. 

Claim 1 further recites "c. program code responsive ... for forwarding the assigned 

network protocol address of the first process and a unique identifier of the first process to the 

server process upon establishing a communication connection with the server process." As the 

Office Action has not shown that the assigned network protocol address of the first process is 

determined, the Office Action also has not shown that the assigned network protocol address of 

the first process would be forwarded to the server upon establishing a communication connection 

with the server process. Similarly, the Office Action has not shown that the alleged text-based 

user interfaces would have a unique identifier to be forwarded to the server. The Office Action 

further has not shown that such a limitation is taught by RFC 1531. Accordingly, limitation (c) 

has not been shown to be taught by either applied reference. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel 

Declaration, paragraph 21. 

Claim 1 also recites "d. program code, responsive to user input commands, for 

establishing a point-to-point communications with another process over the computer network." 

The Office Action cites NetBIOS, pgs. 397-400, as teaching that "point-to-point communication 

is established upon initiation between nodes once target names and addresses have been found." 

This assertion, however, fails to allege, much less prove, that such code is "responsive to user 

input commands" as no user input commands have been identified. Even assuming that text

based user interfaces were taught by NetBIOS, the Office Action still would not have shown that 

point-to-point communications are inherently established "responsive to user input commands." 

The text-based user interfaces could have been used for non-communicating functions or even 

functions that use non-point-to-point communications. The Office Action further has not shown 

that such a limitation is taught by RFC 1531. Accordingly, limitation (d) has not been shown to 

be taught by either applied reference. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 22. 

5 
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Re-Examination of Patent No. 6,009,469 
Control No.: 90/010,422 
Filed: February 24, 2009 
Reply to Office Action of August 25, 2009 

Since none of the limitations of claim 1 have been shown to be taught by the applied 

combination of references, claim 1 and dependent claims 2 and 3 are not rendered obvious by the 

proposed combination. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 23. 

No Ability to Combine the References as in Claims 1-3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 14-18 

In addition, the Office Action has not proven that one of ordinary skill in the art would 

have been able to combine the references as proposed. The Office Action acknowledges that 

NetBIOS does not teach "program code for determining the currently assigned network protocol 

address of the first process upon connection to the computer network." The Office Action asserts 

that it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the invention was made to 

utilize dynamically assigned IP addresses from Internet access servers in the invention taught by 

NetBIOS. The Office Action further alleges that "it would have been obvious ... to determine 

the currently assigned network address of the first process upon connection to the computer 

network in the invention taught by NetBIOS above since this allows for automatic reuse of an 

address ... and since examiner notes the use of dynamic IP address assignment ... are old and 

well known ... and are useful to eliminate the burdensome task of manually assigning IP 

addresses for all networked computers." See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 24. 

The assignee respectfully submits that the obviousness conclusion drawn by the Office 

Action is mistaken. The Office Action speculates, with hindsight, as to why a person of ordinary 

skill might want to combine the two references, but does not acknowledge the problems that 

would arise in doing so, and does not provide any prior art that would indicate how the problems 

that dynamic addressing would bring into a NetBIOS type system could be resolved by those of 

ordinary skill at the time the patent was filed. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 

24. 

In the context of point-to-point communication, widespread use of dynamically assigned 

addresses does not solve NetBIOS problems, it creates further problems. The assignee agrees 
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that dynamically assigned addresses were known, and the patent in re-examination specifically 

states in that regard, "Due to the dynamic nature of temporary IP addresses of some devices 

accessing the Internet, point-to-point communications in realtime of voice and video have been 

generally difficult to attain." Col. 2, lines 35-38. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, 

paragraph 25. 

But it is not enough to prove that the cause of a problem existed, namely the problematic 

use of changing addresses. The Office Action must show by citation of prior art that the problem 

was recognized, and that the solution for NetBIOS was either known or trivially apparent from 

the known art. See Innogenetics, NV v. Abbott Laboratories, 512 F.3d 1363, 1373 (Fed Cir. 

2008). ("The district court was nevertheless correct that knowledge of a problem and motivation 

to solve it are entirely different from motivation to combine particular references to reach the 

particular claimed method."). If the requester of reexamination had such prior art it would 

undoubtedly have been provided as part of its exhaustive reexamination request. The fact that 

there is none is testimony to the lack of teaching in the prior art sufficient to enable the person of 

ordinary skill to make the suggested combination. 

The NetBIOS reference cited in the request, moreover, indicates the opposite. For 

example, Section 15.1.7 of the NetBIOS reference (entitled "Consistency of the NBNS Data 

Base") recognizes that the association between a node, a registered name and an IP address is 

tenuous, even in an environment that uses static IP addresses. "Even in a properly running 

NetBIOS scope the NBNS and its community of end-nodes may occasionally lose 

synchronization with respect to the true state of name registrations." To minimize the impact of 

this problem, the reference states, "Various approaches have been incorporated into the 

NetBIOS-over-TCP protocols" which it then proceeds to describe. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel 

Declaration, paragraph 25. 

However, by incorporating DHCP and adopting dynamic address allocation as used by 

Internet access providers, the synchronization problem would become more disruptive, not less. 

Dynamic addressing introduced a new uncertainty to the relationships among the NBNS and its 
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community of end-nodes and a new set of obstacles to NetBIOS synchronization that are not 

addressed by the NetBIOS reference. Consider the case of a node that is turned-off and then 

subsequently turned back on, or a node that has simply lost its Internet connection for some 

technical reason or whose DHCP lease has expired and then re-established a connection. In a 

dynamic addressing environment, such a node would most likely obtain a new IP address when it 

was turned back on that was different than the one it had when it registered its name. This 

change could lead to any number of node-name-IP address synchronization problems for the 

disclosed NetBIOS protocols. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 26. 

For example, because the NBNS does not know the node's new address, the NBNS 

would be unable to send to the node a Name Release Request or a Name Conflict Demand or 

request that the node send it a Name Status Request. Because communication from the node 

would be originating at a new address that was not recognized by the NBNS, a node's response 

to a Name Query Request (assuming it somehow knew that its name had been challenged, 

perhaps from before it lost network connectivity) would not be recognized. A node would also 

be unable to confirm its association with registered names by sending Name Refresh Request 

packets to the NBNS. If a session between two NetBIOS applications were cut-off, re

establishing the communication would be especially difficult where the ability of a called entity 

to obtain both its associated name and its associated IP address were in doubt. As a result, the 

Office Action has not demonstrated that a solution to the problems created by exposure of 

NetBIOS to DHCP and dynamic addressing has been addressed by any of the applied 

references. 1 See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 27. 

1 Besides dynamic addressing, Internet access would pose other challenges to a NetBIOS system. For example, 
because NetBIOS was designed for use on local area networks with small numbers of computers, trust among the 
network participants is assumed. That assumption cannot be transferred to a global Internet made up of unknown, 
and sometimes malevolent, entities. An implementation ofNetBIOS on the public Internet would necessitate non
trivial adaptations to ensure that its services perform correctly and return accurate information. There is no 
discussion of security issues in the cited references. See Exhibit 2, from 
l:IJ.!Q;iL~'.',YJ:'\':,J:'\'J.s.Q.)lQQ!J2,.Q.Q.:mLS..i1~{::?.H.~JS:.QllLl!Y&::?.P- which instructs Microsoft Windows users whose computers access 
the Internet to disable NetBIOS over TCP/IP in order to solve their security problems. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel 
Declaration, paragraph 27. 
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The Office Action also has not identified anything in the cited art that suggests how a 

person of ordinary skill is to go about the redesign ofNetBIOS and the solving of obstacles to 

NetBIOS operation that are created by Internet access; problems that were recognized and left as 

warnings unresolved in the NetBIOS reference.2 See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, 

paragraph 28. 

Merely citing to dynamic addressing, i.e., the source of those problems, is insufficient as 

the Supreme Court and the Federal Circuit have repeatedly made clear. See Depuy Spine, Inc. v. 

Medtronic Sofamor Danek, Inc., 567 F.3d 1314, 1326 (Fed. Cir. 2009) citing inter alia KSR Int'l 

Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398 (2007) and U.S. v. Adams, 383 U.S. 39 (1966), for the 

proposition that obviousness requires not only "the expectation that prior art elements are 

capable of being physically combined, but also that the combination would have worked for its 

intended purpose," and also quoting In re ICON Health & Fitness, Inc., 496 F.3d 1374, 1382 

(Fed. Cir. 2007) as saying "[A] reference teaches away from a combination when using it in that 

combination would produce an inoperative result." 

In view of the foregoing, the proposed rejection of claims 1-3 over the combination of 

NetBIOS and RFC 1531 can be compared to a patent that claims a vehicle that travels on water 

where one piece of prior art shows a land vehicle and another shows water. The fact that water 

creates a problem for the land vehicle does not disclose that the person of ordinary skill would 

know how to build a vehicle capable of crossing the water. Thus, claims 1-3 are patentable over 

the combination ofNetBIOS and RFC 1531. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 

29. 

2 The cited references go out of their way to avoid describing how a NetBIOS protocol might work in inter
connected network environments that that are less complex than the Internet and that predate DHCP. See Section 
4.6 ("The proposed standard recognizes the need for NetBIOS operation across a set of networks interconnected by 
network (IP) level relays (gateways.) However, the standard assumes that this form of operation will be less 
frequent than on the local MAC bridged-LAN.") 
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Claims 5 and 6 

Claim 5 recites "determining the currently assigned network protocol address of the first 

process upon connection to the computer network." The Office Action admits that this limitation 

is not taught by NetBIOS but alleges that "RFC 1531 teaches dynamically assigning IP addresses 

on a TCP/IP network by an Internet access server." The Office Action further alleges that "it 

would have been obvious ... to determine the currently assigned network address of the first 

process upon connection to the computer network in the invention taught by NetBIOS above 

since this allows for automatic reuse of an address ... and since examiner notes the use of 

dynamic IP address assignment ... are old and well known ... and are useful to eliminate the 

burdensome task of manually assigning IP addresses for all networked computers." However, as 

described above with respect to claims 1-3 and the alleged motivation to combine NetBIOS and 

RFC 1531, the Office Action has only speculated, with hindsight, as to why a person of ordinary 

skill might want to combine the two references, and has neither addressed the problems that 

would arise in doing so, nor provided any prior art that would indicate how these problems could 

be designed-around or otherwise resolved by those of ordinary skill at the time the patent was 

filed. Thus, claim 5 and dependent claim 6 are patentable over the applied NetBIOS and RFC 

1531 references. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 30. 

Claims 8, 9 and 14-18 

Claim 8 recites "querying the server process to determine if the first callee process is 

accessible." The Office Action asserts that this limitation is taught by NetBIOS and cites pages 

377, 388, 389 and 446 as supporting the proposition that "a query is sent to the NBNS to 

determine if another node is logged in and discover[s] the node[']s IP address." However, the 

Office Action has not shown how knowing that a name has been registered equates to 

"determin[ing] if the first callee process is accessible." While NetBIOS uses name entries with 

"active" statuses as part of its name management process, an analysis of how that "active" status 

is used shows that "an active name" is not synonymous with determining if the first callee 
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process is accessible. An active name simply refers to a name that has been registered and that 

has not yet been de-registered, independent of whether the associated computer is or is not 

accessible. As shown on page 447 (and reproduced below), the Node_Name entries stored with 

respect to a NetBIOS Name Server contain a series of fields including the "ACT" field. See 

Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 31. 

l l -· 
·0 1 :~ -~~ :~. {~ --~ F 9 0 :~ :~· .:: ~~ ~~ -- .• 

... - - ..... - -- - . ~- . -- - ..:- . -- - -:- . . ..:- . . -- .......... -- -~ ..... -~ ..... ·•· . . .. ... . . . -~- . -- . ~-

The ACT field is a single bit field (in bit 5) that signifies an "Active N arne Flag. All 

entries have this flag set to one (1)." (Emphasis added.) If all name entries have this flag set to 

one (1), then the NetBIOS name server cannot be using the Active Name Flag as a means of 
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separately tracking whether the entity that owns the name is "active," let alone what its "on-line" 

status might be. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 32. 

The NetBIOS reference also does not teach that the active status of a name in the 

NetBIOS server is an indication of the active status of the owner of that name. To the contrary, 

when information about whether the owner of a name is "active" may be relevant, for example 

when a new entity seeks to register a name that has already been registered in the NetBIOS name 

server, the NetBIOS reference describes an elaborate set of interactions used to test whether the 

existing owner of the registered name is active or inactive. It does not rely on the fact that the 

name is active in the NetBIOS name server (See Section 15.2.2.2 and 15.2.2.3 entitled "Existing 

Name and Owner is Inactive"). See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 33. 

The NetBIOS reference also does not teach that an acquired IP address can be reasonably 

relied upon by a requesting end-node to confirm that an end-node associated with a sought name 

is, in fact, "accessible." The NetBIOS reference describes at least two different scenarios where 

a second end-node sends a rejection response to the first end-node notwithstanding the fact that 

an end-node is connected to the computer network and active with respect to the sought name. 

See Section 16.1.1 ("There exists a NetBIOS LISTEN compatible with the incoming call, but 

there are inadequate resources to permit establishment of a session ... The called name does, in 

fact, exist on the called node, but there is no pending NetBIOS LISTEN compatible with the 

incoming call."). No distinction is made in the reference between the rejection response in these 

cases and the rejection response in cases where the called name does not exist on the called end

node. Section 16.1.1 also states "In all but the first case, a rejection response is sent back over 

the TCP connection to the caller." See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 34. 

The Office Action also has not alleged that any of the remaining references teach this 

limitation missing from the NetBIOS reference. As such, claim 8 and its dependent claims 

(claims 9 and 14-18) are not rendered obvious by the cited combination of references. See 

Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 35. 
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The rejection of claims 1-3 over the combination of the Etherphone papers in view ofVin and 

further in view ofRFC 1531 

Claims 1-3 

Claim 1, as amended, recites "a. program code for generating a user-interface enabling 

control of a first process executing on the computer system" and "d. program code means, 

responsive to user input commands, for establishing a point-to-point communications with 

another process over the computer network." When read together, it can be seen that the Office 

Action has not alleged that these limitations are taught by the applied combination of references. 

See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 37. 

With respect to the limitation "a. program code for generating a user-interface enabling 

control of a first process executing on the computer system," the Office Action cites Swinehart 

and Zellweger as teaching that "workstations include GUI's." Later, with respect to the 

limitation "d. program code means, responsive to user input commands, for establishing a point

to-point communications with another process over the computer network," the Office Action 

asserts that "after acquiring the network address of a callee, voice datagrams are transmitted 

directly amont [sic; among] the participants, bypassing the control server." However, by 

"participants" it appears that the Office Action is referring to Etherphones participating in a 

telephone call. As such, the Office Action has not shown that the datagrams are transmitted as 

part of a point-to-point communication from the workstation (which was alleged as having the 

first process) to one of the Etherphones. In fact, with respect to limitation (c), the Office Action 

confirms that its interpretation is that the "workstation address [is] transmitted to the Voice 

Control Server when connected"-- not the Etherphone's network address. See Exhibit 1, Mayer

Pate! Declaration, paragraph 38. 

Similarly, looking at it from the opposite perspective, if the voice datagrams are actually 

going from one Etherphone to another, then the Office Action has not shown how the "currently 

assigned network protocol address of the first process" is the address of the Etherphone and how 
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the Etherphone has a display or "a user-interface enabling control a first process" on that 

Etherphone. The Office Action also has not alleged that RFC 1531 teaches this limitation 

missing from the Etherphone references. Thus, claims 1-3 are not rendered obvious by the 

proposed combination. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 39. 

Claims 5 and 6 

Claim 5 recites "A. determining the currently assigned network protocol address of the 

first process upon connection to the computer network" and "D. establishing a point-to-point 

communication with another process over the computer network." As described above with 

respect to claim 1, when these two limitations are examined together, it can be seen that the 

Office Action has not met its burden of showing that these limitations are met. See Exhibit 1, 

Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 40. 

With respect to the limitation "A. determining the currently assigned network protocol 

address of the first process upon connection to the computer network," the Office Action again 

cites the GUI's of the workstation as meeting this limitation. Then, with respect to the limitation 

"D. establishing a point-to-point communication with another process over the computer 

network," the Office Action again states "voice datagrams are transmitted directly amont [sic; 

among] the participants, bypassing the control server." Thus, as discussed above with respect to 

claim 1, the Office Action appears to have overlooked that the Etherphone, not the workstation 

with the GUI, is receiving the voice datagrams, so the Etherphone reference does not teach 

limitations (A) and (D). The Office Action also has not alleged that RFC 1531 teaches this 

limitation missing from the Etherphone references. Thus, claim 5 and dependent claim 6 are not 

rendered obvious by the proposed combination. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, 

paragraph 41. 
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Claims 8, 9 and 14-18 

Claim 8 recites "a method for establishing a point-to-point communication from a caller 

process to a callee process over a computer network, the caller process capable of generating a 

user interface and being operatively connected to the callee process and a server process over the 

computer network." That method includes "querying the server process to determine if the first 

callee process is accessible" and "establishing a point-to-point communication link from the 

caller process to the first callee process." See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 42. 

With respect to the limitation of "establishing a point-to-point communication link from 

the caller process to the first callee process," the Office Action asserts that Swinehart and 

Zellweger teach "voice datagrams are transmitted directly among participants." However, it 

appears that the Office Action means that the Etherphone are the "participants." If this is the 

case, there is no indication that the combination meets the limitation of "the caller process 

capable of generating a user interface" as the Office Action has not alleged that the Etherphone 

has such a capability. The Office Action has also not alleged that the other references overcome 

this deficiency of the Etherphone references. Thus, claim 8 and its dependent claims are 

patentable over the applied combination of references. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, 

paragraph 43. 

The rejection of claims 1-3 over the combination of the VocalChat references in view ofRFC 

Claims 1-3, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 14-18 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as obvious over 

VocalChat User's Guide in view ofVocalChat Readme, VocalChat Networking, VocalChat Help 

File and Vocal Chat Troubleshooting Help file (collectively the "Vocal Chat References") and 

further in view of RFC 1531 and Pinard. As a preliminary matter, the Office Action has not 

established that the VocalChat references constitute printed publications as required by statute. 

See 35 U.S.C. §§ 301 and 302. 
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The VocalChat References Are Not Printed Publications 

The Office Action appears to rely on, but does not expressly reference, Exhibit L of the 

Request for Re-examination (i.e., the Declaration of Alon Cohen), to establish that the 

VocalChat references are, in fact, printed publications. As found by the Federal Circuit in 

Carella v. Starlight Archery, 804 F.2d 135, 139, 231 USPQ 644, 646-7 (Fed. Cir. 1986), "one 

who wishes to characterize the information, in whatever form it may be, as a 'printed 

publication' ... should produce sufficient proof of its dissemination or that it has otherwise been 

available and accessible to persons concerned with the art to which the document relates and thus 

most likely to avail themselves of its contents." (Citing In re Wyer, 655 F.2d 221,227,210 

USPQ 790, 795 (CCPA 1981) as quoting Phillips Electronics & Pharmaceutical Industries 

Corp. v. Thermal & Electronic Industries, Inc., 450 F.2d 1164, 1171, 171 USPQ 641, 646 (3rd. 

Cir. 1971). 

Mr. Cohen states in paragraph 3 of his declaration that "the first version of the VocalChat 

product was commercially released to the public in 1993." However, this provides no indication 

of what information was distributed with that version (or even what the version number was of 

that version). 

In paragraph 4 of his declaration, Mr. Cohen alleged that VocalChat 1.01 Networking 

Information "was publicly distributed in 1994 as part of the Vocal Chat version 1.01 software, 

which was commercially released and on sale to the general public in 1994." Mr. Cohen did not, 

however, allege the facts necessary to show that the files are actually printed publications For 

example, to whom was the software distributed, if anyone, outside of VocalT ec? Second, how 

many copies were distributed and under what conditions? For example, were the copies 

distributed under a confidentiality agreement such that the associated files were not available to 

the general public? Were they distributed in such a way as to have been sufficiently available to 

one of ordinary skill in the art that she/he could have found them when trying to solve a similar 

problem? Without evidence on these factors, the mere allegation that VocalChat 1.01 

Networking Information "was publicly distributed in 1994 as part of the VocalChat version 1.01 
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software, which was commercially released and on sale to the general public in 1994" is 

insufficient to show that this reference constitutes a printed publication. 

Similarly, with respect to the VocalChat Help File and the VocalChat Troubleshooting 

Help file, Mr. Cohen alleges in paragraph 6 of his declaration that "Electronic copies of these 

documents were publicly distributed in 1994 as part of the Vocal Chat version 2.02 software, 

which was commercially released and on sale to the general public as a boxed product in 1994." 

However, this too fails to provide the same relevant facts required to make a prima facie case 

that the VocalChat Help file and VocalChat Troubleshooting Help file constitute printed 

publications. 

As also described in Carella, "Although in some circumstances unsupported oral 

testimony can be sufficient to prove prior knowledge or use, it must be regarded with suspicion 

and subject to close scrutiny." 804 F.2d at 138, 231 USQP at 646. Although not disclosed in the 

declaration, the declarant, Mr. Cohen, is a paid consultant for the Defendants in the litigation 

relating to the patent in re-examination. See Exhibit 3 where the Court found Mr. Cohen to be a 

"consultant[] who the defendant has paid, see Deposition of Alon Cohen ... " Mr. Cohen also co

founded a company named BitWine that partners with Defendant Skype. See Exhibit 4 (from 

http:/ /techaddress. word press .com/2006/ 12/06/interview-with -alon -cohen -co-founder-and -co-ceo

QL.Q.i.t.lYi.m~.). Mr. Cohen also offers personal services to the public through the BitWine-Skype 

partnership. See Exhibit 5 (from http://w"V.-'Vv.bitvvine.com/search?querv=a!on+cohen&=). 

Moreover, Mr. Cohen's company, VocalTec, produced Internet Phone, and the original patentee, 

NetSpeak, produced a competing product called WebPhone, thereby creating a potential for bias 

-- especially when at least one person compared the two products and stated "WebPhone may 

well become the killer app that puts to shame similar offerings from VocalTec (Internet Phone) 

and Quarterdeck (WebTalk). See Exhibit 6 (N2P-001-00005919). 

TheVocalChat References Do Not Teach All of the Claim Limitations 
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Even assuming that the VocalChat references constitute printed publications (which has 

not been established), the combination of references still does not render obvious the claims 

under re-examination. 

Claims 1-3 

Claim 1 recites "program code responsive to the currently assigned network protocol 

address of the first process, for establishing a communication connection with the server process 

and for forwarding the assigned network protocol address of the first process and a unique 

identifier of the first process to the server process upon establishing a communication connection 

with the server process." The Office Action admits that this limitation is not disclosed by the 

VocalChat references. However, the Office Action attempts to overcome this deficiency by 

combining the VocalChat references with RFC 1531. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, 

paragraph 45. 

The assignee respectfully submits that the Office Action is mistaken. In the context of 

point-to-point communication, widespread use of dynamically assigned addresses is not the 

solution to a problem, it is the problem itself. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 

25. The assignee agrees that dynamically assigned addresses were known, and the patent in re

examination specifically states in that regard, "Due to the dynamic nature of temporary IP 

addresses of some devices accessing the Internet, point-to-point communications in realtime of 

voice and video have been generally difficult to attain." Col. 2, lines 35-38. 

But it is not enough to prove that the cause of a problem existed. The Office Action must 

show by citation of prior art that the problem was recognized, and that the solution was either 

known or trivially apparent from the known art. See Innogenetics, N. V v. Abbott Laboratories, 

512 F.3d 1363, 1373 (Fed Cir. 2008). ("The district court was nevertheless correct that 

knowledge of a problem and motivation to solve it are entirely different from motivation to 

combine particular references to reach the particular claimed method."). 
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The development history of the Vocal Chat products indicates the opposite. See Exhibit 

1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 48. As the Examiner is aware, the Request cites a 

Generic version of the Vocal Chat client which, according to Mr. Cohen, was used on local area 

networks. See Cohen Declaration, paragraph 3. Absent from the Request, however, is any 

reference to the subsequent versions ofVocalChat that were released by VocalTec to the public 

for use on the Internet. The first of those versions was relased in 1994, at least in beta, and was 

called Vocal Chat Gateway To Interent (or "Vocal Chat GTI"). This Internet version is believed 

to have required users to manually input callee addresses into static local address files. (See 

paragraph 393 of the Pre-Trial Order (filed with the IDS dated August 11, 2009) and Exhibit 7, 

SKYPE-N2P00286659.) Likewise, it is believed that VocalChat GTI did not utilize a server at 

all. See Pre-Trial Order at paragraph 390. 

The use of manually input static addresses and the absence of a server suggests that the 

VocalTec designers-presumably software developers of at least ordinary skill in the art-did 

not consider the alleged combination of their own Vocal Chat references with RFC 1531, or it 

suggests that they did consider it but were unable to overcome the non-trivial obstacles to doing 

so. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 50. 

The next version ofVocalChat was released soon thereafter and was also meant for use 

on the Internet. This version, again, did not combine the Request's disclosed versions of 

VocalChat with RFC 1531. Instead, it used the Internet Relay Chat (IRC) to help VocalChat 

clients with dynamically assigned IP addresses find one another. See Pre-Trial Order at 

paragraph 392 and Exhibit 7, SKYPE-N2P00286660. The development history ofVocalChat

from the Generic version disclosed by the Request for use on local area networks to the GTI and 

IRC versions for use on the Interent-is strong, objective evidence of nonobviousness. If the 

designers of the Vocal Chat Generic implementation did not see fit to combine dynamic 

addressing with the implementation disclosed in the VocalChat references, it is respectfully 

submitted that one of ordinary skill in the art would not have done so either, a fortiori. See 

Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 51. 
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Claim 1 also recites "forwarding the assigned network protocol address of the first 

process and a unique identifier of the first process to the server process upon establishing a 

communication connection with the server process." The VocalChat Generic implementation 

does not disclose such a limitation. In the VocalChat Generic implementation, a local process 

reads a "USERS" file or a Connections file in its entirety and writes it back in its entirety rather 

than "forwarding the assigned network protocol address of the first process and a unique 

identifier of the first process to the server process upon establishing a communication connection 

with the server process." This causes the VocalChat system to have to send an increasing 

amount of information as the number ofusers increases. Sending the whole file such that the 

new file replaces the old file also creates problems with consistency such that one user's changes 

could overwrite the changes of another user -- especially as networks got larger which would 

have increased the problem of inconsistent files being written. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel 

Declaration, paragraph 4 7. 

Accordingly, the subject matter of claim 1 is not rendered obvious by the combination of 

the VocalChat references and RFC 1531. Since claim 1 is not rendered obvious by the proposed 

combination, claims 2-3 are not rendered obvious as well. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel 

Declaration, paragraph 52. 

With respect to claim 3, claim 3 further recites "program code for transmitting, from the 

first process to the server process, a query as to whether the second process is connected to the 

computer network." As is discussed in greater detail below with respect to claim 8, the 

VocalChat references do not disclose querying whether processes are connected to the computer 

network. Thus, claim 3 is also separately patentable from claim 1. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel 

Declaration, paragraph 53. 

Claims 5 and 6 

Claim 5 recites "A. determining the currently assigned network protocol address of the 

first process upon connection to the computer network" and "C. forwarding the assigned network 
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protocol address of the first process to the server process upon establishing a communication 

connection with the server process." As was discussed above with respect to claim 1, the 

combination of the Vocal Chat references and RFC 1531 does not disclose either of those 

elements. Thus, claim 5 and its dependent claim 6 are not rendered obvious by the combination 

of the VocalChat references and RFC 1531. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 

54. 

Claims 8, 9 and 14-18 

Claim 8 recites "C. querying the server process to determine if the first callee process is 

accessible." The Office Action cites the Help file, pgs. 2 and 26, and Network information, page 

10, and asserts that "a server can receive[] queries to determine status and information of users." 

However, the Office Action has not identified what portion of those references teach the claimed 

"querying." At best, the references teach that a local process reads a "USERS" file or a 

Connections file. As can be seen from page 4 of the VocalChat Network Information 

(reproduced below), when the VocalChat system uses the Generic mode, a USERS file is used. 

See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 55. 
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The USERS file configuration parameter includes a "UsersFile" entry that specifies the "path 

name of users file (when Generic is set)." However, it is also stated that "The VOCLCHAT.INI 

files are in the windows directory of each user." Thus, this "UsersFile" entry is a local 

configuration parameter such that the local VocalChat client reads and writes the USERS file on 

its own-- without performing the claimed query. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, 

paragraph 55. 

Similarly, page 8 of the VocalChat Help file states "If your network type is not NetWare 

or Windows for Workgroups, the Setup program creates a Connection List file which is used to 

identify and access users." The Connection List file and the USERS file apparently have the 

same function. Thus, the identification and access enabled by the Connection List is performed 

by the local client reading and writing the file itself-- without performing the claimed query. 

Accordingly, claims 8, 9 and 14-18 are not rendered obvious by the applied combination of 

references. See Exhibit 1, Mayer-Patel Declaration, paragraph 56. 
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Objective Evidence ofNon-Obviousness 

In addition to the reasons set forth above showing that all of the elements of the claims 

under re-examination are not taught by the applied references, it is respectfully submitted that 

objective evidence supports a finding that the claims are non-obviousness. Objective indicia of 

non-obviousness, which include commercial success, licenses showing industry respect, and the 

failure of others, "provide evidence of how the patented device is viewed by the interested 

public: not the inventor, but persons concerned with the product in the objective arena of the 

marketplace." Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 17-18 (1966); WMS Gaming Inc. v. 

International Game Tech., 184 F.3d 1339, 1359 (Fed. Cir. 1999); Arkie Lures, Inc. v. Gene 

Larew Tackle, Inc., 119 F.3d 953, 957 (Fed. Cir. 1997). Evidence supporting the objective 

indicia of non-obviousness is set out below. 

Commercial Success 

NetSpeak's WebPhone, an exemplary embodiment of the '469 patent (see, e.g., col. 4, 11. 

44-49), was a commercial success as evidenced by the recognition it received in the industry. 

WebPhone's commercial success is attributable to the novelty and non-obviousness of the 

invention. Demaco Corp. v. F. Von LangsdoifJLicensing, Ltd., 851 F.2d 1387, 1393 (Fed. Cir. 

1988) ("A prima facie case of nexus is generally made out when the patentee shows both that 

there is commercial success, and that the thing (product or method) that is commercially 

successful is the invention disclosed and claimed in the patent."). 

NetSpeak's WebPhone won Internet Telephony's 1998 Product of the Year in the 

category oflnternet Telephony Clients. Exhibit 8, page 6 (N2P-200-00012627). 

NetSpeak's WebPhone product also won significant praise when compared to other 

products in the same timeframe. "WebPhone may well become the killer app that puts to shame 
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similar offerings from VocalTec (Internet Phone) and Quarterdeck (WebTalk). See Exhibit 6 

(N2P-OO 1-00005919). 

The importance of the claimed invention can also be seen in its praise by other companies 

in the industry. In a joint press release ofNetSpeak and Durand Communications Network 

("Durand"), Durand's president and CEO stated "NetSpeak's WebPhone is hands-down the best 

PC-voice communications package available in the market today .... We wanted to work with a 

company whose leading edge technology would add value to our existing MindWire NT 

CommunityServer by offering unique telephony services so integral to fostering growth within 

online communities." Exhibit 9, page 1. 

NetSpeak's WebPhone was also praised in the Computer Telephony Magazine. The July 

1996 Edition included an article on the Web Phone trial version and stated "You've gotta try this 

Internet telephony package. NetSpeak ... makes WebPhone .... Does it work? Yes." Exhibit 

10 (N2P-200-00012630). 

As set forth in the original Assignee's Amended S-1 Registration form (Exhibit 11), 

NetSpeak's technology was a commercial success as further evidenced by the investments made 

in the company. At least three different stock offerings were made which raised millions of 

dollars for the company. The Amended S-1 Registration form describes on numbered page 19: 

In January and February of 1996, the Company sold 1,204,000 shares of 

Common Stock at $2.50 per share in a private offering raising $2,992,028 .... 

In June 1996, the Company issued 207,679 shares of Common Stock to 

Creative at a price of$5.05 per share raising $943,698 .... 

In August 1996, the Company issued 769,853 shares of Common Stock 

and the Motorola Warrant to purchase up to an additional452,855 shares of 

Common Stock at a price of $5.50 per share for a six year period expiring in 

August 2002 to Motorola raising $3,993,864 .... 
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Later, in 1998, Motorola took an even larger interest in NetSpeak by acquiring an 

additional 27% of the stock that it did not already own at a cost of $90 million. See Press 

Release, Exhibit 12 (N2P-200-00012891). See also March 30, 1998 article from 

Telephony online describing strategic alliance between Motorola and NetSpeak. See 

Exhibit 13 (N2P-1 02-00000048). 

Also in 1998, the Company issued approximately 1.3 million shares of common 

stock to Bay Networks for $36.8 million. See Exhibit 14, NetSpeak Form 10-K for the 

Fiscal Year ending December 31, 1997. 

See also, the 8-K related to the acquisition ofNetSpeak by Net2Phone. Exhibit 

15. 

As more fully detailed in NetSpeak's 10-K for Fiscal Year 1997 (Exhibit 14), 

NetSpeak's communications technology was a commercial success as further evidenced 

by the strategic alliances it made with "with leaders in various segments of the 

telecommunications and networking industries," including Siemens (whereby Siemens 

agrees to market NetSpeak's "IP telephony server products"), Bay Networks (whereby 

the Company agrees "not to provide its source code to ... competitors for a period of three 

years), Fujitsu and Rockwell International (whereby NetSpeak was "integrating its 

software into the[se] companies' proprietary hardware platforms"), MCI (see Exhibit 16 

announcing that MCI signs contract with NetSpeak to incorporate WebPhone in 

networkMCI Click'NConnect Web-Based Service) and NTC (whereby NetSpeak would 

"supply IP telephony products and systems"), and others. 

NetSpeak's WebPhone client software products were a commercial success as 

further evidenced by the number and extent of the channels through which they were 

sold, including "distribution agreements with over 900 ISPs worldwide." See Exhibit 14, 

10-K cited above. Details of the operation of the WebPhone client can be found in 

Exhibits 17 and 18. For example, Exhibit 17 states "the CS [i.e., connection server] 

updates the user e-mail address, IP address, and online status fields, and uses them to 
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perform IP address resolution and track account activation information .... When a user 

calls ... using a WebPhone, the CS is used to resolve the target e-mail address to an IP 

address." Similarly, Exhibit 18 states "Connection and Information servers are the 

addresses here at NetSpeak that your WebPhone uses to find and call other parties . 

. . . Connection Server: is used when you dial someone by e-mail address. If you try to dial 

someone by e-mail address, the WebPhone, calls the connection server, matches the 

desired e-mail address to an IP address, disconnects from the Connection server, and 

dials the IP address." 

Licenses Showing Industry Respect 

In connection with Motorola's 1998 investment described above, and as set forth more 

fully in the NetS peak Form 1 0-K for the Fiscal Year 1997 (Exhibit 14), NetS peak and Motorola 

entered into a joint development and licensing agreement pursuant to which the two companies 

would seek to join their technologies to enable Internet Protocol multimedia communications on 

wireless networks. Under that agreement, Motorola obtained a license to develop RF products 

using NetSpeak's technology, to include NetSpeak's technology in wireless devices such as 

cellular phones, pagers, satellite phones and two way radios to support real-time multimedia 

communications (voice, audio, video, data, etc.), and to manufacture and sell NetSpeak products. 

See description ofNetSpeak's technology at page 6 of Exhibit 14 under the header 

"NETSPEAK'S CORE COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY" (reciting, inter alia, "allows 

users to connect to other users in a point-to-point fashion, rather than through an intermediate 

routing mechanism."). NetSpeak's licenses included a license to the WebPhone product and 

network address resolution technology, see Exhibit 14, which are commercial embodiments of 

the patented claims. NetSpeak's success in licensing is attributable to the novelty and non

obviousness of the invention. Demaco Corp., 851 F.2d at 1393. 
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Failure of Others 

The inventions claimed in the '469 Patent resolved the problem oflocating a computer 

process connected to a network, where the computer process was assigned a temporary network 

address. See, e.g., specification at col. 1, line 67 to col. 2, line 3. Each time a particular 

computer process connected to the network, it would have a different address. Such addresses 

were largely a by-product of the near-universal adoption of the Dynamic Host Configuration 

Protocol ("DHCP"), described in RFC 1531 (Exhibit x0012). DHCP disclosed the dynamic 

allocation of scarce network addresses and permitted addresses to be reused when a computer 

process disconnected from the network. As shown in Exhibit xOO 13 and as discussed above, 

others, including the developers of the Vocal Chat references cited by the Request, attempted to 

resolve the problem of locating a computer process with a dynamically assigned address and 

failed to suggest the claimed steps using querying. 

Recognition in the Patent Literature 

The Federal Circuit has left itself open to acknowledging that the patent citations of later 

patent applicants and examiners can be objective evidence of an earlier patent's nonobviousness. 

See In re: Mettke, 570 F.3d 1356, 1361 (Fed. Cir. 2009). This position is supported by the 

academic literature. See, e.g., Trajtenberg, Manuel , "A Penny for Your Quotes: Patent Citations 

and the Value oflnnovations," The RAND Journal ofEconomics, Vol. 21, No. 1 (Spring 1990), 

pp. 172-187 at 174. ("Thus, if citations keep coming, it must be that the innovation originating 

in the cited patent had indeed proven to be valuable.") (Exhibit 19.) The '469 patent under re

examination is a divisional ofU.S. Patent No. 6,108,704. As shown in Exhibit 20, according to 

the USPTO's own records, the '704 patent and its continuations and divisionals have been cited 

in 76 issued patents. This supports an inference that the '469 patent in re-examination advanced 

the art in a nonobvious way that was neither cumulative of the art that came before it nor 

predictable in its view. 
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This inference ofnonobviousness is especially compelling over the NetBIOS references. 

Not one issued patent that cites the patent in re-examination (or one of its related patents) also 

cites a NetBIOS reference. See Exhibit 21 (including variations on the name for NetBIOS such 

that it includes RFC 1001 and RFC 1002). This phenomenon is especially significant given that 

NetBIOS is a well known piece of networking art that has been cited frequently in the patent 

literature-- 33 times according to the USPTO's records? The assignee respectfully submits that 

there is a simple explanation for this otherwise highly improbably dichotomy: NetBIOS and the 

patent in re-examination do not overlap because the scope and content of what they disclose are 

distinct. 

The assignee also notes in this regard that the cover page ofU.S. Patent No. 6,389,127, 

assigned to ICQ Inc., an unrelated company, and entitled "Telephone Status Notification 

System," references U.S. Patent No. 6,108,704 (of which the patent in re-examination is a 

continuation-in-part), but does not cite to any of the references submitted in the Request. Their 

absence from the ICQ patent is especially significant since both NetBIOS and Etherphone are 

well known pieces of art, and each has been cited frequently in the patent literature-33 times 

and 135 times, respectively. The assignee respectfully submits that there is a simple explanation 

for this difference: the references in the Request were not cited by the ICQ patent because they 

did not teach anything plausibly related to "Status Notification," whereas 6,108,704 was cited 

because it (and its continuation-in-part, the patent in re-examination) plainly did. 

3 In fact, there are 43 references to NetBIOS ifthe search includes any of: NetBIOS, RFC 1001, RFC 1002, NBT 
and NetBT (excluding references to "NBT" in the medical field). See Exhibit 22. 
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Consequently, in light of the above discussions, the outstanding grounds for rejection are 

believed to have been overcome and the patentability of the claims subject to re-examination 

should be indicated as confirmed. An early and favorable action to that effect is respectfully 

requested. 

CHARGE STATEMENT: Deposit Account No. 501860, order no. 2655-0185. 

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fee specifically authorized hereafter, or any missing or 
insufficient fee(s) filed, or asserted to be filed, or which should have been filed herewith or concerning any paper filed 
hereafter, and which may be required under Rules 16-18 (missing or insufficiencies only) now or hereafter relative to 
this application and the resulting Official Document under Rule 20, or credit any overpayment, to our Accounting/ 
Order Nos. shown above, for which purpose a duplicate copy of this sheet is attached. 

This CHARGE STATEMENT does not authorize charge of the issue fee until/unless an 
issue fee transmittal sheet is filed. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re PATENT APPLICATION OF: 

Net2Phone, Inc. (Patent No. 6,009,469) 

Control No.: 90/010,422 

Issue Date: December 28, 1999 

Title: GRAPHIC USER INTERFACE FOR 
INTERNET TELEPHONY APPLICATION 

Attorney Docket: 2655-0185 

Group Art Unit: 3992 

Examiner: KOSOWSKI, Alexander 

Confirmation No.: 6565 

DECLARATION OF KETAN MAYER-PATEL UNDER 37 C.P.R. 1.132 

Hon. Commissioner of Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA22313-1450 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. I have been retained as an independent expert witness by Net2Phone, Inc., the assignee of 

the patent presently undergoing re-examination (i.e., U.S. Patent No. 6,009,469 (hereinafter "the 

'469 patent")). 

2. I am an expert in the field of networking protocols including networking protocols 

supporting multimedia streams including digital audio data. See Curriculum Vitae attached as 

Exhibit 1. 

3. I received Bachelors of Arts degrees in Computer Science and Economics in 1992, a 

Masters of Science in 1997 from the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer 

Science and a Ph.D. in 1999 from the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer 

Science, all from the University of California, Berkeley. 

4. I received the National Science Foundation CAREER Award in 2003 while an Assistant 

Professor at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. 

5. I have had extensive experience in both industry and academia as it relates to the 

technical fields relevant here. For example, I have been a programmer, a visiting researcher, and 

an Assistant and Associate professor. 
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6. I am a co-author of numerous articles that have appeared in a number of refereed 

publications and proceedings. 

7. Governmental agencies, such as the National Science Foundation and the Office ofNaval 

Research, have provided funding for my research. 

II. RETENTION AND COMPENSATION 

8. I have been retained to offer an expert opinion on the prior art relevant to the '469 patent 

(and other patents currently under re-examination) and the validity of the claims undergoing re

examination. 

9. My work on this case is being billed at a rate of $400 per hour, with reimbursement for 

actual expenses. My compensation is not contingent upon the outcome of the case. 

III. BASIS OF MY OPINION AND MATERIALS CONSIDERED 

10. In preparation for this report, I have considered and relied on data or other documents 

identified in this report. For example, I have reviewed the Office Action dated August 25, 2009 

as well as the Request for Re-examination that was filed for the '469 patent including the 

Exhibits to the Request for Re-examination. I have also reviewed the file history of the '469 

patent. 

11. I have familiarized myself with the state of the art at the time the '469 patent was filed by 

reviewing both patent and non-patent references from prior to the filing date of the application 

that became the '469 patent. 

12. My opinions are also based upon my education, training, research, knowledge, and 

experience in this technical field. 

IV. SUMMARY OF MY OPINIONS 

13. Based on my prior experience in the field of computer systems and networking, including 

network communication protocols, and based on my review of the documents relating to the 
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pending re-examination proceeding, I have developed an understanding of the '469 patent and 

the claimed inventions. 

14. I have been asked to compare the claims of the '469 patent to the references applied in 

the outstanding Office Action. The results of my comparison are provided below. 

15. In general, it is my opinion that all of the claims undergoing re-examination (i.e., claims 

1-3, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 14-18) are patentable over the applied references for at least the reasons set 

forth below. 

The rejection of claims 1-3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 14-18 over NetBIOS, RFC 1531, Pinard and the 

VocalChat User's Guide 

16. Claims 1-3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 14-18 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being 

obvious in light of Protocols for X/ Open PC Interworking SMB, Version 2, The Open Group 

(1992) (hereinafter "NetBIOS"), in view ofRFC 1531, Pinard and the Voca1Chat User's Guide. 

17. I understand that a rejection under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) means that an examiner believes 

that although no single reference includes all of the claimed limitations, nonetheless the 

combination of references made by the examiner would have been obvious to one of ordinary 

skill in the art at the time the invention was made. 

Claims 1-3 

18. Claim 1 recites "a. program code for generating a user-interface enabling control of a first 

process executing on the computer system." With respect to the limitation of"program code for 

generating a user-interface enabling control of a first process executing on the computer system," 

the Office Action alleges that "computers executing NetBIOS may contain DOS operating 

systems or may operate on other operating systems, which examiner notes inherently contain at 

least text-based user interfaces." By stating that NetBIOS "may contain" DOS operating systems 

I believe the Examiner is indicating that NetBIOS need not actually contain or be running on a 
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DOS operating system. Since that is true, NetBIOS (or the computer running NetBIOS) does not 

inherently include text-based user interfaces. 

19. Furthermore, the recitation of"other operating systems" also does not inherently mean 

that "text-based user interfaces" are provided. For example, embedded systems need not have a 

display or a text interface even though they may have operating systems. The Office Action also 

has not asserted that this limitation is taught by RFC 1531. Thus, I do not believe that limitation 

(a) has been shown to be taught by either applied reference. 

20. Claim 1 also recites "b. program code for determining the currently assigned network 

protocol address of the first process upon connection to the computer network." The Office 

Action admits that NetBIOS does not teach this limitation. The Office Action alleges that such a 

limitation is taught by RFC 1531 because "RFC 1531 teaches dynamically assigning IP address 

on a TCP/IP network by an Internet access server." By looking at limitations (a) and (b) 

together, however, it can be seen that the Office Action has not shown that the currently assigned 

network protocol address is that of the first process which the Office Action alleged was the 

"text-based user interface." The Office Action also has not explained why the text-based 

interface would have to have its currently assigned network protocol address determined. Thus, I 

do not believe that limitation (b) is taught by either applied reference. 

21. Claim 1 recites "c. program code responsive ... for forwarding the assigned network 

protocol address of the first process and a unique identifier of the first process to the server 

process upon establishing a communication connection with the server process." The Office 

Action has not shown that the assigned network protocol address of the first process is 

determined, so the Office Action also has not shown that the assigned network protocol address 

of the first process would be forwarded to the server upon establishing a communication 

connection with the server process. Similarly, the Office Action has not shown that the text

based user interfaces would have a unique identifier to be forwarded to the server. The Office 

Action further has not shown that such a limitation is taught by RFC 1531. Accordingly, I do not 

believe that limitation (c) is taught by either applied reference. 
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22. Claim 1 also recites "d. program code, responsive to user input commands, for 

establishing a point-to-point communications with another process over the computer network." 

The Office Action cites NetBIOS, pgs. 397-400, as teaching that "point-to-point communication 

is established upon initiation between nodes once target names and addresses have been found." 

However, the Office Action has not shown that the code is "responsive to user input commands" 

as no user input commands have been identified. Even assuming that text-based user interfaces 

were taught by NetBIOS, the Office Action still would not have shown that point-to-point 

communications are inherently established "responsive to user input commands." The text-based 

user interfaces could have been used for non-communicating functions or even functions that use 

non-point-to-point communications. The Office Action further has not shown that such a 

limitation is taught by RFC 1531. Accordingly, I do not believe that limitation (d) is taught by 

either applied reference. 

23. Since none of the limitations of claim 1 have been shown to be taught by the applied 

combination of references, I do not believe that claim 1 and dependent claims 2 and 3 are 

obvious in light of the proposed combination. 

24. The Office Action states that "it would have been obvious ... to determine the currently 

assigned network address of the first process upon connection to the computer network in the 

invention taught by NetBIOS above since this allows for automatic reuse of an address ... and 

since examiner notes the use of dynamic IP address assignment ... are old and well known ... 

and are useful to eliminate the burdensome task of manually assigning IP addresses for all 

networked computers." However, the Office Action does not acknowledge the problems that 

could arise in doing so or how those problems would be resolved by those of ordinary skill at the 

time the patent was filed. 

25. In the context of point-to-point communication, widespread use of dynamically assigned 

addresses can create additional problems for a NetBIOS environment. For example, Section 

15.1.7 ofthe NetBIOS reference (entitled "Consistency ofthe NBNS Data Base") recognizes 

that the association between a node, a registered name and an IP address is tenuous, even in an 
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environment that uses static IP addresses. "Even in a properly running NetBIOS scope the 

NBNS and its community of end-nodes may occasionally lose synchronization with respect to 

the true state of name registrations." To minimize the impact ofthis problem, the reference 

states, "Various approaches have been incorporated into the NetBIOS-over-TCP protocols" 

which it then proceeds to describe. 

26. However, by incorporating DHCP and adopting of dynamic address allocation (e.g., as 

used by Internet access providers), the synchronization problem would become more disruptive, 

not less. Dynamic addressing introduced a new uncertainty to the relationships among the 

NBNS and its community of end-nodes and a new set of obstacles to NetBIOS synchronization 

that are not addressed by the NetBIOS reference. Consider the case of a node that is turned-off 

and then subsequently turned back on, or the case of a node that has simply lost its Internet 

connection for some technical reason or whose DHCP lease has expired which then re

establishes a connection. In such a dynamic addressing environment, such a node would most 

likely obtain a new IP address when it was turned back on that was different than the one it had 

when it registered its name. This change could lead to any number ofnode-name-IP address 

synchronization problems for the disclosed NetBIOS protocols. 

27. For example, because the NBNS does not know the node's new address, the NBNS 

would be unable to send to the node a Name Release Request or a Name Conflict Demand or 

request that the node send it a Name Status Request. Because communication from the node 

would be originating at a new address that was not recognized by the NBNS, a node's response 

to a Name Query Request (assuming it somehow knew that its name had been challenged, 

perhaps from before it lost network connectivity) would not be recognized. A node would also 

be unable to confirm its association with registered names by sending Name Refresh Request 

packets to the NBNS. If a session between two NetBIOS applications were cut-off, re

establishing the communication would be especially difficult where the ability of a called entity 

to obtain both its associated name and its associated IP address were in doubt. As a result, the 

Office Action has not demonstrated that a solution to the problems created by exposure of 
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NetBIOS to DHCP and dynamic addressing has been addressed by any of the applied 

references. 1 

28. The Office Action also has not identified anything in the cited art that suggests how a 

person of ordinary skill is to go about the redesign ofNetBIOS and the solving of obstacles to 

NetBIOS operation that are created by Internet access; problems that were recognized and left as 

warnings unresolved in the NetBIOS reference.2 

29. Thus, I believe claims 1-3 are patentable over the combination ofNetBIOS and RFC 

1531. 

Claims 5 and 6 

30. Claim 5 recites "determining the currently assigned network protocol address of the first 

process upon connection to the computer network." The Office Action acknowledges that this 

limitation is not taught by NetBIOS but alleges that "RFC 1531 teaches dynamically assigning IP 

addresses on a TCPIIP network by an Internet access server." The Office Action further alleges 

that "it would have been obvious ... to determine the currently assigned network address of the 

first process upon connection to the computer network in the invention taught by NetBIOS above 

since this allows for automatic reuse of an address ... and since examiner notes the use of 

dynamic IP address assignment ... are old and well known ... and are useful to eliminate the 

burdensome task of manually assigning IP addresses for all networked computers." However, as 

described above with respect to claims 1-3, I do not believe that the Office Action has shown that 

in light of the problems that worsen by combining NetBIOS and RFC 1531, that a person of 

1 Besides dynamic addressing, Internet access would pose other challenges to a NetBIOS system. For example, 
because NetBIOS was designed for use on local area networks with small numbers of computers, trust among the 
network participants is assumed. That assumption cannot be transferred to a global Internet made up of unknown, 
and sometimes malevolent, entities. An implementation ofNetBIOS on the public Internet would necessitate non
trivial adaptations to ensure that its services perform correctly and return accurate information. See Exhibit 2, from 
h!!,Q;/j~.w3schools.com/Site/~te se£.!!!:!!YJ!§11 which instructs Microsoft Windows users whose computers access 
the Internet to disable NetBIOS over TCP/IP in order to solve their security problems. 
2 See Section 4.6 ("The proposed standard recognizes the need for NetBIOS operation across a set of networks 
interconnected by network (IP) level relays (gateways.) However, the standard assumes that this form of operation 
will be less frequent than on the local MAC bridged-LAN.") 
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ordinary skill in the art would have combined the two references as proposed. Thus, I believe 

that claims 5 and 6 are patentable over the applied NetBIOS and RFC 1531 references. 

Claims 8, 9 and 14-18 

31. Claim 8 recites "querying the server process to determine if the first callee process is 

accessible." The Office Action asserts that this limitation is taught by NetBIOS and cites pages 

377, 388, 389 and 446 as supporting the proposition that "a query is sent to the NBNS to 

determine if another node is logged in and discover[s] the node[']s IP address." However, the 

Office Action has not shown how knowing that a name has been registered equates to 

"determin[ing] if the first callee process is accessible." While NetBIOS uses name entries with 

"active" statuses as part of its name management process, an analysis of how that "active" status 

is used shows that "an active name" is not synonymous with determining if the first callee 

process is accessible. An active name simply refers to a name that has been registered and that 

has not yet been de-registered, independent of whether the associated computer is or is not 

accessible. As shown on page 447 (and reproduced below), the Node_Name entries stored with 

respect to a NetBIOS Name Server contain a series of fields including the "ACT" field. 
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The NAME FI,AG8 field: 

1 1 1 .l 1 1 
(') 1 2 3 4 5 6 '1 8 9 0 1 2 ~ 4 5 

+---+---+---+---+---·---·---4---+---+---+---+---i---4---·---+---+ 

R.RBERVE!J 7·1.5 Rese:t:'.red for future use, Must be zero \0), 
PRN 6 Permanent Name Flag. Jf one {1) then entry 

is for t.he permanent 'thOd-e name" F1ag is zero 
{0) far all other names. 

S Active Narme Flag. Jil1 ent.ries have this flag 

4 Conflict Flag. If one Ul then rdl:me on this 
node is in conflict. 

3 

'1 ,.2 

UeregistJ:x F·lag~. 

is in tJ::e proce.s:s 
Owner Ncv.ie '?ype: 

00 "' Th node 
01 ~ P node 
10 ~ M node 

If one t1J then this name. 
of being deleted. 

ll =- Hez~:n.:·'\.~d fer future use. 
0 Group !iame Flag~ 

If one {l) then the name 1.s .a GROUP NetBIOE 

name. 

lf zero (0) then it io a UNIQUR NetBIOE name .. 

32. The ACT field is a single bit field (in bit 5) that signifies an "Active Name Flag. All 

entries have this flag set to one (1)." (Emphasis added.) If all name entries have this flag set to 

one (1), then the NetBIOS name server cannot be using the Active Name Flag as a means of 

separately tracking whether the entity that owns the name is "active," let alone what its "on-line" 

status might be. 

33. The NetBIOS reference also does not teach that the active status of a name in the 

NetBIOS server is an indication of the active status of the owner of that name. To the contrary, 

when information about whether the owner of a name is "active" may be relevant, for example 

when a new entity seeks to register a name that has already been registered in the NetBIOS name 

server, the NetBIOS reference describes an elaborate set of interactions used to test whether the 
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existing owner of the registered name is active or inactive. It does not rely on the fact that the 

name is active in the NetBIOS name server (See Section 15.2.2.2 and 15.2.2.3 entitled "Existing 

Name and Owner is Inactive"). 

34. The NetBIOS reference also does not teach that an acquired IP address can be reasonably 

relied upon by a requesting end-node to confirm that an end-node associated with a sought name 

is, in fact, "accessible." The NetBIOS reference describes at least two different scenarios where 

a second end-node sends a rejection response to the first end-node notwithstanding the fact that 

an end-node is connected to the computer network and active with respect to the sought name. 

See Section 16.1.1 ("There exists a N etBIOS LISTEN compatible with the incoming call, but 

there are inadequate resources to permit establishment of a session ... The called name does, in 

fact, exist on the called node, but there is no pending NetBIOS LISTEN compatible with the 

incoming call."). No distinction is made in the reference between the rejection response in these 

cases and the rejection response in cases where the called name does not exist on the called end

node. Section 16.1.1 also states "In all but the first case, a rejection response is sent back over 

the TCP connection to the caller." 

35. The Office Action also has not alleged that any of the remaining references teach this 

limitation missing from the NetBIOS reference. As such, claim 8 and its dependent claims 

(claims 9 and 14-18) are not rendered obvious by the cited combination of references. 

The rejection of claims 1-3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 14-18 over the combination of the Etherohone papers 

in view ofVin and further in view ofRFC 1531, Pinard and the VocalChar User's Guide 

36. Claims 1-3 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as obvious over Etherphone: 

Collected Papers 1987-1988 (May 1989) (hereinafter "Etherphone") in view ofHarrick M. Vin, 

et al. Multimedia Conferencing in the Etherphone Environment, IEEE Computer Society 

(October 1991) (hereinafter "Vin") and further in view ofRFC 1531, Pinard and VocalChat 

User's Guide. The Etherphone Collected Papers include An Overview of the Etherphone System 

and its Applications (hereinafter "Zellweger"), Telephone Management in the Etherphone 
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System (hereinafter "Swinehart"), and Managing Stored Voice in the Etherphone System 

(hereinafter "Terry"). 

37. Claim 1, as amended, recites "a. program code for generating a user-interface enabling 

control of a first process executing on the computer system" and "d. program code means, 

responsive to user input commands, for establishing a point-to-point communications with 

another process over the computer network." When read together, it can be seen that the Office 

Action has not shown that these limitations are taught by the applied combination of references. 

38. With respect to the limitation "a. program code for generating a user-interface enabling 

control of a first process executing on the computer system," the Office Action cites Swinehart 

and Zellweger as teaching that "workstations include GUI's." Later, with respect to the 

limitation "d. program code means, responsive to user input commands, for establishing a point

to-point communications with another process over the computer network," the Office Action 

asserts that "after acquiring the network address of a callee, voice data grams are transmitted 

directly amont [sic; among] the participants, bypassing the control server." However, by 

"participants" it appears that the Office Action is referring to Etherphones participating in a 

telephone call. As such, the Office Action has not shown that the datagrams are transmitted as 

part of a point-to-point communication from the workstation (which was alleged as having the 

first process) to one of the Etherphones. In fact, with respect to limitation (c), the Office Action 

confirms that its interpretation is that the "workstation address [is] transmitted to the Voice 

Control Server when connected"-- not the Etherphone's network address. 

39. Similarly, looking at it from the opposite perspective, if the voice datagrams are actually 

going from one Etherphone to another, then the Office Action has not shown how the "currently 

assigned network protocol address of the first process" is the address of the Etherphone and how 

the Etherphone has a display or "a user-interface enabling control a first process" on that 

Etherphone. The Office Action also has not alleged that RFC 1531 teaches this limitation 

missing from the Etherphone references. Thus, claims 1-3 are not rendered obvious by the 

proposed combination. 
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Claims 5 and 6 

40. Claim 5 recites "A. determining the currently assigned network protocol address of the 

first process upon connection to the computer network" and "D. establishing a point-to-point 

communication with another process over the computer network." As described above with 

respect to claim 1, when these two limitations are examined together, it can be seen that the 

Office Action has not shown that these limitations are met. 

41. With respect to the limitation "A. determining the currently assigned network protocol 

address of the first process upon connection to the computer network," the Office Action again 

cites the GUI's of the workstation as meeting this limitation. Then, with respect to the limitation 

"D. establishing a point-to-point communication with another process over the computer 

network," the Office Action again states "voice datagrams are transmitted directly amont [sic; 

among] the participants, bypassing the control server." Thus, as discussed above with respect to 

claim 1, the Office Action appears to have overlooked that the Etherphone, not the workstation 

with the GUI, is receiving the voice datagrams, so the Etherphone reference does not teach 

limitations (A) and (D). The Office Action also has not alleged that RFC 1531 teaches this 

limitation missing from the Etherphone references. Thus, claims 5 and 6 are not rendered 

obvious by the proposed combination. 

Claims 8. 9 and 14-18 

42. Claim 8 recites "a method for establishing a point-to-point communication from a caller 

process to a callee process over a computer network, the caller process capable of generating a 

user interface and being operatively connected to the callee process and a server process over the 

computer network." That method includes "querying the server process to determine if the first 

callee process is accessible" and "establishing a point-to-point communication link from the 

caller process to the first callee process." 
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43. With respect to the limitation of"establishing a point-to-point communication link from 

the caller process to the first callee process," the Office Action asserts that Swinehart and 

Zellweger teach "voice datagrams are transmitted directly among participants." However, it 

appears that the Office Action means that the Etherphone are the "participants." If this is the 

case, there is no indication that the combination meets the limitation of "the caller process 

capable of generating a user interface" as the Office Action has not alleged that the Etherphone 

has such a capability. The Office Action has also not alleged that the other references overcome 

this deficiency of the Etherphone references. Thus, claim 8 and its dependent claims are 

patentable over the applied combination of references. 

The reiection of claims 1-3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 14-18 over the combination ofthe VocalChat 

references in view ofRFC 1531 and Pinard 

44. Claims 1-3, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 14-18 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as obvious over 

VocalChat User's Guide in view ofVoca1Chat Readme, VocalChat Networking, VocalChat Help 

File and VocalChat Troubleshooting Help file (collectively the "VocalChat References") and 

further in view ofRFC 1531 and Pinard. 

Claims 1-3 

45. Claim 1 recites "program code responsive to the currently assigned network protocol 

address of the first process, for establishing a communication connection with the server process 

and for forwarding the assigned network protocol address of the first process and a unique 

identifier of the first process to the server process upon establishing a communication connection 

with the server process." The Office Action admits that this limitation is not disclosed by the 

Vocal Chat references. However, the Office Action attempts to overcome this deficiency by 

combining the VocalChat references with RFC 1531. 

46. However, the Office Action does not acknowledge the problems that could arise in doing 

so or how those problems would be resolved by those of ordinary skill at the time the patent was 
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filed. Thus, I do not believe that the Office Action has proven that one of ordinary skill at the 

time the patent was filed would have made the proposed combination. 

47. Claim 1 also recites "forwarding the assigned network protocol address of the first 

process and a unique identifier of the first process to the server process upon establishing a 

communication connection with the server process." The Vocal Chat Generic implementation 

does not disclose such a limitation. In the VocalChat Generic implementation, a local process 

reads a "USERS" file or a Connections file in its entirety and writes it back in its entirety rather 

than "forwarding the assigned network protocol address of the first process and a unique 

identifier of the first process to the server process upon establishing a communication connection 

with the server process." This causes the VocalChat system to have to send an increasing 

amount of information as the number of users increases. Sending the whole file such that the 

new file replaces the old file also creates problems with consistency such that one user's changes 

could overwrite the changes of another user -- especially as networks got larger which would 

have increased the problem of inconsistent files being written. 

48. The Office Action also has not shown that one of ordinary skill in the art would have 

made the proposed combination. The Office Action proposes a modification to the VocalChat 

References by incorporating the teachings of RFC 1531 because it allegedly "would have been 

obvious to utilize dynamically assigned IP addresses from Internet access servers in the 

invention taught by Voca1Chat ... since this allows for automatic reuse of an address that is no 

longer needed by the host to which it is assigned." Such an allegation ignores the development 

history of the Vocal Chat products themselves. 

49. The Request cites a Generic version of the VocalChat client which, according to Mr. 

Cohen, was used on local area networks. See Cohen Declaration, paragraph 3. There apparently 

was a subsequent version ofVocalChat that was also released by VocalTec to the public in 1994, 

at least in beta. This version, called VocalChat Gateway To Interent (or "VocalChat GTI") was 

designed for use on the Internet, and I have been informed that Net2Phone believes that 

VocalChat GTI used static local address files into which static callee addresses were manually 
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input. I have also been informed that Net2Phone believes that Vocal Chat GTI did not utilize a 

server at all. 

50. Based on the above, I believe the use of manual inputting of static addresses and the 

absence of a server suggests that the VocalTec designers-presumably software developers of at 

least ordinary skill in the art-did not consider the alleged combination of their own VocalChat 

references with RFC 1531, or it suggests that they did consider it but were unable to overcome 

the non-trivial obstacles to doing so. 

51. I have also been informed that Net2Phone believes that soon after the release of the 

VocalChat GTI version, VocalTec released another VocalChat version that used Internet Relay 

Chat (IRC) to help VocalChat clients with dynamically assigned IP addresses find one another. 

This change from VocalChat GTI to VocalChat IRC appears to be further objective evidence that 

even the VocalChat designers recognized that the "improvement" to the Generic VocalChat 

implementation was still deficient. If the designers of the Vocal Chat Generic implementation 

did not see fit to combine dynamic addressing with the Generic implementation disclosed in the 

Vocal Chat references, then I do not believe that one of ordinary skill in the art would not have 

done so either. 

52. Accordingly, I do not believe that the Office Action has shown that claim 1 is rendered 

obvious by the combination of the VocalChat references and RFC 1531. Since claim 1 is not 

rendered obvious by the proposed combination, claims 2-3 are not rendered obvious as well. 

53. With respect to claim 3, claim 3 further recites "program code for transmitting, from the 

first process to the server process, a query as to whether the second process is connected to the 

computer network." As is discussed in greater detail below with respect to claim 8, the 

Vocal Chat references do not disclose querying whether processes are connected to the computer 

network. Thus, claim 3 is also separately patentable from claim 1. 
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Claims 5 and 6 

54. Claim 5 recites "A. determining the currently assigned network protocol address of the 

first process upon connection to the computer network" and "C. forwarding the assigned network 

protocol address of the first process to the server process upon establishing a communication 

connection with the server process." As was discussed above with respect to claim 1, the 

combination of the Vocal Chat references and RFC 1531 does not disclose either of those 

elements. Thus, I believe claim 5 and its dependent claim 6 are not rendered obvious by the 

combination ofthe VocalChat references and RFC 1531. 

Claims 8, 9 and 14-18 

55. Claim 8 recites "C. querying the server process to determine if the first callee process is 

accessible." The Office Action cites the Help file, pgs. 2 and 26, and Network information, page 

10, and asserts that "a server can receive[] queries to determine status and information of users." 

However, the Office Action has not identified what portion of those references teach the claimed 

"querying." At best, the references teach that a local process reads a "USERS" file or a 

Connections file. As can be seen from page 4 of the VocalChat Network Information 

(reproduced below), when the VocalChat system uses the Generic mode, a USERS file is used. 
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2Ji~ Network parameters in the VocaiChat INI files 

'lhcsc arc the nchvork parameters in the V ocalChnt VOCLCHATJNl and 
VCSETUPJNI files (umli.:tt the NJ?tl!¥c.rk seetioul 

Users File= 

I des,cr!ption nftlle selected nehvorl: 
/userservices: NetWar.e/ !Gene 

I net\vork protocol: IPX /Net BIOS 

I name of the selected nehvm:k, for future use 
/path name of users file (\vhen is set) 
I the name ofthe us,er (\vhen Generic is set)'** 

Wheu G~n~ric is set, a USERS file is USt;.lf.l 
This line appears only in the VOCALCHATJNI file of eacl1 meL 

. TbeVOCLCHAT,INI files ure in ihe \\tindmvs ditectm;Yufeach Ul::et. The 
VCSETUPJN! file is in V OCLCHAT directory. V wJa!Chat •v~'1 install at 
and iS used only to supply default values .tor the different Jnstailatiol:nL 

The USERS file configuration parameter includes a "UsersFile" entry that specifies the "path 

name ofusers file (when Generic is set)." However, it is also stated that "The VOCLCHAT.INI 

files are in the windows directory of each user." Thus, this "UsersFile" entry is a local 

configuration parameter such that the local VocalChat client reads and writes the USERS file on 

its own -- without performing the claimed query. 

56. Similarly, page 8 of the VocalChat Help file states "If your network type is not NetWare 

or Windows for Workgroups, the Setup program creates a Connection List file which is used to 

identify and access users." The Connection List file and the USERS file apparently have the 

same function. Thus, the identification and access enabled by the Connection List is performed 

by the local client reading and writing the file itself-- without performing the claimed query. 

Accordingly, I do not believe that claims 8, 9 and 14-18 are obvious over the applied 

combination of references. 
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57. I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that 

all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these 

statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are 

punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States 

Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any 

patent issued thereon. 

Dated: November 25, 2009 

Ketan Mayer-Patel, Ph.D. 
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K. Mayer-Patel and D. Gotz, "Scalable, Adaptive Streaming for Nonlinear Media," IEEE 
Multimedia, vol. 14, no. 3 (15 pages). 
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D. Ott and K. Mayer-Patel, "An open architecture for transport-level protocol coordination 
for distributed multimedia applications," ACM Transactions on Multimedia Computing, 
Communications, and Applications, vol. 3, no. 3 (22 pages). 

D. Gotz and K. Mayer-Patel, "GAL: A middleware library for multidimensional adaptation," 
under review for ACMTransactions on Multimedia Computing, Communications, and 
Applications (21 pages). 

K. Mayer-Patel, B. Smith, and L.A. Rowe, "The Berkeley software MPEG-1 video decoder," 
to appear in ACM Transactions on Multimedia Computing, Communications, and 
Applications, vol. 1, no. 1 (23 pages). 

K. Mayer-Patel and S.-U. Kum, "Real-time multi depth stream compression," ACM 
Transactions on Multimedia Computing, Communications, and Applications, vol. 1, no. 2 
(26 pages). 

D. Gotz and K. Maycr-Patcl, "A Framework for Scalable Delivery of Digitized Spaces," 
International Journal on Digital Libraries, vol. 5, no. 3 (14 pages). 

J. Considine, K. Mayer-Patel, and J. Byers, "A case for testbed embedding services," 
Computer Communication Review, vol. 34, no. 1, January 2004, pp. 137-142. 

Refereed Conferences and Workshops 

K. Mayer-Patel, "Systems challenges of media collectives: Supporting media collectives with 
adaptive MDC," Proceedings of the 15th International ACM Conference on Multimedia, 
Augsberg, Germany, 2007, pp. 625-630. 

S. Krishnan and K. Mayer-Patel, "A utility-driven framework for loss and encoding aware 
video adaptation," Proceedings of the 15th International ACM Conference on Multimedia, 
Augsbcrg, Germany, 2007, pp. 1026-1035. 

D. Gotz and K. Mayer-Patel, "A general framework for multidimensional adaptation," 
Proceedings of the 12th International A CM Conference on Multimedia, New York, 2004, 
pp 612-619. 

D. Ott and K. Mayer-Patel, "Coordinated multi-streaming for 3D tele-immersion," 
Proceedings of the 1 ih International ACM Conference on Multimedia, New York, NY, 
2004,pp. 596-603. 

D. Ott and K. Mayer-Patel, "Aggregate congestion control for distributed multimedia 
applications," Proceedings of IEEE Infocom '04, Hong Kong, 7-11 March 2004, vol. 1, 
pp. 13-23. 
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K. Mayer-Patel and W. Miaw, "Evaluating the effectiveness of automatic PVR 
management," Proceedings of the SPIE Conference on Storage and Retrieval Methods 
and Applications for Multimedia, San Jose, CA, January 2004, vol. 5307, pp. 360-365. 

S.-U. Kum, K. Mayer-Patel and H. Fuchs, "Real-time compression for dynamic 3D 
environments," Proceedings of the Jlh International ACM Conference on Multimedia, 
Berkeley, CA, 2003, pp. 185-194. 

N. Kelshikar, X. Zabulis, J. Mulligan, K. Daniilidis, V. Sawant, S. Sinha, T. Sparks, S. 
Larsen, H. Towles, K. Mayer-Patel, H. Fuchs, J. Urbanic, K. Benninger, R. Reddy and G. 
Huntoon, "Real-time terascale implementation oftele-immersion," Proceedings of the 
International Conference on Computation Science, Melbourne, Australia, 2003, Springer
Verlag Lecture Notes in Computer Science vol. 2660, pp. 33-42. 

K. Mayer-Patel, L. Le and G. Carle, "An MPEG performance model and its application to 
adaptive forward error correction," Proceedings of the 101

h International ACM 
Conference on Multimedia, Juan-les-Prins, France, 2002, pp. 1-10. 

D. Gotz and K. Mayer-Patel, "IRW: an incremental representation for image-based 
walkthroughs," Proceedings of the 1 01

h International A CM Conference on Multimedia, 
Juan-les-Prins, France, 2002, pp. 67-76. 

D. Ott and K. Mayer-Patel, "A mechanism for TCP-friendly transport-level protocol 
coordination," Proceedings ofthe USENIXTechnical Conference, Monterrey, CA, 2002 
(14 pages). 

A. Wilson, K. Mayer-Patel and D. Manocha, "Spatially-encoded far-field representations for 
interactive walkthroughs," Proceedings of the 91

h International ACM Conference on 
Multimedia, Ottawa, Canada, 2001, pp. 348-357. 

D. Ott and K. Mayer-Patel, "Transport-level protocol coordination in cluster-to-cluster 
applications," Proceedings of the 81

h International Workshop on Interactive Distributed 
Multimedia Systems (Lecture Notes in Computer Science), vol. 2158, Springer, 2001, pp. 
10-22. 

D. Yu, D. Wu, K. Mayer-Patcl and L.A. Rowe, "de: a live webcast control system," 
Proceedings of the SPIE Conference on Multimedia Computing and Networking, vol. 
4312, San Jose, CA, 2001, pp. 111-122. 

K. Mayer-Patel, "Incorporating application-level knowledge into the MPEG-2 coding 
model," Proceedings of the Workshop on Network and Operating System Support for 
Digital Audio and Video (NOSSDA V), Chapel Hill, CA, 2000, (6 pages). 

K. Mayer-Patel and L.A. Rowe, "Exploiting spatial parallelism for software-only video 
effects processing," Proceedings of the SPIE Conference on Multimedia Computing and 
Networking, vol. 3654, San Jose, CA, 1999, pp. 252-263. 
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K. Mayer-Patel and L.A. Rowe, "A multicast control scheme for parallel software-only video 
effects processing," Proceedings of the th International ACM Conference on 
Multimedia, Orlando, FL, 1999, pp. 409-418. 

K. Mayer-Patel and L.A. Rowe, "Exploiting temporal parallelism for software-only video 
effects processing," Proceedings of the 61

h International ACM Conference on 
Multimedia, Bristol, England, 1998, pp. 161-169. 

T.H. Wong, K. Mayer-Patel and L.A. Rowe, "A software-only video production switcher for 
the Internet MBone," Proceedings of the SPIE conference on Multimedia Computing and 
Networking, vol. 3310, San Jose, CA, 1998, pp. 28-41. 

K. Mayer-Patel and L.A. Rowe, "Design and performance of the Berkeley Continuous Media 
Toolkit," Proceedings of the SPIE conference on Multimedia Computing and 
Networking, vol. 3020, San Jose, CA, 1997, pp. 194-206. 

K. Mayer-Patel, D. Simpson, D. Wu, and L.A. Rowe, "Synchronized continuous media 
playback through the World Wide Web," Proceedings of the 41

h International ACM 
Conference on Multimedia, Boston, MA, 1997, pp. 435-436. 

L.A. Rowe, K. Patel, and B. Smith, "MPEG video in software: representation, transmission, 
and playback," Proceedings of the SPIE conference on High-Speed Networking and 
Multimedia Computing, vol. 2188, San Jose, CA, 1994, pp. 134-144. 

K. Patel, B. Smith, and L.A. Rowe, "Performance of a software MPEG video decoder," 
Proceedings of the F' International A CM Conference on Multimedia, Los Angeles, CA, 
1993, pp. 75-82. 

Software Artifacts 
mpeg_play 
The first publicly available MPEG-1 video decoder originally released in 1993. Over 
1,000,000 copies of this program have been downloaded. It has been used as a code base for 
innumerable research and open source systems. Mayer-Patel was the architect of the original 
code that was later refactored and maintained by a number of other individuals. 

The Berkeley Continuous Media Toolkit 
The Berkeley CMT provided a framework within which to develop experimental multimedia 
tools and applications. Although primarily used by researchers at UC Berkeley, it was 
employed by a number of different research groups world-wide. Development of CMT ended 
in approximately 1998. 

MPEG2Event 
This recently released C# library allows researchers to rapidly develop MPEG-2 analysis 
tools that are interested in the details of bit-level coding elements. Although currently in use 
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by only a small number of researchers, it is freely available at 
http://www.cs.unc.edu/~kmp/mpeg2event. Further development of the library is on-going. 

Teaching 
COMP 416: Introduction to Web Programming 
My goal with this course is to pique student interest for more detailed upper-division courses 
in operating systems, networking, databases, security, etc. while satisfying their practical 
interest in developing web programming skills. 

COMP 426: Advanced Web Programming 
A follow-on course to COMP 416, this course expands on client-server programming 
concepts and concentrates more attention to the design and use of databases and XML
related technologies. 

COMP 249: Multimedia Computing and Networking 
This course is an advanced graduate-level course that covers the fundamental concepts in 
multimedia computing and networking. Students are expected to complete an extensive final 
project, some of which have led to publications in refereed conferences and workshops. 

COMP 249-080: Topics in Multimedia Systems 
This seminar course provides students with an opportunity to read and present the most 
research literature in multimedia systems. 

Research Are::~ s 

Coordinated Multistreaming 
In this project, we are developing mechanisms to address the needs of distributed multimedia 
applications that employ many (i.e., lO's or lOO's) of different media flows with complex 
inter-stream semantics and adaptation requirements. This project addresses fundamental 
problems in protocol coordination and aggregate congestion control. 

Multidimensional Adaptation 
We are developing a framework for compactly expressing and evaluating adaptation policies 
that must negotiate tradeoffs in real-time within very large multiresolutional datasets with 
high dimensionality. 

Strand Cast 
StrandCast is an application-layer multicast protocol intended for latency-insensitive 
multimedia applications such as receiver-driven layered multicast and pyramid broadcasting. 
The design and implementation of Strand Cast exploits the lax latency requirements of these 
applications to optimize for link stress, rapid joins and leaves, and robustness in the face of 
node failure. 
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Encoding and Transmission of 3D Scenes from Multiple Cameras 
The project explores ways to efficiently transmit video data from a set of cameras viewing 
the same scene. This problem is at the heart of most tele-immersion applications. Our 
hypothesis is that it is possible to exploit depth information (even if imperfect) derived from 
stereo correlation between cameras to more efficiently encode the original color information. 

Recoverable Video Adaptation 
Existing video adaptation techniques generally lead to irreversibly loss of video quality. In 
this project, we are exploring adaptation techniques that can be used to recover high (or at 
least higher) quality video from a set of independently constructed lower quality 
represen ta ti ons. 

Funding 
CAREER: Enabling Futuristic Distributed Applications with Integrative Multistream 
Networking 

PI's: K. Mayer-Patel 
Agency: National Science Foundation (ANI-0238260) 
Amount: $404,387 

Duration: 8/15/2003 - 8/14/2008 

ITR: Protocol Coordination for Multi-Stream Applications 
PI's: K. Mayer-Patel 

Agency: National Science Foundation (ANI-0219780) 
Amount: $368, 047 

Duration: 10/1/2002- 9/30/2005 

RI: Tera-Pixels - Using High-Resolution Pervasive Displays to Transform 
Collaboration and Teaching 

PI's: K. Jeffay, A. Lastra, F.D. Smith, K. Mayer-Patel and L. McMillan 
Agency: National Science Foundation (EIA-0303590) 
Amount: $590,986 

Duration: 8/15/2003 - 8/14/2008 

3D Telepresence for Medical Consultation: Extending Medical Expertise Throughout, 
Between, and Beyond Hospitals 

PI's: H. Fuchs, B. Cairns, K. Mayer-Patel, D. Sonnenwald, G. Welch 
Agency: National Library of Medicine 
Amount: $2,549,980 

Duration: 09/30/2003-09/29/2006 

Video-Based Representation and Rendering of Large Real and Synthetic Environments 
PI's: D. Manocha and K. Mayer-Patel 

Agency: Office ofNaval Research 
Amount: $112,384 

Duration: 01/01/2001-12/3112003 
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Video Quality Metric Oracle 
PI's: K. Mayer-Patel 

Agency: North Carolina Networking Initiative Fellowship Program 
Amount: $20,000 

Duration: 08/15/2001 - 5/15/2002 

SCOUT: An On-Line Network Path Measurement and Characterization Tool 
PI's: K. Mayer-Patel 

Agency: North Carolina Networking Initiative Fellowship Program 
Amount: $20,000 

Duration: 08/15/2000-5/15/2001 

Professional Activities 
Editorships 

• Associate Editor, ACM Transactions on Multimedia Communications, Computing, 
and Applications (TOMCCAP) 
Associate Editor, IEEE Multimedia Magazine 

Executive Committees 
Co-Chair, International Workshop on Network and Operating System Support for 
Digital Audio and Video (NOSSDA V) 

Organizing Committees 
Program Chair, ACM Multimedia Systems 2010 

• General Co-Chair, Multimedia Networking and Computing 2009 
• Program Co-Chair, Multimedia Modeling (MMM) 2009 
• General Co-Chair, NOSSDAV 2005 

Program Co-Chair, ACM Multimedia, 2006 
Open Source Software Competition Chair, ACM Multimedia (2004, 2005) 

• Tutorial Program Chair, ACM Multimedia (2003) 
Doctoral Symposium Chair, ACM Multimedia (2000, 2001) 

Program Committees 
ACM Multimedia 
NOSSDAV 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Multimedia Computing and Networking (MMCN) 
Multimedia Interactive Protocols and Systems Workshop 
IFIP Networking Conference 
Multimedia Information Systems Conference 
International World Wide Web Conference 
SPIE Conference on Multimedia Computing and Networking 
IEEE International Conference on Distributed Computing Systems 
Interactive Distributed Multimedia Systems Workshop 
Global Internet Symposium 
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Other Professional Service 
• Guest Editor, Special Issue of Multimedia Systems Journal featuring expanded papers 

from the SPIE Conference on Multimedia Computing and Networking, 2003. 
• In 2004, participated in a by invitation-only meeting ofleaders within ACM 

SIGMultimedia. A report of the meeting outlining important directions for 
multimedia research will appear in Transactions on Multimedia Computing, 
Communications, and Applications. 

• Invited to an international meeting of leading multimedia researchers being organized 
for Spring 2005 in Dagstuhl, Germany to discuss the future of multimedia research. 

Past Ph.D. Students 
• 

• 

• 

David Gotz, Supporting adaptive scalable access to multiresolutional 
multidimensional data, May 2005. 
David Ott, Coordination mechanisms for distributed multistream applications, 
November 2005. 
Sang-Uok Kum, Encoding and transmission of 3D depth streams, November 2008 . 

University Service 
University Committees 

Tar Heel Bus Tour Advisory Committee (Fal12001). 

Department Service 
• Chair of Undergraduate Curriculum Committee (Fall2009- present). 
• 
• 

Chair of Graduate .LA~dmissions Committee (Spring 2005 -·Fall 2009) . 
Member of Graduate Admissions Committee (Spring 2001- Spring 2005) . 

Other Service 
• Project UPLIFT participant (recruitment of minority high school students) 

Co-coach of the UNC ACM Programming Competition team (Fall2000- present). 
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EXHIBIT 2 TO MAYER-PATEL DECLARATION 
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Web Search 

Web Security 

Web Building 

« Previous Next Chap'ler >> 

You are offering your IP address to the entire world at this very moment. 

Make sure you are not offering access to your private data at the same time. 

YOUR IP ADDRESS IS PUBLIC 
Accessing the Internet is a security risk. 

When you are connected to the Internet, an IP address Is used to identify your computer. If you 
don't protect yourself, this IP address can be used to access your computer from the outside world. 

A fixed IP address is a larger security risk. 

If you're using a modem with a dial-up connection, you will get a new IP address every time you 
connect to Internet. 

With an ADSL or cable connection users sometimes keep the same IP address for several months, 
this represents an increased security risk. 

If you have a fixed IP address, you give Internet hackers all the time they need to search for 
entrances on your computer, and to store and share (with other hackers) information they find on 
your computer. 

Your Network Shares 
Personal computers are often connected to a shared network. Personal computers In large 
companies are connected to large corporate networks. Personal computers in small companies are 
connected to a sma!! !oca! nebNork, and computers in private homes often share a nehvork betvveen 
family members. 

Most often networks are used to share resources like printers, files and disk storage. 

When you are connected to the Internet, your shared resources can be accessed by the 
rest of the world. 

A Common Windows Security Problem 
Unfortunately, many Microsoft Windows users are unaware of a common security leak in their 
network settings. 

This Is a common setup for network computers in Microsoft Windows: 

• Client for Microsoft Networks 
• File and Printer Sharing for Microsoft Networks 
• NetBEUI Protocol 
• Internet Protocol TCP/IP 

If your setup allows NetBIOS over TCP /IP, you have a security problem: 

• Your files can be shared all over the Internet 
• Your logon-name, computer-name, and workgroup .. name are visible to others 

If your setup allows File and Printer Sharing over TCP/IP, you also have a problem: 

• Your files can be shared all over the Internet 

Computers that are not connected to any network can also have unsecure network settings, 
because the settings were changed when Internet was installed. 

Solving the Problem 
For Windows 2000 users: 

You can solve your security problem by disabling NetBIOS over TCP/IP: 

• Open Windows Explorer 
• Right-click on My Network Places 
• Select: Properties 
• Right-click on Local Area Network 
• Select: Properties 

Best Web ~iosting 

Pr1P MySQl. t1osting 

Top 10 Web Hosting 

UK Reseller Hosting 

Web Hosting 

FREE Web Hosting 

Top Web Hosting 

Windows Hosting 

WEB BUILDING 

Download XMl. Editor 

FREE Flash Website 

FREE Web Templates 

Website r<lonetization 

FLIGHT TICKETS 

Find the cheapest flight 
to any destination now' 

EDUCATION 

US Web Design Schools 

HTMl.. Certification 
JavaScript Certification 

X~1L Certification 
PHP Certification 
ASP Certification 

STATISTICS 

Browser Statistics 
Browser OS 

Browser Display 
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Web Security 

• Select: Internet Protocol TCP/IP 
• Click on Properties 
• Click on Advanced 
• Select the WINS tab 
• Select Disable NetBIOS over TCP/IP 
• Click OK 

If you get the message: "This connection has an empty ...... ", ignore the message and click on YES 
to continue, and click OK to close the other setup windows. 

You should restart your computer after the changes. 

For Windows 95, 98, or ME users: 

You can solve your security problem by disabling NetBIOS over TCP /IP: 

• Open Windows Explorer 
• Right-click on My Network Places 
• Select: Properties 
• Select: Internet Protocol TCP/IP 
• Click on Properties 
• Select the NetBIOS tab 
• Uncheck: Enable NetBJOS over TCP/IP 
• Click OK 

You must also disable the TCP/IP Bindings to Client for Microsoft Networks and File and Printer 
Sharing: 

• Open Windows Explorer 
• Right-click on My Network Places 
• Select: Properties 

Select: Internet Protocol TCP/IP 
• Click on Properties 
• Select the Bindings tab 
• Uncheck: Client for ~licrosoft Networks 
• Uncheck: File and Printer Sharing 
• Click OK 

If you get a message with something like: "You must select a driver ......... ", ignore the message 
and click on YES to continue, and click OK to close the other setup windows. 

If you still want to share your Files and Printer over the network, you must use the NetBEUI 
protocol instead of the TCP/IP protocol. Make sure you have enabled It for your local network: 

• Open Windows Explorer 
• Right-click on My Network Places 
• Select: Properties 
• Select: N etBEUI 
• Click on Properties 
• Select the Bindings tab 
• Check: Client for Microsoft Networks 
• Check: File and Printer Sharing 
• Click OK 

You should restart your computer after the changes. 

Protect Your Server 
iisPROTECT provides a complete range of password protection, authentication and user 
management solutions: 

iisPROTECTasp: Protect areas of your web site and require username and password. Grant/deny any 
users/groups on a per resource basis. Extensive Web Interface for user/group admin, use any DB 
backend, store custom data, set user start/end dates, email users, audit log ins. 

iisPROTECT: Protect all web site files including images, databases,htmi,ASP etc. Protect entire 
directories, users I groups independent from Windows accounts, complete web administration, does 
not require cookies or any programming. Complete turn key solution. 

iisPROTECTquota: All of the features of iisPROTECT plus: prevent concurrent log ins and password 
cracking attempts, set quotas on hits, log ins, kb per user. 

Read JIJQJ:~Ql!l;jjsPRO TKI 

« Previous Next Chapter » 

Product Spotlight 
Well 2.0 Code Generation is Here! 
Generate data entry and reporting .NET Web apps in minutes. Quickly create visually stunning, 
feature-rich apps that are easy to customize and ready to deploy. Download Now! 

1,050,724 Sites built with Wix. Make your own! 
Qll;k_h~L§ to design a Stunning Flash Website for Free 

Wix is a revolutionary web design tool that provides anyone with the possibility to create 
professional and beautiful websites for free. 
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With e·commerce features, search engine visibility and many more professional tools, Wix is the 
ultimate solution for creating a spectacular site while saving tons of money. 

W'3Scl1oo!s is for tr~1~ning 
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Web Security 
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Re-Examination of Patent No. 6,009,469 
Control No.: 90/010,422 
Filed: February 24, 2009 
Reply to Office Action of August 25, 2009 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that, on November 25, 2009, the RESPONSE TO NON

FINAL REJECTION IN A RE-EXAMINATION filed in Re-examination Control No. 

90/010,422 was served by U.S. First Class Express Mail on Requestor as follows: 

Blakely, Sokoloff, Taylor & Zafman LLP 
1279 Oakmead Parkway 
Sunnyvale, CA 94085-4040 

30 
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Michael R Casey 
DAVIDSON BERQUIST JACKSON 
&GOWDEYLLP 
4300 WILSON BLVD., 7TH FLOOR 
ARLINGTON VA 22203 

Edwin H Taylor 
BLAKELY SOKOLOFF TAYLOR 
&ZAFMANLLP 
1279 OAKMEAD PARKWAY 
SUNNYVALE, CA 94085-4040 

In re: Mattaway et alia 
Ex Parte Reexamination Proceeding 
Control No. 90/010,422 · 
Deposited: 26 February 2009 
For: US Patent No. 6,009,469 

Commissioner for Patents 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

www.uspto.gov 

(For Patent Owner) 

(For Third Party 
Requester) 

DECISION 
GRANTING 
PETITION FOR EXTENSION 
OF TIME 
[37 CFR §§ 1.550(c) & 1.181] 

MAl LED 

or.T 2 3 Z009 
CENTRAL REEXAMINATION UNIT 

This is a decision on the 19 October 2009, "Request for Extension of Time in a Re-Examination" 
pursuant to 37 CFR § 1.550(c) requesting that the time for responding to the non-final Office action 
mailed 25 August 2009, be extended by one (1) month extension of time. The petition was timely 
filed on 19 October 2009. The petition included the required petition fee pursuant to 37 CFR § 
1.17(g) and certificate of service. 

The petition is before the Director ofthe Central Reexamination Unit for consideration. 

The petition is granted for the reasons set forth below. 

DISCUSSION 

The Patent Owner requests the period of time to be extended in which to file a response to the non
final Office action mailed 25 August 2009. The petition for extension of time was timely filed on 19 
October 2009 with appropriate fee according to 3 7 CFR § 1.17(g). 
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Reexamination Control No. 901010.422 

The extension of time is granted 

37 CFR § 1.550 (c) states: 

(c) The time for taking any action by a patent owner in an ex parte reexamination 
proceeding will be extended only for sufficient cause and for a reasonable time 
specified. Any request for such extension must be filed on or before the day on 
which action by the patent owner is due, but in no case will the mere filing of a 
request effect any extension. Any request for such extension must be accompanied by 
the petition fee set forth in § 1.17(g). See § 1.304( a) for extensions of time for filing a 
notice of appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit or for 
commencing a civil action. · 

Addressing the requirement of37 CFR § 1.550 (c) to make a showing of"sufficient cause" 
to grant an extension of time request, MPEP 2265 states, in pertinent part: 

Evaluation of whether sufficient cause· has been shown for an extension must be made 
in the context of providing the patent owner with a fair opportunity to present an 
argument against any attack on the patent, and the requirement of the statute (35 
U.S.C. § 305) that the proceedings be conducted with special dispatch .... 

Any request for an extension of time in a reexamination proceeding must fully state 
the reasons therefor .... 

MPEP 2265 (in-part) 

Any request for an extension of time in a reexamination proceeding must fully state 
the reasons therefor. The reasons must include (A) a statement of what action the 
patent owner has taken to provide a response, to date as of the date the request for 
extension is submitted, and (B) why, in spite of the action taken thus far, the 
requested additional time is needed. The statement of (A) must provide a factual 
accounting of reasonably diligent behavior by all those responsible for preparing a 
response to the outstanding Office action within the statutory time period. 

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

The patent owner's representative petitions to extend the period for response by adding one (1) 
month to the period for response. The decision to extend the period for response is evaluated based 
upon a showing of "sufficient cause." There is always the consideration to balance the need for the 

2 
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patent owner to have a fair opportunity to respond to the Office action between the need for special 
dispatch. 

3 

The petitioner has demonstrated "sufficient cause" for granting the extension of time. The petitioner 
articulates, extensive number of pages made a part of the outstanding rejections of the claims, 
location of a technical expert and need for declarations to support "sufficient cause" for granting the 
extension of time. 

The petition request to extend the response time is hereby granted. 

CONCLUSION 

1. The patent owner's petition for extension of time is hereby granted. 

2. The time for response is extended by one (1) month. 

3. The Patent Owner's response is due 25 November 2009. 

4. Response and/or submissions to the Office should be addressed as follows: 

By Mail to: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam 
Central Reexamination Unit 
Commissioner for Patents 

By Fax to: 

'By Hand: 

United States Patent & Trademark Office 
P. 0. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

(571) 273-9900 
Central Reexamination Unit 

Customer Service Window 
Randolph Building 
401 Dulany Street 
Alexandria, VA 22314 
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ByEFS: Registered users ofEFS-Web may alternatively submit such correspondence 
via the electronic filing system EFS-Web, at 
https://sportal.uspto.gov/authenticate/authenticateuserlocalepf.html. EFS-Web 
offers the benefit of quick submission to the particular area of the Office that 
needs to act on the correspondence. Also, EFS-Web submissions are "soft 
scanned" (i.e., electronically uploaded) directly into the official file for the 
reexamination proceeding, which offers parties the opportunity to review the 
content of their submissions after the "soft scanning" process is complete. 

5. Telephone inquiries with regard to this decision should be directed to Mark Reinhart, 
at (571) 272-1611, in the event that Mark Reinhart is unavailable Eric Keasel at (571) 
272-4929, or Jessica Harrison at (571) 272-4449; all are Supervisory Patent 
Examiners in the Central Reexamination Unit, Art Unit 3992 may also be contacted .. 

/Mark Reinhart/ 
for 

Gregory Morse 
Director, 
Central Reexamination Unit 3999 

4 
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 90010422 

Filing Date: 26-Feb-2009 

Title of Invention: Graphic User Interface For Internet Telephony Application 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: 6,009,469 

Filer: Michael Raymond Casey 

Attorney Docket Number: 2655-0185 

Filed as Large Entity 

ex parte reexam Filing Fees 

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Basic Filing: 

Pages: 

Claims: 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition: 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance: 

Extension-of-Time: 

Petition fee- 37 CFR 1.17(g) (Group II) 1463 1 200 200 LG v. Straight Path, IPR2015-00209
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Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Miscellaneous: 

Total in USD ($) 200 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 6284260 

Application Number: 90010422 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 6565 

Title of Invention: Graphic User Interface For Internet Telephony Application 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: 6,009,469 

Customer Number: 42624 

Filer: Michael Raymond Casey 

Filer Authorized By: 

Attorney Docket Number: 2655-0185 

Receipt Date: 19-0CT-2009 

Filing Date: 26-FEB-2009 

TimeStamp: 13:46:24 

Application Type: Reexam (Third Party) 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment yes 

Payment Type Deposit Account 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $200 

RAM confirmation Number 9 

Deposit Account 501860 

Authorized User 

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows: 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees) 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees) LG v. Straight Path, IPR2015-00209
Straight Path - Ex. 2015 - Page 865



Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees) 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees) 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges) 

File Listing: 

Document 
Document Description File Name 

File Size( Bytes)/ Multi Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 

386725 

1 Reexam Request for Extension of Time 9001 0422_EOT _Request. pdf no 3 
126e63198d7aeed2404a399f3d 176874919 

16d73 

Warnings: 

Information: 

51851 

2 Reexam Certificate of Service 9001 0422_COS.pdf no 1 
d 55 82 Odb94 SbS 8970d72 9e0e8f9c681 9983 

76c0a 

Warnings: 

Information: 

29792 

3 Fee Worksheet (PT0-875) fee-info. pdf no 2 
546 7 a982 Of88e 77 4 5 c4 7 eb922e 38e9c6f808 

254a 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 468368 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New A~~lications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International A~~lication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International A~~lication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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FORMATION DISCLOSURE 
S TEMENT BY APPLICANT 

F 

Sheet1 

Examiner Cite 
Initials• No. 

Reexam number 90/010,422 

First Named Inventor Mattaway et al. 

Patent Under Re-Exam 6009469 

Issue Date 1999/12/28 

Group Art Unit 3992 

Examiner Name 

Attorney Docket No. 

Confirmation No. 

NON-PATENT REFERENCES 

1-1 6-2469 Plaintiff Net2Phone, In 
(N2PIDS_02100-2166) 

1-2 

1-3 

. 1-4 

1-5 

1-6 

/Alexander Kosowski/ 
Date 
Considered 

*Examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation .Is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through citatio 
not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant. Notes: If identified, the 
following is provided: EA = English Abtract, T =Translation, PF =Patent Family. 
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Reexam number 90/010,422 

First Named Inventor Mattaway et al. 
FORMATION DISCLOSURE 

S TEMENT BY APPLICANT 
M PT0-1449 (modified) 

Patent Under Re-Exam 6009469 

Issue Date 1999/12/28 

Examiner Cite 
Initials* No. 

Group Art Unit 

Examiner Name 

Attorney Docket No. 

Confirmation No. 

NON-PATENT REFERENCES 

3992 

1-1 Civ Action N 06-2469 Appendix A (List of Prio rt References) to Defendants' 

1-2 

1-3 

Fourth Amend Responses to Plaintiffs lnte ogatory Nos. 17-19 (N2PIDS~01618 
-1657) 

Defendants' Fourth Amend 
(N2PIDS_01694-01716) 

1-4 Civ Action No. 06-24 Declaration of I\ n J. Heinrich in Support of Opening Claim 
Construction Brief Skype Tech, Skype . and Ebay (part 1 of 5) 
(N2PIDS_00457- 6) 

1-5 . 06-2469 Declaration of Alan J. He rich in Support of Opening Claim 
Construct" Brief of Skype Tech, Skype Inc. and ay (part 2 of 5) 
(N2PID _00507-556) 

1-6 Civ ction No. 06-2469 Declaration of Alan J. Heinrich In upport of Opening Claim 
nstruction Brief of Skype Tech, Skype Inc. and Ebay (pa of 5) 
2PIDS_00557-606) 

Civ Action No. 06-2469 Declaration of Alan J. Heinrich in Support 
Construction Brief of Skype Tech, Skype Inc. and Ebay (part 4 of 5) 
(N2PIDS_00607-656) 

Notes 

/Alexander Kosowski/ Date 
Considered 08/12/2009 

·examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through citatt if 
not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant. Notes: If identified, the 
following is provided: EA = English Abtract, T =Translation, PF = Patent Family. 
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Reexam number 90/010,422 

First Named Inventor Mattaway et al. 
FORMATION DISCLOSURE 

S TEMENT BY APPLICANT 
Patent Under Re-Exam 6009469 

Issue Date 1999/12/28 F 
Group Art Unit 3992 

Examiner Name 

Attorney Docket No. 

Confirmation No. 

NON-PATENT REFERENCES 

Examiner Cite 
Initials* No. 

2-1 

2-2 

2-3 

Civ Action N 06-2469 Declaration of Alan J. 
Construction B f of Skype Tech, Skype Inc. 
(N2PIDS_00657- 3) 

Construction Brief of Skype 
(N2PIDS_00769-802) 

1nrich in Support of Opening Claim 
d Ebay (part 5 of 5) 

2-4 Civ Action No. 06-24 Declaration of A n J. Heinrich in Support of Reply Claim 
Construction Brief Skype Tech, Skype I . and Ebay (part 3 of 3) 
(N2PIDS_00803 44) 

2-5 . 06-2469 Declaration of Alan J. He rich in Support of Responsive 
truction Brief of Skype Tech, Skype Inc. nd Ebay (N2PIDS_00412-456) 

2-6 Civ ction No. 06-2469 Declaration of David B. Johnson i Support of Skype's 
sponsive Claim Construction Brief (N2PIDS_00845-913) 

Civ Action No. 06-2469 Defendants' Fourth Amended Responses Plaintiffs 
Interrogatory Nos. 17-19 Directed to Defendents Ebay Skype Tech a Skype Inc 
(N2PIDS_00387-411) 

/Alexander Kosowski/ 
Date 
Considered 

Notes 

08/12/2009 

•Examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in confonmance with MPEP 609, Draw a line through cltatl if 
not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant. Notes: If identified, the 
following is provided: EA = English Abtract, T =Translation, PF = Patent Family. 
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FORMATION DISCLOSURE 
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Reexam number 90/010.422 

First Named Inventor Mattaway et al. 

Patent Under Re-Exam 6009469 

Issue Date 1999/12/28 

Group Art Unit 

Examiner Name 

Attorney Docket No. 

Confirmation No. 

NON-PATENT REFERENCES 

Examiner Cite 
Initials* No. 

3-1 

3-2 Civ Action No. 06-246 
1013) 

1al Order (part 2 of 8) (N2PIDS_00964-

3-3 Civ Action No. 06-2469 Joint 1 I Pretrial Order (part 3 of 8) (N2PIDS_01014-
1063) 

3-6 Ci fl.ction No. 06-2469 Joint Final Pretrial Order (part 6 o ) (N2PIDS_01164-
13) 

Civ Action No. 06-2469 Joint Final Pretrial Order (part 7 of 8) (N2 
1263) 

Notes 

/Alexander Kosowski/ 
Date 
Considered 08/12/2009 

*Examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through cita if 
not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant. Notes: If identified, the 
following is provided: EA = English Abtract, T =Translation, PF =Patent Family. 
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FORMATION DISCLOSURE 

S TEMENT BY APPLICANT 
Patent Under Re-Exam 6009469 

Issue Date 1999/12/28 

Examiner Cite 
Initials* No. 

4-1 

4-2 

4-3 

4-4 

4-5 

Group Art Unit 3992 

Attorney Docket No. 

Confirmation No. 

NON-PATENT REFERENCES 

. 06-2469 Joint Final Pretrial Ord (part 8 of 8) (N2PIDS_01264-

onstruction Brief of Skype Tech Skype Inc. 

e's Reply Brief on Claim Construction 

. 06-2469 Plaintiff Net2Phone's Re Brief on Claim Construction 
(N2PIDS_01452-1490) 

4-6 Ci ~ction No. 06-2469 Plaintiff Net2Phone's Response 
art 1 of 2) (N2PIDS_01491-1546) 

Civ Action No. 06-2469 Plaintiff Net2Phone's Response Brief on 
(part 2 of 2) (N2PIDS_01547-1617) 

Notes 

/Alexander Kosowski/ 
Date 
Considered 08/12/2009 

*Examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through cita n if 
not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant Notes: If identified, the 
following is provided: EA = English Abtract, T =Translation, PF = Patent Family. 
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Examiner Cite 
Initials* No. 

Reexam number 90/010,422 

First Named Inventor Mattaway et al. 

Patent Under Re-Exam 6009469 

Issue Date 1999/12/28 

Group Art Unit 3992 

Examiner Name 

Attorney Docket No. 

Confirmation No. 

NON-PATENT REFERENCES 

5-1 Civ Action No. 6-2469 Reply Claim Constructi 
and Ebay (N2P 8_01717-1740) 

5-3 

5-4 

5-5 

5-6 

Notes 

/Alexander Kosowski/ 
Date 
Considered 

08/12/2009 

•examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through citatio f 
not in conformance and not considered Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant. Notes: If Identified, the 
following is provided: EA = English Abtract, T =Translation, PF"' Patent Family. 
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Reexam number 90/010,422 

First Named Inventor Mattaway et al. 
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Patent Under Re-Exam 6009469 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Issue Date 1999/12128 FORM PT0-1449 (modified) 

Group Art Unit 3992 

Examiner Name KOSOWSKI, ALEXANDER J 

Attorney Docket No. 2655-0185 

Sheet 1 of 67 Confirmation No. 6565 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 

Examiner Cite Document No. Publication/ Name of Patentee or 
Initials* No. Issue Date Applicant of Cited Document 

1-1 US-4313035 1982101126 Jordan et al. 

1-2 US-4423414 1983112127 Bryant et al. 

1-3 US-4491693 1985101/01 Sano et al. 

1-4 US-4602132 1986/07122 Nagatomi et al. 

1-5 US-4653090 1987/03124 Hayden, C. 

1-6 US-4658093 1987/14/04 Hellman 

1-7 US-4706274 1987111/10 Bakeret al. 

1-8 US-4754479 1988/06128 Bicknell et al. 

1-9 US-4755985 1988/07/05 Jayapalan et al. 

1-10 US-4756020 1988/07/05 Fodale 

1-11 US-4759056 1988/07/19 Akiyama 

1-12 US-4800488 1989/24/01 Agrawal et al. 

1-13 US-4823374 1989/04/18 Ver1ohr 

1-14 US-4827411 1989/05102 Arrowood 

1-15 US-4899333 1990/06/02 Roediger 

1-16 US-4899373 1990/02106 Lee et al. 

1-17 US-4914571 1990/04/03 Baratz et al. 

1-18 US-4928306 1990/05122 Biswas et al. 

1-19 US-4953159 1990/08/28 Hayden, C. 

1-20 US-4962449 1990/10 Schlesinger 

1-21 US-5109403 1992104128 Sutphin 

1-22 US-5113499 1992105 Ankneyetal. 

1-23 US-5127001 1992130/06 Steagall, et al. 

1-24 US-5134648 1992107128 Hochfield et al. 

Examiner Date 
Signature /Alexander Kosowski/ Considered 

08/12/2009 
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not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this fonn with next communication to appli~nl 
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US-5452289 
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US-5481720 

Reexam number 90/010.422 
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Patent Under Re-Exam 6009469 

Issue Date 1999/12/28 

Group Art Unit 3992 

Examiner Name KOSOWSKI, ALEXANDER J 
Attorney Docket No. 2655-0185 

Confirmation No. 6565 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 

Publication/ 
Issue Date 

1992108/04 
1992110/06 
1992110 
1992111/17 
1993/02109 
1993/03/16 
1994/04 
1994124/05 
1994/07/06 
1994/06128 
1994/07/12 
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1) This Office action addresses claims 1-3, 5-6, 8-9, 14-18 of United States Patent Number 

6,009,469 (Mattaway et al), for ~hich it has been determined in the Order Granting Ex Parte 

Reexamination (hereafter the "Order") mailed 3/13/09 that a substantial new question of 

patentability was raised in the Request for Ex Parte reexamination filed on 2/26/09 (hereafter the 

"Request"). Claims 4, 7, 10-13 are not subject to reexamination. 

IDS 

2) With regard to the IDS filed 6/11109: 

Where the IDS citations are submitted but not described, the examiner is only responsible 
for cursorily reviewing the references. The initials of the examiner on the PT0-1449 indicate 
only that degree of review unless the reference is either applied against the claims, or discussed 
by the examiner as pertinent art of interest, in a subsequent office action. See Guidelines for 
Reexamination of Cases in View ofln re Portola Packaging, Inc., 110 F.3d 786,42 USPQ2d 
1295 (Fed. Cir. 1997), 64 FRat 15347, 1223 Off. Gaz. Pat. Office at 125 (response to comment 
6). 

Consideration by the examiner of the information submitted in an IDS means that the 
examiner will consider the documents in the same manner as other documents in Office search 
files are considered by the examiner while conducting a search of the prior art in a proper field of 
'search. The initials of the examiner placed adjacent to the citations on the PT0-1449 or 
PTO/SB/08A and 088 or its equivalent mean that the information has been considered by the 
examiner to the extent noted above. MPEP § 609 (Eighth Edition, Rev. 5, August 2006). 

Regarding IDS submissions MPEP 2256 recites the following: "Where patents, 
publications, and other such items of information are submitted by a party (patent owner or 
requester) in compliance with the requirements of the rules, the requisite degree of consideration · 
to be given to such information will be normally limited by the degree to which the party filing 
the information citation has explained the content and relevance of the information." 

Accordingly, the IDS submissions have been considered by the Examiner only with the 
scope required by MPEP 2256. 

With regard to the IDS's filed 8/11/09 and 8/12/09: 

These IDS's have been given due consideration. However, that which are not either prior 
art patents or prior art printed publications have been crossed out so as not to appear reprinted on 
the front page of the patent. 

Rejections 
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3) The following three rejections are utilized by the examiner below, referencing the 

proposed prior art listed on pages 4-6 of the Request: 

Page 3 

Issue 1: Claims 1-3, 5-6, 8-9, 14-18 in view ofNetBIOS, RFC 1531, Pinard and 

VocalChat User's Guide. 

Issue 2: Claims 1-3,5-6,8-9, 14-18 in viewofEtherphone, Vin, RFC 1531, Pinard 

and VocalChat User's Guide. 

issue 3: Claims 1-3, 5-6, 8-9, 14-18 in view ofVocalChat, RFC 1531 and Pinard. 

Claim Rejection Paragraphs 

4) c;:taim Rejections- 35 USC§ 103 

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in 
section I 02 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are 
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person 
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the 
manner in which the invention was made. 

Issue 1 

5) Claims 1-3 and 5-6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable by 

NetBIOS, further in view ofRFC 1531. 

Referring to (Claim 1), NetBIOS teaches a computer program product for use ~ith a 

computer system having a display, the computer system capable of executing a first process and 

connecting to other processes and a server process over a computer network ~etBIOS, pg. 356, 
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357, whereby the system is run on personal computers over TCP/IP networks, personal 

computers inherently containing a display), the computer program product comprising a 

computer usable medium having computer readable code means embodied in the medium 

comprising: 

Page4 

a. program code for generating a user-interface enabling control a first process executing 

on the computer system ilietBIOS, pg. 356, 359, whereby computers executing NetBIOS may 

contain DOS operating systems or may operate on other operating systems, which examiner 

notes inherently contain at least text-based user interfaces); 

c. program code responsive to the currently assigned network protocol address of the first 

process, for establishing a communication connection with the server process and for forwarding 

the assigned network protocol address of the first process and a unique identifier of the first 

process to the server process upon establishing a communication connection with the server 

process ilietBIOS, pg. 358, 431, 367, 388, 480-482, whereby network nodes forward IP 

addresses and unique names to NetBIOS Name Server); and 

d. program code, responsive to user input commands, for establishing a point-to-point 

communications with another process over the computer network ilietBIOS, pg. 397-400, 

whereby point-to-point communication is established upon initiation between nodes once target 

names and addresses have been found). 

In addition, NetBIOS teaches the use ofTCP/IP CNetBIOS, pg. 356-357). However, 

NetBIOS does not explicitly teach b. program code for determining the currently assigned 

network protocol address of the first process upon connection to the computer network. 
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RFC 1531 teaches dynamically assigning IP addresses on a TCP/IP network by an 

Internet access server (RFC 1531, Section 2.2). 

Page 5 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the invention 

was made to determine the currently assigned network protocol address of the first process upon 

connection to the computer network in the invention taught by NetBIOS above since this allows 

for automatic reuse of an address that is no longer needed by the host to which it Was assigned 

CRFC 1531, Pg. 2), and since examiner notes the use of dynamic IP address assignment in a 

TCP/IP network are old and well known in the art, and are useful to eliminate the burdensome 

task of manually assigning IP addresses for all networked computers. 

Referring to (Claim 2), NetBIOS teaches the computer program product of claim 1 

wherein the program code for establishing a point-to-point communication link further comprises 

program code, responsive to the network protocol address of a second process, for establishing a 

point-to-point communication link between the first process and the second process over the 

computer network ilietBIOS, pg. 397-401, whereby point-to-point communication is established 

once the IP address of the node is found). 

Referring to (Claim 3), NetBIOS teaches the computer program product of claim 2 

wherein the program code for establishing a point-to-point communication link further comprise: 

program code for transmitting, from the first process to the server process, a query as to whether 

the second process is connected to the computer network ilietBIOS, pg. 377, 388-389, 446, 393-

394, whereby name queries are used to discover if a node is connected and active); and program 
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code for receiving a network protocol address of the second process from the server process, 

when the second process is connected to the computer network ilietBIOS, pg. 389, 440, 464-

465, whereby the NBNS answers queries with a list of IP addresses of connected nodes). 

Referring to (Claim 5), NetBIOS teaches in a computer system having a display, the 

computer system capable of executing a first process and communicating with other processes 

and a server process over a computer network ilietBIOS, pg. 356, 357, whereby the system is 

run on personal computers over TCP/IP networks, personal computers inherently containing a 

display), a method for establishing point-to-point communications with other processes 

comprising: B. establishing a communication connection with the server process once the 

assigned network protocol of the first process is known and C. forwarding the assigned network 

protocol address of the first process to the server process upon establishing a communication 

connection with the server process ilietBIOS, pg. 358, 431, 367, 388, 480-482, whereby network 

nodes forward IP addresses and unique names to NetBIOS Name Server); and D. establishing a 

point-to-point communication with another process over the computer network ilietBIOS, pg. 

397-400, whereby point-to-point communication is established upon initiation between nodes 

once target names and addresses have been found). 

In addition, NetBIOS teaches the use ofTCP/IP (NetBIOS, pg. 356-357). However, 

NetBIOS does not explicitly teach A. determining the currently assigned network protocol 

address of the first process upon connection to the computer network. 

RFC 15 31 teaches dynamically assigning IP addresses on a TCP /IP network by an 

Internet access server (RFC 1531, Section 2.2). 
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Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the invention 

was made to determine the currently assigned network protocol address of the first process upon 

connection to the computer network in the invention taught by NetBIOS above since this allows 

for automatic reuse of an address that is no longer needed by the host to which it was assigned 

CRFC 1531, ~g. 2), and since examiner notes the use of dynamic IP address assignment in a 

TCP/IP network are old and well known in the art, and are useful to eliminate the burdensome 

task of manually assigning IP addresses for all networked computers. 

Referring to (Claim 6), NetBIOS teaches the method of claim 5 wherein the program 

step D comprises transmitting, from the first process to the server process, a query as to whether 

a second process is connected to the computer network ilietBIOS, pg. 377. 388-389. 446, 393-

394. whereby name queries are used to discover if a node is connected and active); and receiving 

a network protocol address of the second process from the server process, when the second 

process is connected to the computer network ilietBIOS, pg. 389, 440, 464-465, whereby the 

NBNS answers queries with a list ofiP addresses of connected nodes). 

6) Claims 8-9, 14-15, and 17-18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable 

by NetBIOS, further in view of Pinard. 

Referring to (Claim 8), NetBIOS teaches in a computer system having a display and 

capable of executing a process, a method for establishing a point-to-point communication from a 

caller process to a callee process over a computer network, the caller process capable of 

generating a user interface and being operatively connected to the callee process and a server 
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process over the computer network (NetBIOS, pg. 356, 357, whereby the system is run on 

Page 8 

personal computers over TCP/IP networks, personal computers inherently containing a display), 

the method comprising the steps of: querying the server process to determine if the first callee 

process is accessible (NetBIOS, pg. 377, 388-389, 446, whereby a query is sent to the NBNS to 

determine if another node is logged iri and discover the nodes IP address); and establishing a 

point-to-point communication link from the caller process to the first callee process (NetBIOS, 

pg. 397-400, whereby a point-point communication link is established between end nodes). 

However, NetBIOS does not explicitly teach generating a user-interface element 

representing a first communication line, generating a user interface element representing a first 

callee process, and establishing the link in response to a user associating the element 

representing the first callee process with the element representing the first communication line 

Pinard teaches a human machine interface for telephone feature invocation which is 

utilized on a personal computer and allows a user to make telephone calls by moving graphics 

around a screen. Pinard teaches a user interface element representing a first communication line 

and callee process (Pinard. Figure 6 and col. 5 lines 23-30), and also teaches clicking and 

dragging an icon representing a callee from a directory into a call setup icon to establish a call 

link (Pinard. Figure 3, col. 4 lines 38-51, Figure 6, col. 5 lines 36-37). 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the invention 

was made to utilizing the user-interface elements and interactions taught by Pinard in the 

invention taught by NetBIOS since Pinard teaches that the invention can be used with any 

system in which a personal computer in conjunction with a server operates (Pinard, col. 2 lines 

43-46), since NetBIOS teaches that it can be implemented using different operating systems 
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(NetBIOS, pg. 359), and since examiner notes that both NetBIOS and Pinard relate to 

communica~ions between at least two users implemented in a computerized environment. 

Page 9 

Referring to (Claim 9), NetBIOS teaches the method of claim 8 wherein step C further 

comprises the steps of: querying the server process as to the on-line status of the first callee 

process ili:etBIOS, pg. 377, 388-389, 446, 393-394, whereby name queries are used to discover 

if a node is connected and active); and receiving a network protocol address of the first callee 

process over the computer network from the server process ilietBIOS, pg. 389, 440, 464-465, 

whereby the NBNS answers queries with a list of IP addresses of connected nodes). 

Referring to (Claims 14-15 and 17-18), NetBIOS teaches the above. However, NetBIOS 

does not explicitly teach generating a user interface element representing a communication line 

having a temporarily disabled status; and temporarily disabling the point-to-point communication 

between the caller process and the first callee process, in response to the user associating the 

element representing the first callee process with the element representing the communication 

line having a temporarily disabled status, wherein the element generated represents a 

communication line on hold status, wherein the display further comprises a visual display, and 

wherein the user interface is a graphic user interface and the user-interface elements generated in 

steps A and B are graphic elements. 

Pinard teaches a "hard hold" icon to which saller/callees may be dragged to be put on 

hold status (Pinard, Figure 12, col. 6 lines 36-53 ), teaches a visual display (Pinard, col. 4 lines 
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10-11, Figure 2), and teaches a graphical user interface in which the elements are graphic 

elements (Pinard, Figures 2-16). 

Page 10 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the invention 

was made to utilizing the user-interface elements and interactions taught by Pinard in the 

invention taught by NetBIOS since Pinard teaches that the invention 'can be used with any 

system in which a personal computer in conjunction with a server operates (Pinard, col. 2 lines 

43-46), since NetBIOS teaches that it can be implemented using different operating systems 

(NetBIOS, pg. 359), and since examiner notes that both NetBIOS and Pinard relate to 

communications between at least two users implemented in a computerized environment. 

7) Claim 16 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable by NetBIOS, further in 

view of Pinard, further in view ofVocalChat User's Guide.· 

Referring to (Claim 16), NetBIOS teaches the above. However, NetBIOS does not 

explicitly teach wherein the element generated represents a communication line on mute status. 

VocalChat User's Guide teaches the use of a MUTE option on a phone so that a user can 

talk without being heard by the other user's system CVocalChat User's Guide, pg. 57). 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the invention 

was made to utilize an element representing a communication line on MUTE status in the 

invention taught by NetBIOS and Pinard above since all three references relate to the field of 

communications over a computer network, since VocalChat and Pinard utilize a computer 

system for telephony features specifically, and since examiner notes that the use of a MUTE 

feature in telephone conversations is old and wen known in the art. 
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8) Examiner notes the following will represent the Etherphone references utilized for the 

rejection below (All considered a single reference as published together): 

"Zellweger ": An Overview of the Etherphone System and its Applications 

"Swinehart": Telephone Management in the Etherphone System 

"Terry": Managing Stored Voice in the Etherphone System 

9) Claims 1-3 and 5-6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable by 

Etherphone, further in view of Vin, further in view of RFC 1531. 

Referring to (Claim 1), Etherphone teaches a computer program product for use with a 

computer system having a display, the computer system capable of executing a first process and 

connecting to other processes and a server process over a computer network (Zellweger, pg. 1, 3, 

Terry, pg. 4, whereby a computer program product connects first and second processes over a 

network using a server), the computer program product comprising a computer usable medium 

having computer readable code means embodied in the medium comprising: 

a. program code for generating a user-interface enabling control a first process executing 

on the computer system (Swinehart Figures -10, Zellweger Figures 3-4, whereby workstations 

include QUI's); 

c. program code responsive to the currently assigned network protocol address of the first 

process, for establishing a communication connection with the server process and for forwarding 
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the assigned network protocol address of the first process and a unique identifier of the first 

process to the server process upon establishing a communication connection with the server 

process (Swinehart, pg. 2, 4, Zelleger, pg. 5, whereby user identity and workstation address are 

transmitted to the Voice Control Server when connected); and 

d. program code, responsive to user input commands, for establishing a point-to-point 

communications with another process over the computer network (Swinehart, pg. 4, whereby 

after acquiring the network address of a callee, voice datagrams are transmitted directly amont 

the participants, bypassing the control server). 

However, Ethernhone does not explicitly teach that the network protocol address is 

received by said one of the processes from an Internet access server. 

Yin teaches an Etherphone implementation whereby Internet communications and IP 

addresses are used (Yin, page 77 and Figure 5). 

RFC 1531 teaches dynamically assigning IP addresses on a TCP/IP network by an 

Internet access server CRFC 1531, Section 2.2). 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the invention 

was made to utilize the computer program product taught by Etherphone above in an Internet 

based system utilizing dynamically assigned IP addresses from Internet access servers as taught 

by Yin and RFC 1531 since Etherphone was intended for use in multiple networks and 

communication protocols (Terry. page 3). since Yin and Etherphone both describe the same 

Etherphone system. since examiner notes that Internet and IP address-based networks are old and 

well known in the art and would be a natural extension from an ethernet-based system. since 

dynamic allocation of IP addresses allows for automatic reuse of an address that is no longer 
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needed by the host to which it was assigned CRFC 1531, Pg. 2), and since examiner notes the use 

of dynamic IP address assignment in a TCP/IP network are old and well known in the art, and 

are useful to eliminate the burdensome task of manually assigningiP addresses for all networked 

computers. 

Referring to (Claim 2), Etherphone teaches the computer program product of claim I 

wherein the program code for establishing a point-to-point communication link further comprises 

program code, responsive to the network protocol address of a second process, for· establishing a 

point-to-point communication link between the first process and the second process over the 

computer network (Swinehart, pg. 4, whereby voice datagram are transmitted directly among 

participants once network addresses of both processes have been received). · 

Referring to (Claim 3), Etherphone teaches the computer program product of claim 2 

wherein the program code for establishing a point-to-point communication link further comprise: 

program code for transmitting, from the first process to the server process, a query as to whether 

the second process is connected to the computer network (Swinehart, pg. 2, 4, Zellweger, pg. 5, 

whereby queries are transmitted to Voice Control Server); and program code for receiving a 

network protocol address of the second process from the server process, when the second process 

is connected to the computer network (Swinehart, pg. 2, whereby the server sends the network 

protocol address of the logged in user to caller process on request). 
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Referring to (Claim 5), Etherphone teaches in a computer system having a display, the 

computer system capable of executing a first process and communicating with other processes 

and a server process over a computer network (Zellweger. pg. l, 3, Terry, pg. 4, whereby a 

computer program product connects first and second processes over a network using a server), a 

method for establishing point-to-point communications with othe{ processes comprising: B. 

establishing a communication connection with the server process once the assigned network 

protocol of the first process is known and C. forwarding the assigned network protocol address 

of the first process to the server process upon establishing a communication connection with the 

server process (Swinehart, pg. 2, 4, Zelleger, pg. 5, whereby user identity and workstation 

address are transmitted to the Voice Control Server when connected); and D. establishing a 

point-to-point communication with another process over the computer network (Swinehart, pg. 4, 

whereby after acquiring the network address of a callee, voice datagrams are transmitted directly 

amont the participants. bypassing the control server). 

However, Etherohone does not explicitly teach A. determining the currently assigned 

network protocol address of the first process upon connection to the computer network. 

Yin teaches an Etherohone implementation whereby Internet communications and IP 

addresses are used (Yin, page 77 and Figure 5). 

RFC 1531 teaches dynamically assigning IP addresses on a TCP/IP network by an 

Internet access server (RFC 1531, Section 2.2). 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the invention 

was made to utilize the computer program product taught by Etherohone above in an Internet 

based system utilizing dynamically assigned IP addresses from Internet access servers as taught 
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by Yin and RFC 1531 since Etherphone was intended for use in multiple networks and 
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communication protocols (Terry, page 3), since Yin and Etherphone both describe the same 

Etherphone system, since examiner notes that Internet and IP address-based networks are old and 

well known in the art and would be a natural extension from an ethernet-based system, since 

dynamic allocation of IP addresses allows for automatic reuse of an address that is no longer 

needed by the host to which it was assigned CRFC 15 31, Pg. 2), and since examiner notes the use 

of dynamic IP address assignment in a TCPIIP network are old and well known in the art, and 

are useful to eliminate the burdensome task of manually assigning IP addresses for all networked 

computers. 

Referring to (Claim 6}, Etherphone teaches the method of claim 5 wherein the program 

step D comprises transmitting, from the first process to the server process, a query as to whether 

a second process is connected to the computer network (Swinehart, pg. 2. 4, Zellweger, pg. 5, 

whereby queries are transmitted to Voice Control Server); and receiving a network protocol 

address of the second process from the server process, when the second process is connected to 

the computer network (Swinehart, pg. 2, whereby the server sends the network protocol address 

of the logged in user to caller process on request). 

10) Claims 8-9, 14-15, and 17-18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable 

by Etherphone, further in view of Pinard. 

Referring to (Claim 8), Etherphone teaches in a computer system having a display and 

capable of executing a process, a method for establishing a point-to-point communication from a 
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caller process to a callee process over a computer network, the caller process capable of 
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generating a user interface and being operatively connected to the callee process and a server 

process over the computer network (Zellweger. pg. 1, 3, Figure 1, Swinehart Figures 1-1 0), the 

method comprising the steps of: querying the server process to determine if the first callee 

process is accessible (Swinehart, pg. 2, 4, Zellweger, pg. 5, whereby a query is transmitted to 

determine the location of a second Etherphone by contacting a server); and establishing a point-

to-point communication link from the caller process to the first callee process (Swinehart, pg. 2, 

Zellweger, Figure 4, whereby voice datagrams are transmitted directly among participants). 

However, Etherphone does not explicitly teach generating a user-interface element 

representing a first communication line, generating a user interface element representing a first 

callee process, and establishing the link in response to a user associating the element 

representing the first callee process with the element representing the first communication line 

Pinard teaches a human machine interface for telephone feature invocation which is 

utilized on a personal computer and allows a user to make telephone calls by moving graphics 

around a screen. Pinard teaches a user interface element representing a first communication line 

and callee process (Pinard, Figure 6 and col. 5 lines 23-30), and also teaches clicking and 

dragging an icon representing a callee from a directory into a call setup icon to establish a call 

link (Pinard, Figure 3, col. 4 lines 38-51, Figure 6, col. 5 lines 36-37). 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the invention 

was made to utilizing the user-interface elements and interactions taught by Pinard in the 

invention taught by Etherphone since Pinard teaches that the invention can be used with any 

system in which a personal computer in conjunction with a server operates (Pinard, col. 2 lines 
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43-46), and since examiner notes that both Etherohone and Pinard relate to communications 

between at least two users implemented in a computerized environment. 

Referring to (Claim 9), Etherphone teaches the method of claim 8 wherein step C further 

comprises the steps of: querying the server process as to the on-line status of the first callee 

process (Swinehart, pg. 2, 4, Zellweger, pg. 5. whereby queries are transmitted to Voice Control 

Server); and receiving a network protocol address of the first callee process over the computer 

network from the server process (Swinehart, pg. 2, whereby the server sends the network 

protocol address of the logged in user to caller process on request). 

Referring to (Claims 14-15), Etherphone teaches the above. However, Etherphone does 

not explicitly teach generating a user interface element representing a communication line having 

a temporarily disabled status; and temporarily disabling the point-to-point communication 

between the caller process and the first callee process, in response to the user associating the 

element representing the first callee process with the element representing the communication 

line having a te.mporarily disabled status, and wherein the element generated represents a 

communication line on hold status. 

Pinard teaches a "hard hold" icon to which saller/callees may be dragged to be put on 

hold status (Pinard, Figure 12, col. 6 lines 36-53 ). 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the invention 

was made to utilizing the user-interface elements and interactions taught by Pinard in the 

invention taught by Etherphone since Pinard teaches that the invention can be used with any 
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system in which a personal computer in conjunction with a server operates (Pinard, col. 2 lines 

43-46), and since examiner notes that both Etherphone and Pinard relate to communications 

between at least two users implemented in a computerized environment. 

Referring to (Claims 17-18), Etherphone teaches_ wherein the display further comprises a 

visual display (Swinehart, Fig. 1-10, Zellweger, Fig. 3-4, whereby computer displays are 

considered visual displays), and wherein the user interface is a graphic user interface and the 

user-interface elements generated in steps A and B are graphic elements (Swinehart, Fig. 1-10, 

Zellweger, Fig. 3-4, whereby a GUI is used showing graphic elements of call display). 

11) Claim 16 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable by Etherphone, further 

in view of Pinard, further in view ofVocalChat User's Guide. 

Referring to (Claim 16), Etherphone teaches the above. However, Etherphone does not 

explicitly teach wherein the element generated represents a communication line on mute status. 

VocalChat User's Guide teaches the use of a MUTE option on a phone so that a user can 

talk without being heard by the other user's system (VocalChat User's Guide, pg. 57). 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the invention 

was made to utilize an element representing a communication line on MUTE status in the . . 
invention taught by Etherphone and Pinard above since all three references relate to the field of 

communications over a computer network, since VocalChat and Pinard utilize a computer 

system for telephony features specifically, and since examiner notes that the use of a MUTE 

feature in telephone conversations is old and well known in the art. 
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12) Examiner notes the following will represent the Vocal Chat references utilized for the 

rejection below: 

"User's Guide": Vocal Chat User's Guide, Version 2.0 

"Readme": Vocal Chat Readme File, Version 2.02 

"Networking Information": Vocal Chat 1.01 Networking Information 

"Help File": VocalChat Information, Version 2.02 

"Troubleshooting Help File": VocalChat Troubleshooting Help File, Version 2.02 

13) Claims 1-3 and 5-6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable by the 

combination of all five Vocal Chat references listed above (hereafter "Vocal Chat References"), 

further in view of RFC 1531. 

Referring to (Claim 1), VocalChat teaches a computer program product for use with a 

computer system having a display, the computer system capable of executing a first process and 

connecting to other processes and a server process over a computer network (User's Guide, pg. 

8, 11, Network Information, pg. 10, whereby users connect via a network through data received 

from a server), the computer program product comprising a computer usable medium having 

computer readable code means embodied in the medium comprising: 

a. program code for generating a user-interface enabling control a first process executing 

on the computer system (User's Guide. pg. 11. whereby a GUI is used); 
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c. program code responsive to the currently assigned network protocol address of the first 

process, for establishing a communication connection with the server process and for forwarding 

the assigned network protocol address of the first process and a unique identifier of the first 

process to the server process upon establishing a communication connection with the server 

process ilietwork Information, pg. 10, Troubleshooting Help File, pg. 28, Help File, pg. 2, 

Readme File, pg. 2, whereby clients transmit name and address to be stored on a server Post 

Office); and 

d. program code, responsive to user input commands, for establishing a point-to-point 

communications with another process over the computer network (Help File, pg. 17, User Guide, 

pg. 2, whereby communication between users is established). 

In addition, VocalChat teaches the use ofTCP/IP (Troubleshooting Help File, pg. 28). 

However. VocalChat does not explicitly teach b. program code for determining the currently 

assigned network protocol address of the first process upon connection to the computer network. 

RFC 1531 teaches dynamically assigning IP addresses on a TCP/IP network by an 

Internet access server (RFC 1531, Section 2.2). 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the invention 

was made to combine all five VocalChat References utilized above since they all describe a 

Vocal Chat system which shares numerous common features including a central server to store 

addresses and VocalChat client software and which all interoperate in the same basic manner. In 

addition it would have been obvious to utilize dynamically assigned IP addresses from Internet 

access servers in the invention taught by VocalChat above since this allows for automatic reuse 

of an address that is no longer needed by the host to which it was assigned (RFC 1531, Pg. 2), 
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and since examiner notes the use of dynamic IP address assignment in a TCPIIP network are old 

and well known in the art, and are useful to eliminate the burdensome task of manually assigning 

IP addresses for all networked computers. 

Referring to (Claim 2), Vocal Chat teaches the computer program product of claim 1 

wherein the program code for establishing a point-to-point communication link further comprises 

program code, responsive to the network protocol address of a second process, for establishing a 

point-to-point communication link between the first process and the second process over the 

computer network (Help File, Pg. 17, User Guide, pg. 2. whereby users connected to each other 

over a network utilizing addresses received from a server). 

Referring to (Claim 3), Vocal Chat teaches the computer program product of claim 2 

wherein the program code for establishing a point-to-point communication link further comprise: 

program code for transmitting, from the first process to the server process, a query as to whether 

the second process is connected to the computer network (Help File .. pg. 8, 22, whereby an IP 

address is provided in response to a query if a callee is connected); and program code for 

receiving a network protocol address of the second process from the server process, when the 

second process is connected to the computer network (Help File. pg. 22. whereby network 

addresses are received in response to queries). 

Referring to (Claim 5), VocalChat teaches in a computer system having a display, the 

computer system capable of executing a first process and communicating with other processes 
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